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Trucker  " " "  f ina l ly  a iming'  do  - -  ...... s p rotest .c, wn now
NEW YORK , (AP) " Dong ' Ba'ldwin" saia . in have voted to endorse a eatsblkhed. t~.:"forces:!-to censlons from the govern. In Beaton~ a.convoy of 4S weckevd to allow its 
Movement of foed and guods .Washington the agency's returntoworkfoHowfugt~, dealwithtru~m'prol~nm..mm_t. And some protest, vehicles" converged on the members te refurn to work if 
enU.S, highways continued survey showeda Continued Carter administrations and addressed .Mlevnncss .leaders are ceiling for an Massachusetts Statehouse they cen no langer afford to 
to improveMondsy and the trend of. more owner-up- announcement of a sinpoint concerning allocation '.of escafation of strike activity, for the second time in 17 remain idle, 
trend indicates the court- crater trucks haullng food, program for ending the diesel fuel and ,weight anti . The @0-memher Michigan days, and truckers' 
trywlde, truckers' protest household items and.other protest, now in, its fourth size regulations. ~,~ maependent Trucker.s representatives met with. Leadern of the In- 
should be over sonn, the goods. Regional reports week. . ' , A significant number ~f Association voted Monday to Gov, Edward King, dependeQt. Truckers 
federal Interstate Com- showed ineidsnts of violence The go~,ernment's , truchern' groups, :h .0wever, stay off the Job after Its A group of New England Asooclatien, repo,~ to be 
merca Cen~nisaion repor, were.down substantially. .IZ~gr.am dealgnated eight" appeared to be goll~ along preeidont, Harold Wilcox, truckers, while endorsing a the .largest rvf.kers group 
ted ;  Independent truckers mterstatehighwaysan,,asfe, withthelrnattnnalleadera.in said the government is continuation of the shut. taking part '~ the pretest, 
Ca~rnmlsmlen .enokesman. associations. In six states, corridors", for'truckers/.:, holding out for more.c0ti, mal~i~g.emptypromises, down, voted.during the eiso heve refused to call for 
an end to the atri~e. 
• The association, which 
says it has about 39,000 dues- 
paying rfiambera but 
represents 98 per cent of the 
country's II0,000 in-. 
dsV'~ndnnt long-haul drivers, 
estimated 50,O00 truckers 
still were off the Job during 
the weekend. 
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'   E-TTLEMENT . . . .  STILL LIKELY ,o 
/ Talks continue today 
or l  e rs  ready  to s t r i ke  
i 
Normally busy construct ion work  on H ighway 16  s topped for hol iday 
: 1 " P I~O by Greg Mlddleton 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  • Nelotiabrs for the 7~S00- could be PUt to the member. 
More than 60,000 Britieh member Canadian Paper-. ship for a.vote. 
workers Union and the Pulp A bureau. Spokesman said 
and Paper Industrlsl talks 'ceuld resume today or 
Relations Bureau, which Wednesday, 
bargains for the pulp and '. The CPU, the 5,500- 
tult~]~rMProdncers, adjourned member Pulp, Paper and 
enday after the union Woodwork•re of Canada nd 
said changes must be made 7,500 member~ of the In- 
in the latest offer before it ternatimml Woodworkera of
America in the southern 
Interior were in position to 
strike as of. midnight 
Saturday night when their 
cleared About 30,000 coastal forest 
workers have been in a '  
ay  . re  peeltion to strike since June 
W r 1§.' . Contracts covering 
northern Interior IWA Ca members run until Aug. 30. r te r  A.  unions have voted 
Columbia pulp, paper and 
forest workers could walk off 
the job at any time,, but 
neither union nor industry 
spokesman re talking strike 
as negotiations reach a stage 
both sides describe •as 
crucial, 
.. ' heavily in fa¥or of strike 
| ~' ¢ I r t~ antien. The IWA and PPWC 
• !:• ~. . .~"~ > ~ ~ .~..(e~tlvesare tomeet his 
, ~.~ ~ ,~.m0Ve~.. : : ~ . . . . . . .  
• W~Sm~GTON ¢AP) " neOn offered the.me ~ic  
The. U.S. Supreme Court ~ ,  . . c~ for a ~0-eent- 
cleared the wav Meadsv for an-nenr mcreane in the first 
President Carter to ~leny" year of a two-your cnntract 
government eontructo to .and a9.5-porcent i crease in 
. cempanieaUmt donot follow me second. "me present base 
~federaj vo~ Wngeprice rate is ~8.~s an hour. 
suideuaea. : CPU vice-president Art 
• FORT NEI~0N, 'B.C. 
(.cp) --  A"pllot from 
CRASH • Court 
WAS A. 
NEAR i 
MISS 
Votinl H ,  the Jnatieea re- 
fused to hear arguments by 
the AFI-CIO that' Carter 
lacks the.. Constitutional 
authority to enforce the 
voluntary anti-inflationary 
program. 
The court did not reach the 
, I  
Alaska  says  it has  o i l  
"Last year we supplied awarded an additional 44 
nearly one-sixth of the million acres to Alaska's 
nation's oil production- a Native peoples. 'But they 
fraction of the potential, that have received only seven 
may yet he discovered in the million acre•. Lands granted 
49th state. We have already bythe Statehood and Native 
discovered triilims of cabin Claims Act are nlmcet 
feet of natural gas. Our coal certain to contain resource• 
could fuel America for 20 vital to America. 
centuries." '~ • "But we must be. per- 
But the ads said Alaskans mittod to •earck, to learn 
cannot help alleviate the wkattsinAinskanow, bofore 
energy ehortage, in ,the the panic of some future 
United State• "because energy emergency lay• 
'although we were granted waste to our land." - 
• tat•hood 20 year• ago, The ads said the appeal 
Alaska has yet to receive the was paid for by the people of 
lands.promised usunder the Alaska from a special ap- 
Statehood Act." propriation by the state 
--~Undor the 1959 statehoed legislature. The Times said 
Act," the ads said. "Alaska its ad cost ;15,480, including 
was promised title to 104 a 15-per-cent agency fee, . 
million acres of land, To The ads cited the growing 
date, we have received U,S. dependence on forelgn 
patent 'to just 21 milllnn oil and claimed "America's 
acres, major reaourca, storehouse 
"In 1971, Congress remains locked 'by govern. 
NEW YORK (AP) -- 
Alaska complained in. full 
page newspaper ad- 
vertisements Monday that it 
• cansupply fuel to the United 
States for 20 centre'lea but 
that federal control of much. 
ol its land prevents develop- 
merit of the state's resour. 
ces. 
"Alaska Wants America to 
Declare a New In-' 
dependence Day," was the 
headline on ads appearing in 
Monday's edltlous' of several 
newspapers, including New 
York Times, The Daily News • 
and the New York Post. 
"Alaska has the pote~ttsl 
to help eliminate the lines at. 
American gas stations," the 
ads read. "We have known 
energy reserves, or the 
potential, to heat --  and cool 
- -  the homes and industrie• 
of America until well into the 
next century. 
I I  I I I 
4NTS ARE INOUTER SPACE 
CAMDEN, N.J..(AP)-- Cameras in the cabin 
Several thousand local 
ants are scheduled for a 
1981 vacation far from the 
land of picnic baskets and 
cookie Jan. 
The South Jersey ants 
will board a space shuttle 
and be bla•ted into orbit 
under an educational 
program for innercity 
high school " students 
called Orbit '~1. 
RCA Corp. is paying for 
the seven-day space 
flight, during which about 
50 •tudentu from Camden 
and Woodrow Wilson high 
• clmols will study the e~- 
recta of wel~ties•ness en 
the insects, 
will record the ants' 
activities,' Includlng 
birtho.and eaths, to de- 
termine the offect~ of 
lowered grnvity. 
The ants', habits on 
earth will be scrutinized 
• before departure, said 
Dudley. • ' 
Ants have been chH 
because their hard at- 
terior will help them 
survive the gravi~ foroes 
racket 1if tog and their 
.hairy feet lets them 
clutch rough surfaces 
which will keep them 
from floating around the 
~? e capsule, Dudley 
mental decree." 
Theads asked readers to 
writs to their, congressmen 
in support ~ reJeet~ the 
pending Udall.Andersen 
bill .that ~ does not l~alance 
rational development with 
adequate environmental 
protect ion ; "  over turn ing  
Pres ident  Car ter ' s  
• declaration of 57 million 
acres as national" 
monuments, and in •uppert 
of pasoangu of legislatlen 
that "grants Alaskans the 
rights inherent in U.S.  
statehood." 
tempted to lan d on. the 
/Raski Highway about 
I0O kllome~ea south 0G 
this northea•tern British 
Columbia community. 
A •earth and rescue 
spoke•man from Victoria 
said Larry Pr~chard was 
helped from the two- 
sentor "Piper Cub by] 
people from a nearby 
lodge. A helicopter was 
sent to the scene after a 
signal from an. electronic 
locating transmitter was 
picked up In Fort Nelson. 
GRADS HONORED 
Caledonia Senior Secondary has recently 
published the  1979 annual, which / includes 
tributes to members of the staff and'to ~is 
year's graduates, and the Herald honors the 
students in today's paper. 
• In a Valedictory Address reprinted in the 
annual, l~bert Sheridan expressed thanks to the 
teachers on behalf of the grads, and also noted 
the happy times the students pent at school. 
The Principal's messageto he grads, made by ' 
. Caledonia's principal W.L. Sturn, urged the 
students to meet the challenge'of the future. 
A message from student council president 
Pare Shaw was also printed. Shaw wished her 
fellow grads well, and concluded the message by 
stating "the world will be proud of us as we build 
a great tomorrow by remembering the past." 
Congratulations to the grads from District 
Superintendent of Schools Frank Hamilton and 
from Chairman of the School Board Jack Cook 
were also included in the annual. 
• The 1979 annual is dedicated to Doris Dubetz, 
who is retiring from teaching on June 30 after 
eleven years of instructing business education 
courses at Skeena Secondary and at Caledonia 
Secondary. 
"We will all mm her'kind assistance and 
cheerful presence and wltlh her many.years of 
happiness in her  retirement," concludes the 
dedication. 
merits "of the ease, but 
merely refused to review a 
federal appeals court ruling 
that gave the administration 
such authority. 
The U.S./C~cult Court of 
Appeals in Washington last 
~ spiit 6-3 in over. a May.S1 ~ by 
U.S.  D is t r i c t  ' Judge 
pa~nn Parker. 
er's ruling had dealt a 
major blow to Carter's anti- 
inflationary efforts by 
declaring that neither the 
Constitution nor Congress 
gave the president the power 
to. threaten to deny federal 
contracts to companies that 
violate his voluntary guldo. 
.lines. 
The appeals court ruled 
that Parker had Incorrectly 
concluded that the pmltsh- 
:nent provisions of the 
,~arter program made It a 
i nandatory one, and it 
therefore exceeded the 
pre•ident's authority. 
Under the administration 
plan, the government is 
authorized to deny contracts 
worth more than $5 million to 
firm• violating the wage- 
price guidelines. 
The AFL-CIO had con- 
tended that the program 
interferes with a union's 
right to bargain collectively. 
Carter's wage SuldeUne 
would limit wage and fringe 
benefit increases to ap- 
proximately seven per cent 
Grnntnmn said Mouday his 
union wants changes in five 
areas. The mnst important 
area is pensions, he said, 
"Pensions are a critical 
and extemely important 
point," said Grnntma~ 
He said the unions wants 
IN K I TIMA, T 
ehangas in pension proposals 
so that workers who retired 
before 17/15 will get as much 
, money as workers retiring 
now. Changes u~eated by 
the unien would cost the 
companies about five to six 
cents an hour, he said. ' 
"That's not a great deal to 
ask for people who put in a 
lot of service in the in. 
dustry." 
, Grnntman ~al~ said the 
union still wants a cost-d- 
living agreement arid 
ehunge• In banking of 
overtime. It is also con- 
cerned about changes in 
contract language nnd 
various local issues. 
Grtiniman said he was 
opt/mtstie that the com. 
panics would make some~ 
movement on the union 
demands. He said earlier 
that the union's he~ty strike 
vote was a "very effective 
weapon" but doubted that 
Ida members would resort o 
wildcat welkout~ to back de- 
mands. 
Bureau spokesman Dick 
Lester said company 
negotiators would meet in 
caucus before godug back to 
the barguining table. 
"We'll get back to them 
when we have studied our 
threplles to everything that 
ey have said." 
Company representative• 
said earlier that they don't 
/eel a strike is imminent. 
City, firefigl tters agree 
two hours Of Gall-out time. Additional hours will be 
paid at the • old rate of time and a half. 
The numl~rof statutory holidays in the department 
has been irshled to 12 per year from II per year under 
the old agreement. 
De Kleine said manpower levels in the department-a' 
subject of controversy between the association and the 
municipality during the pest six months-are not 
mentioned in the new agreement. 
Kitimat District Council and the Fir•fighters 
Association have ratified a new two-year agreement. 
Salary increases during the two years will be set at 
[he percentage awarded Vancouver firefighters. 
' Members d the Vancouver association have not yet 
reached an agreement and are going to arbitration. 
Municipal Manager .qen De K leine said the new 
, agreement includes a raise in clothing allowance from 
M.W to $8.50 per mont'a nd double time for the first 
School 
turns 
off TV 
DENVER, Colo. ' (AP) - -  
Denver  Free University 
apparently i• aiming to 
prepare the citizens o~ the 
future. Its summer 
curriculum includes classes 
in how to turn off the 
television set and how. to 
enjoy one's own neureae•. 
"It's such hard work 
staying happy all the time, I
thought it would be fun to 
turn it inside out," •aid Max 
Marcus, teacher of "En- 
darkenment: A Methodology 
for Martyrdom." 
"What we are doing is 
having fun with our own 
neurotic hangups," said 
Msreus, noting that "en- 
darkenment" ISthe opposite 
of "eclightmmnnt" 
M•. Mofflt'u course is 
titled "Fantasies: Making 
Them Happen." 
Aeronautics and Space 
Administration agreed to 
carry the ants as one of 
320 projects it has deemed 
worthwhile space ex- 
perimenta, said 
spokesman David 
Garrett. RCA heard of the 
program and offered to 
sponsor a project for 
Inner-city students, said 
Edward Dudley of RCA. 
RCA will pay $10,0G0 for 
space shuttle ec- 
commodations and 
contribute about L~0,000 
in test instruments before 
• tudanta pack three 
colonies of ants for the 
trip. 
"i 
. I 
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PLANS HOLIDAY 
Joe Clark sa)s he's bushed 
" • . ". • ". ' ' |y~H~CANADIANPRE~8' 
, ,  Two men and two women 
OTTAWA (CPj--Prtme bushed,'; said Clark to home from Tokyo," Canadian embassy in Israel 8rs~ious When he forgot Hc said Tnldeau went into killedMondayin the crasher 
Minimtar Clark will spesd the reporters and party officials "I. f..e~. "as i f . rye he.an from Tel Aviv to 'Jeruoa. Pa~ea, . interoatimml forums ahning .a light plane near Vernon, 
next two weeks at his Saturday as he boarded his ncram~tmg nan.sap xor me sea), finally the summit." The thlrd top cureaucrat to to push the discussion' to B.C., were am~ ac |east 50. 
summer residence at fllght hems from the Tokyo last three months," said inn " For Green, the. Summit share some.of his .initial in- . what Roy called a."superlor persons who . died ac.- 
• Harrinaton Lake in the economic summit. Green, Clark's boyish, was a satisfying conelusiun si~ta into the Clara relpme philosophy." cidentally across uanana 
nearby Gatinenu Hills, his Like their leader, Clarkls looking execuuve ass.mare, to the list. He was the One was Jacques Roy, Canada's This somethnes made the during the holiday weekend. 
first real break in a inner circle of advisers m "First it was the eleotion who got much of the blame 'o.fficinl nototaker in the prime minister's position A survey by TheCanadian 
whirlwind of long days that ready for a respite.. nampai~n, then ~e tra.n- for the planning oversights closeaaonr meeunp of the difficult for Roy to explainin Press from 6 p.m, Friday. 
began with the start oft  he " A few of the prime altion to power, men me which plagued Clark's last Tokyo sununit, everyday language, ,. unitiintoMondaynlahtloca| 
election campaign in late minister's closest aides embassy thing (laot month's international venture, a Asa~slstantonbinatseere- Clark's role, by contrast, times showed 63 traffic 
March. • talked of the strains of the trouble over Clark's con- round-the-world trip. in tory, he had done the same wuntospeahforthecommon, fatalities, lO drownings, five 
"I guess we're all_ last few montha on the fli~ht trovereialpl.an, tomovethe January, ' .  Job for former prime men, Roy asid. He went into daathain.twoplsuecreehco, 
The trip was a test of a dif- minister Pierre Trua.e.au. the summit hoping to come four fire deaths, two l~.rsone 
recent type for the pr~e The difference m stytes .to an' agreement all the -killed when struck by trams 
minister's new press between Clark andTrudonu leaders could accept and all and one person dra~ed to 
relations director Andre requironamajora~;ustment their citizens would un. death behind a horse. . 
Payette, for him, BoY said. daretand. He wanted' con. The Canada Safety Council 
It was his inauguration as His role under-Tmdeau crete commitments, and 
introduces 
• i, m 
and offers you the opportunity to win 
a LES PAUL GUITAR freel 
AMPS 
It tests out 
in the-Eab. 
It works out 
onthe street, 
Clark's Chief spokesman, had .. been to' observe speoffic targets. 
Payettc left the country cerefully, butasyllttie.With Roy, who has his own 
• stru~llng to match naxn6s Clark he was under ordars to  career to consider, did not 
with faces among the 50 tell the press as muc h as he say Clark's active per. 
newsmen who accompanied could without revealing forman~e at the summit 
Clark. anything Which ml~t era. surprised him. He did say, 
By the end of week, heatill barrass the partinipantsor however, the new ~ prime 
hadn't mastered most of the' disclosing major dcclsinns in minister was more im.~ 
cessive than many officials • names, but had at least advance of agreed release had anticipated. " 
honed his talent for being times. 
Somoza bombs 
Ni g n ci[y tara ua 
MANAGUA (CP)  - -  conferred with Deputy State 
Nicaraguan President Secretary Warren 
AnastasioSomoza's National Christopher on the pen- 
Guard aircraft pounded the sibllity of further steps after 
northern town of Sebaco n the apparent collapse of a 
Menda.y to start an offensive. U..S.. proposal for ending the 
to recapture 8uerrillahem orals. 
northern clues. Lawrence Pezzuilo and 
Sebaco, 1% kilometres Ambler Moss, U.S. am- 
north of Manegna, controls baesadore toNicaragna.and 
approaches to the key cities Panama respectively, and 
of Esteli and Matngalpa, William Bowdier, who is 
both in the hands -of maintaining contacts with 
Aria - Fender - Yamaki - Guitars,. Fender 
Rhoaes Pianos - Mason R/sch . He/ntzman 
.P ianos .  Leslie Speakers - Cordovox 
Aooord/ans - Gulbransen -Ga/anti Organs 
I 
Tillicum Keyl oards 
guerrillas who. are bent on 
overthrowing Somoza's rule. 
The National Guard said 
Monday it plans to retake 
one by one the 1~ towns in 
north, central and southern 
Nicaragua occupied by the 
8uerrillas, • 
Residents in Leon, Nica- 
ragna's econd largest city 
88 kilometree to the north, 
and in Masaya, 40 kilometras 
to the south, said both cities' 
had been bombed Monday, 
In Washington, three U,S. 
envoys concerned with the 
situation in Nicaragua 
4722 Lakelse Ave.  638-8463 
Still more winners.Strike it rich! 
Check your ticket against hese winning numbers• If the Lots Canada pouch you buy 
contains one of these lucky numbers, you will be a millionaire. If you don't have a Lots 
Canada ticket, these numbers are a good reason to get one. 
Canada Day Draw, June 30 
the Nicaraguan guerrillas, 
are duets return to their 
c~eOSts hortly, a state 
partment apekeaman said. 
U.S. officials aid the am- 
haesadors were summoned 
to Washington to discuss 
policy options after op-  
position • lcadbrs in 
Nicaragua reacted coolly to 
a U,S, proposal for ending 
Semoza's ruls. 
The United . : States 
~oposed hat week that he 
replaced by a broad- 
based opposition c0unc!l, 
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',BUM 
UPHELD 
Fishermen preparing f~r 
the openin~ o| summer 
salmon season say the 
United States ,Supreme 
Court's ruling upholding 
the 1974 Boldt Indian 
fishing deslslon Is a bum 
rap, but it won't change 
things much. 
A couple dozen 
fishermen.were mending 
their nets and working en 
their boats . Monday 
morning • at. Seattle's 
Fisherman'S Wharf when 
word of the ~ court 
duclsien, came ~,,throi|iih. 
"It's a bt~:denlalen. ,a
,',,~,'" l,~i'ry no~ ~" ---,I,,,-.,~.. .-~ ,w',,5~,. , ,  
• "I, asia, • ." ' 
Dontea, 8kipper of a 
four-man Crew, muttered 
about hanging "'hhn" in 
affix, but declined to say 
whether "h im" was: 
former U,S. District 
Judge George H. Boldt. 
The Supreme Court 
upheld the Boldt desisien 
annual catch of salmon 
and steethead trout, In a 
6-3 ruling, the high court 
also said the federal court 
could continue to 
supervise fisheries "if  
state recalcitrance or 
state law barriers hould 
be continned," 
Dontes said he would 
stay in the business, 
although "it will Just be a 
little harder, l l lqal 
fishing is the only way to 
make a living. I don't 
condone it.But who would 
you rather face, Boldt or 
the bill collector?" 
Fishermen have openly 
fished in defiance of state 
regulations since the 
Boldt decision. 
"Everyone was hoping 
even ff they (Supreme 
Court) upheld the whole 
decision, they would 
change the allocatim," 
said Dontm 
"I predict lots of illegal 
fishing and. agl~oasive 
competiUen amoug the 
commercial fishermen. 
They've got to make boat 
payments and feed their 
crews, and no one is going 
to pull together to pool 
fish." 
The fishing seaion 
opens later in July. 
Tom Galbraith, 52, has 
fished all his life. He said 
fishermen were right 
hack where they were 
before the Supreme Court 
decision. 
• "They (Justices) 
haven't made any 
changes, or only minor 
ones," Gafbraith enid. 
He said he was "sure 
some effort .will be made 
along the' lines of 
Congress", to rectLfy the 
injustice fishermen see in 
the 50-50 spl/t between 
Indian and commercial 
fishermen. 
But Galbraith said it 
would be difficult for 
fishermen to organize an 
effective campaign for 
cgngressional action 
hecauan "they're a small, 
independent group with a 
lot ~ competiti~, We 
can't even g6t the purse 
seiners and .glllnettera 
together," 
Asked whether 
fishermen could not get 
together l i ke  the in- 
dependent t ruckers,  
Oalbraith quipped, 
"People can do without 
fish,'" 
"If they (fishermen) 
don't get time to go out 
here, they'll g0 up there." 
One Ticket,Two Draws, Buy Now, 
\ 
, . ,  NEWS .IN BRIEF" 
had precUctod that I~- .~.  
63 and 58 persons woulo me, 
in traffic accidents durlnll 
the Canada Day weekend. 
Last year, there were ~ 
traffic deaths durix~ me 
weekend, the lowest number 
on record, The worst year 
was 1967 with 04 death., 
Investigators aid.the. 
plane crashed while maki~ 
its final approach to Vet'- 
nods small muninipa| air- 
port, The cause of the oruh 
was not known. 
In addition to the plane 
crash, Britkh Columbia had 
10 road deaths, . 
Quebe c seperatism examined 
WASHINGTON (CP) -- It In an editorial Monday, tim 
will be "no snap for the newspaper says thep~,nee 
separatists" to convince a "sovereignty-aeanelatine 
• majority of Quebeckere to coined by Quebec Premier 
vote for independence from Rese Leveaque to describe 
the rest of Canada in the the new relationship he 
long-pr0mlsed referendum wants with other provinces 
naxtspring, the Wsahinston remains hazy and needs 
S~ predicts. . exptanatt=. 
Man surv ives  b l i za rd  ... 
SEATTLE (AP) -- A airlifted ,Craig Hixen," 28, 
Seattle manl who spent two from the 8,500-foot level of 
nights in blizzard-like themoundanabout8:30a.m. 
conditions on Mount Rainier, Monday. Rescuers had found 
wu In satisfactory conditlon him earlier in the day, maid 
Monday in a city'hospital.. La.n'y Henderson, a, 
• spcaesman for the P~rk. 
An Army . helicopter •Service, ~ . 
Ship search scrapped ' 
..FLAMBOROUGH HEAD, Amerie~nJ and us .  
Enginnd (Rautor) -- A team determined number Of:,' 
of U.S. scientim and divers British died, Jones~ fQrcad ~ 
i Palled off on Monday their the Serspta to surrender,' 
search for the; Bonilomme although is own ship was 
Richard, famed Amarican cut in two by Br i t~  can.~' 
flqship of Capt. John Paul noofira and was sinkinib 
Jones, ' i  But the team, backed byt When told to surrender 
,early in the battle, Jonu  
,,merinan writer Clive made his famous reply: " I  ' 
Cuuler, author of Raise the have not yet bqpm to ftaht." 
Titanic, said it Will return in. He transferred command 
two years when the tides off to the Serapis when the Bun. 
northeastern England are hesse Rkdard tank. o f f  
again right and new ftasn- 
~_  is found. F lam~ Head. 
The 40.gun ship, captained ' A spokesman fo r  .the 
by Jones, engaged the National Underwater 
British frigate $orapil on Marine Agency, founded by 
Sept. 23, 1779, during the Cuseler, said 1300,.000 was 
American Revolution. spent combing 300 ~iuars 
:'After a duel in which 300 ktiometres of seabed. - 
;-..:, assengers . .......... 'dunk ed oni__rak 
HOPE, B,C, (CP) -- A raft rsfta hit a wave, rose up und 
with 13 tourists aboard wea sucked underwat~ in a 
capsized Monday in the. whirlpool in the Fraser 
Hall's Gate section of the River,. 
dangerous Fraser Canyon, He said ell that was vladblo 
but all were rmoned byalert at one point was the-top of 
passengers in two accom- the raft's pontoon. 
umerged panying rafts. " • When the raft 
The rafts, owned by from thewhtrlpool, heeald,left 
Cascade River ExpediUeas, only two persons were 
were making a trip through . hanging onto the raft. The . 
the canyon similar to the one others were bobbing around 
made in early May when a in the water and soma were 
raft overturned and three of floating downstream, 
11 passengers were killed, The survivors were taken 
Cascade also operated the to Fraser Canyon Hospital 
raft involved in the earlier • here for examination and 
fatal expedition, none were seriously eneudh 
An unidentified witness injured that they were ad. 
said Monday that one of the midad for treatment. 
" Carter proves unpopular.  
NEW YORK (AP) -- sure. It is the worst Job 
P res ident  Car ter ' s  performance rating over 
popularity has sunk below ~vena prmldentina Harr~ 
the lowest rating Richard poll, ,. rks ' 
Nixes ever received urin8 Carter s m in a' 
his troubled presidency, an previous poll, in May, were.. 
ABC News-Harris public- 70 per~ontsegative, 
opinion poll released Men- cent positive and one per 
day says., cent not sure. 
Carter's latest raXing for , Harris said the previous 
over-all performance in the presidenttal low was a 71. 
White House job is 73-per- per-cent negative rating 
cent neaaUve, 25-per-cent given Nixes in a poll 
~sitlve, with two per cent of released five weeks before 
ose Americans polled not he reslgned in 1974". 
Queen's car assaulted 
EDINBURGH, Scotland Royal Infirmary. The 
(AP) -- A man dashed into demonstrators  were 
the road end spat "on the protesting reductions in the 
Rolls-Royce carrying Queen publicty-fienueed Natioual 
Elizabeth here Monday. Health Service. 
Police made an Immediate The group waved plaonrda 
arrest, saying "Save wnetecu t roy. 
The incident occurred alty, not the NHS." 
during a demonstration bya • The car, with spittle 
dozen people who confronted dribbling down a window, 
, the Queen and Prince Philip was not halted by the in. 
'at the end of a visit tothe oldest, 
Nazi commandant Sentenced 
COLOGNE, West Get'- nensm in Poland, 
many (Renter) -- A former Czeeheslovahla and Francs, 
Nazi concentration camp Knop, anergpant.maJor in 
commandant was sentenced the Nazi SS (elfin guard),. 
Monday to nine years in was in charge of .the 
prison for involvement i  the evacuation of l~ners  and 
murder of prisoners a four-week march to 
evacuated in a march ahead Leipzig, about about l• 
of advancing Soviet roops, kilometrez away. Many 
Walter Knop, 50, had been marcher/died of exhaustion 
accused of the murder of 159 or ~ ti l-~tment by 
prisoners from the Gasnn &~ 6tun  ~ .  
concentration camp, near A Polish withes who |re'- 
present-day Cotthue, East rived testified that 60 
Germany, in February, 194£ iz'koners were shot because 
But he was found gnilty they were too weak to make 
only of complldty in murder the Journey to tim Buchen- 
ina 16.month rial. The court wald death camp outalda 
heard evidence from wit- Weimar. 
li: 
W 
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Parad e appian O,  '. wins ,  $e : 
The Kitamaat Village 
float featuring Haisla 
dancer's won the award 
for best theme at 
Kitimat's Canada Day 
parade Monday. 
The Cablecar Sub- 
division entry with its 
rural theme won.lap;/ 
planse from crowds who' 
turned out for the parade 
despite dark clouds and 
intermittent rain. 
The Cable.car float,. 
carrying children, geese Clan and. carried a 
and a pet goat, was banner p~oclaiming 
followed by young "Aluminum City's finest 
residents on horseback. product?. 
The subdivision won an Other winners include: 
award in the most 
original category. • 
Mike Bradey won the 
prize for the float With the 
best' Year of the Child 
display. 
The float featured the 
numberous young 
members of the Bradey 
best school float, 
Nechako Elementary 
School; best ethnic floelt, 
Laso Canadian Club; best 
service club float, Rotary 
Club; best commercial 
float, Tudor Inn; best 
decorated bike, Pare. 
Scott, 30 Moore St. 
'JOtere is always a forest of masts, spars, stabillters and spreaders at the 
fisherman's wharves In Prince. Rupert. Fishermen and their boats are always 
coming andgoing even though the weather may not always be what the rest of us 
would consider suitable for a cruise. On Sunday, however, there wa s little activity 
as even the fishermen seemed to b • taking a holiday. Photo by OreO Mlddleton 
! 
Post Canada 
The wei#t steps 
are new.., bas ic  ' 
rates are the same. 
Effective july 1, 1979, the Post Office is metric! 
/ '  
Canada and ILSM. 
Let.ter,~ up to 30 gr~lt}ls 17 Cents 
Printed papers :end greet!ng 
cards Ul) to 50 grams 15 cents 
Other countries 
Aerograms atld letters 
up to 20 grams 35 cents 
For more int'ormatit)n, . 
please enquire 
at your nearest p()st office. 
llaisla Indians from Kitamaai Village danced their 
way to an award at Fdtlmat's Canada Day parade. The 
village entry won the best theme award with a display 
of native dances performed to the music of drums and 
chanting. 
Cheryl Lapointe a queen 
Cheryl Lapointe was 
crOwned Miss Kitimat 
1979 at the Queen's Ball 
Friday. 
Lapointe, 16, was the 
Rotary Club's icandidate 
for the award. 
Terassa Tooth, spun- 
sored by the Kitimat 
Works  ,Spor ts  
Association, was chosen 
First Princess. 
Lapointe also won the 
talent contest and tied 
with Tooth for the Miss 
Congeniality award. Esakin, assisted by the 
The Miss Bakeoff 1978 First Princess, 
contest was won by the Susan Thom'a. 
Luso Canadian Club Lapeinte will spend the 
candidate Fatima Da summer working as  
Silva. project manager for the 
Contest Judges Mayor KitLmat Youth Council. 
George Thorn, .Rick The council is renovating: 
Wozney and Irja Jusstila the 'old 'Canadian 
cheseLapuinteoverother National Ra i lways  
candidates on the basis of building under a Y0ungl 
poise," talent and neat- Canada Works grant. 
Ms,  About I00 guests at- 
She was crowned by the tended the dinner by 
1978 Miss Kitimat, Vicky the Knigh~ of Columbus. 
Eddys' Pub 
. - w  o 
INVITES Y(~U TO JOiN THEFUN TUESDAY ... TALENT' 
NIGHT. LES ANNANDALE, OUR M.C. GIVES EVERY 
CONTESTANT A PRIZE AND THE WINNER BECOMES A 
FINALIST FOR OUR GRAND PRIZE CONTEST. 
MOTOR HOTEL,  
i ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA KANSAS •' LAKE 
Discove~ Monolith Paradise Island 
m 
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EDDIE •MONEY 
Life forthe Taking 
EDDIE MONEY 
Eddie Money 
I L l /  I IUU I~ I1  I 
State of Shock 
. i  
WET WILLIE ,: 
. . . . . . . . . .  WINGS BILLY JOEL 
Back to the Egg = 52nd Street 
[ 
o = 
WILLIE NELSON & LEON RUSSEL .......... O.o ,or ,h .  Rood S9.99 8 
THE CLASH LOU RAWLS THE BEACH BOYS' 
Give Em Enough Rope Let Lou Be Good to You L.A. [Light Album] 
PET 35643 . JZT 36006 JZT 35752 SALE 
DENIECE WILLIAMS 'ZON 
Back Dawn to Earth 
PECT 80026 
ELVIS COSTELLO -" 
Armed Forces 
JCT 35709 
THE AMAZING RHYTHM ACES 
The Amazing Rhythm Aces: 
JCT 36083 
THE CHARLIE DANIELS BAND 
Million Mile Reflections 
JET 35751 
When Love Comes Calling 
JCT 35568 
BOB JAMES 
Touchdown 
PCT 35594 
HEATWAVE 
Hot Properly 
FET 35970 
RON WOOD ' 
Gimme Some Neck 
JCT 35702 
JOURNEY 
. Evolution 
.FCT 35797 
Sq'EVE FORBERT 
Alive on Arrival 
PZT 35538 
McFADDEN & WHITEHEAD 
McFadden & Whlteheod 
JZT 35800 
PRICE 
6.99 
or as marked 
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The anti.nuclear people suggest hat there" are 
alternatives we should be using our energies to 
develop.. 
The biggest problem is that nuclear energy is 
associated with some blg names in history like 
Madame Curtis and Albert Einstein, The proaunt 
generation ofscientists have Mows up in awe of these 
people who are linked to the nuclear age as Its 
~oneers .  
Another problem is that we were not advanced 
enough back in the late 1930s to develop asafer means 
of energy like~darene,-'~y~ Solar energy is ~ .  :e age 
energy. Its development came as a result of the space 
program needing to find some regenerative means of, 
energy in space. It is safe, clean and certainly not as 
clumsy as nuclear power. 
Solar energy is not quite fully l~rfected but if they 
move as fast on it ~s they did on setting the first bulky 
, ~puter  dm~.to, the size Of the digital calculator It
• will not be long before solar energy will come of age; 
Meanwhile, the U,S, ts on the verge of panic over the 
kns flits traditional energy supplies and, while planes 
llke Three Mile Island keep bacldiring, the 
technocrats are going around trying to convince 
people its a safe source of energy and we should be 
l~Idlng mord. 
We in Brititsh Columbia ppear to be safe becauee 
ef the•hydro power we installed uri~ the 19508 and 
1N0s. The initial sell job for nuclea~ power in this 
province has grown conspicuously silent since Three 
Mile Island and since the ~rudeau government 
rejected the Kitimat pipeline propoaal because of the 
esr~__~__~_e risk factor• 
~W~n th~-~V~-d~GCt~e--B~C.//~i~g aeseclatiun 
recently vlslted Terrace he suggested that while the 
province would benefit form nuclear power this 
• benefit would derive from oranlmn ~ only. We 
as a province would not have to run the risk of having 
the China Sydrome happen in our back yard, althongh 
we would be supplying others with the re!o~urces to run 
that risk. 
When a power plant goes off, there in enou~ force 
involved to drive the plan_t through the Earth to China, 
but instead all that radioactive nergy is released 
upwards and outwards, ~ every living thing 
within ~housands of square mflee. 
That is the principle of what people call the Ch~ 
• Syndrome and that is something tothink about whim 
we decide where to go from here, 
i i " I I I EDITOR'S JOURNAL BY GREG MIDDLETON'  
As I arrived in Prince Rupert to spend a quiet 
weekend away from work, the first thing I saw was 
workmen replacing a broken'storsaro~t window. A 
few feet further down the street another large plate- 
10ase window was being replaced. 
I :hacked into it a little and found that both had been 
kicked in the night before by vandals. I could have 
stayed here in. -ace for that. 
I did, however, g~..,ver to Digby bland and spent as 
leisurely a weekend as one could in a house with 
children and kittens. While I managed to finally get 
away without b r~ng either youngster or kitten with 
me it was a close shave for the bearded one. 
The household I went o visit is in preparation for a 
series of summer workshops on hundicrefte. If you 
have always wanted to learn how to smock, quilt; spin 
or weave, but haven't had the chance to sit down and 
sort it out of a book, and can't make the commitment 
to a weekly night school session, these intensive, 
weekend workshops may be the nsower. 
The instructors, who have been teaching these 
crafts for some considerable time, say the two and 
three day courses avoid needless reviews and offer the 
opportunity o gain a skill you can use, over the one 
weekend. 
Coat for the courses I  ;50, and ;20 of that is for the 
meals. The courses will be held at the old .nwnflll 
near Dodge Cove on Dlgby Island. 
Hyou fear that winter may begs its way and want o 
learn something useful and creative before the mow 
sets in again, call"Peggy Carl at 627-7314 in Prince 
Rupert for more information 
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show cause" hearing, he is vis/ted in the loelmp by id~ 
lawyer or a duty counsel. The lawyer's job here is to" 
findinfoa'mation that he can preeont in court o show it 
• is not necessary toJail his client until trial. 
' H .A ' .D•  O l iver ,  a Vancouver erimLna] lawyer, 
stresses that It Is important for a olinnt to be eom- 
pktely honest with his lawyer• "I tell my ellenis at the 
• ~,outl~t'.that everything they tell me is confidential nd 
' t l~t~ one can make me discloee this information. It | 
important for me to know the h'uth because I run the 
defense on'the ham of this information," 
I,ittie information is available for a show eaume 
hearing. Usually there's a poUce report, perhaps a" 
court workers rep~,' a brief interview ith the ae- 
cused by duty'couasel ~md a criminal record report if 
the person bas a previous couvletlou. 
Therefore, the hearing beeomee a surprise eun- 
• troutetion with neither side having much to werk with, 
~ Because the hearing often does not allow much fl~.l~ 
~fm~proparatkm,.lt is important for an scaled 
to be familiar with the procedure, the issues Involved 
andwhat the eotn't consider=. ¢ you are equipped with 
this knowledge, your chance~ of fair bail terms are 
hotter. 
The law states that the wlmery Jronnd on which 
detention is JnsUfled is to ensure the attendance ef the 
accused in court. Therefore, it is important for your 
• lawyer to present inJormefion indicating that you can 
be relied on to appear in court. 
For example, if you have a fixed addrees, are 
married and supi~rt chlidran and have held the eeme 
Job for a number of years, these elronmstaneoa will 
weak in your favor. During the interview ith. duty 
eouusel, you should mention favorable iroumsiancea 
or anything inyour baek~ronnd that lndieatns you can 
be trusted, 
In most eases, if the court decides you can be relied 
un to appear in court, the crown will have to show that 
detention isnecessary on a secondary uound: in the 
imblic Interest or for protection of the public. The 
court must also consider the likelihood.that the ae- 
euNd will commit a arise or interfere with the lld- 
minktratton of Justice if released, 
When arguing against detention on the ceemMary 
'pound, a cl~ense lawyer will usually stroes that Ms 
elisat does not have a criminal record, if thk is the 
ease• If the accused does have a~mln~.record, a 
lawyer will likely attempt to mhow-~i--c~-ent is not a 
threat o the public and will not destroy evidence or . 
intinfldato witneeses. 
Considerations here would be Statements made by 
the accused to the petite, his behavior when arrested 
and the offense with which he has been charged. 
An accused should ask his lawyer about anything he 
doesn't understand and ideally Imow the informatiou. 
to be submitted on his behalf before ntering court, 
He should also be aware that an important dseislou 
is being made about Ida life at this hearing. If the 
Judge decidel detention isnecessary and the aeoused 
..has been charged with an indictahie offense, he may 
Jail for 90 days or longer hoforehlal. 
. When a Judge decides it is not neeoasery todetain 
me accused, there are several p~sible forms 
release open to him. 
The least ,estrlctive is an undertaking to appear 
with conditions, which is simply a signed promise to 
s~ehPear for trial. The court can also attach conditions 
'as regularly reporting to the police or a 
requirement that the accused remain in a specifl~ 
area .  / 
A recognizance specifies that he accused must pay 
a certain amount of money If he fails to appear. The 
court can also demand a surety, someone willing to 
cover the amount stated in the recognisanee. 
Another form of release requires the accused to 
make a cash deposit or other valuable security before 
his release. The depoait is returned if he fulfills the 
~rms of his recugnizenee. 
A person ordered etained by the court can appeal 
this decision, however many people are not aware of 
this right. Conditions of release and the amount at 
which ball has been set can be appealed too. 
A s~dy of bail appeal by the Justice Development 
Connnkslon revealed that few orlminal lawyers make 
use of ball appeal even though more than half the ball 
• appenk in 19"/4-were aneceseful• 
Thk suggests that all accused should ceasider ball 
appeal with their lawyer, especially if they were not 
represented at the hearing or were represented by 
duty counsel in hurried conditions• 
. - ... •-. . . - 
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• JACK " F ISHERY SO, CKEYE 
Babine)'Lake  native Indians are involved 
. by Cbkk Cidlderhmm ~eneraUona 'of sockeye. ' " 
The problem of too 'many Jacks on the 
spawnl~ streams dralnlng Into. ~aldne Lake 
was solved through the eeeperatlon of the federal 
lqsherise l)epartmant and the Bablna Lake 
lad/an band. The nat/v~ dllmet the Jacks from 
haldisg pens at the Department's fish counting 
'fence ca the Babfne River. • :. 
The fish are layer.packed in lee for truck 
ddimont to a Prlnon Rupartcannery. Cleaned, 
with haadsremoved, the pSn41mt Jacks are 
ron~, fer marketing to Jnlpu Where the daq~ red 
colour and flavor of ~eekeye is prized U gourmet 
food . . . .  /=_, 
For the Babine Lake Indian hand the Jack 
fial~ery is's welcome seuree 'of income. The 
cannery pays 7e crate a pound 'at the fence'. 
8eme Sl natives are employed ~year ,  werklng 
in two shut, at an sgreed.on wage rate of ~ per 
bo~.. 
Aeeord~ to Alex West, band..,mombor and 
supervisor f the ~Ibine Jack ~hary, tl~ wage'., 
rats should prevtde fur an und4esamprofit to be • 
divided .as a bonus among the wurkfm'ce or; 
aim'natively, to be applied to community Im- 
.provement proJucis. .. . 
The profits from the Jack fishery Vary widely 
from one ua~m's pawnin8 run to the next, In 
ll~.flm natives took same 3e,oeo Jacks; in 1976 It 
wont o 180,000 Jacks but dropped the following 
year to ~,000. The 17/8 was total .U,m. 
• The eountlng fence on the Bobine River Was 
• isatolled In 1040 to permit fisheries resesrchers 
" to recasts" mdmon movements both ln~o and out 
of Bablno Lake, One of the lesdis sockeye 
preduce~ in British Columbia, e 'lake 
/~tor/eally provided the Sksena l~s ar com. 
mercia] fishery with half a million fish annually. 
Bislosinalstodies made In the 19Me revealed 
• that 90 per cent of Babisk Lake wu underuUlised 
as a rearing area'for sockeye fry. Frem'this fact 
reeserobera deduced that if more', fry could be 
produced by  the. lake's t~Ibutory spawning 
streams, more am410/ng smelts could be reared 
' .  in the lake itself, " . . . .  
In 19e5 the Department ofFisheries began an 
":' million "'-:.~gram to increase sockeye 
l~oduetion , Babine Lake by artificial 
propagation. Spawning channel complexes were 
built alongside two of the lake's larger tributary 
streams, Fulton River and Piakut Creek, 
These channels were des]pad to produce, 
• anmially, an additional 125 million sockeye fry. 
The fry migrate fromthe channels to the nearby 
lake for a year of feeding and growth before 
leaving for the sea an smolta, 
At aene per cent fry to.adult survival rate the 
object was to produce an added one end a 
quarter million (1,250;000) sockeye annually to 
the Skeona River commercial fishery." 
Such gains In productivity are seen as 
nece~ary, not only to support a morcvisble 
commercial salmon fisbory but to offset declines 
in salmon stocks due to environmental damage 
caused by dams, industrial-wastes and urban 
en~onobment. 
In nonrly 197g Fisheries Minister Romeo 
LeBlanc announced the 15-year, multFmllllon 
dollar 'Salmonld Enhancement PrcSram to 
restore Pacific salmon stocks to their pre:lg00 
levels of abundance. 
While the initial emphasis is on improving 
fresh-water habitat through stream 
rehabilitation and obstruction removal, the 
prqlram also involves the construction f fish: 
ways, hatcheries and more spawning channels. 
By 1990, with all SEP faculties in place, west 
coast salmon stocks will be double throe of to-. 
day. 
. . . . , . . " "  
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Babtne. Lake' is in north.central British 
Columbia. Itis 16Okra (IS6 miles) long, averages 
ten Idlometres .in,width and drains a 10,000 
aqua~,'~momeu'e watershed whl~ is the .major 
spawning area for the Skeena River socgeye 
salmon.' 
' Each year, between May and June, seokeye 
• mnolta leave their rearing areas In Bablne Lake 
' to:'swimdownstre~m to the sea, From June to. 
N~gmber adult sockeye leave.the ocean to 
move upaiream to the ancestral spawning 
grounds. 
'They follow the Skeena Inland to the Bahias 
River, through Nflkitkwa Lake into Bablns Lake.. 
The commercial fishery harvests them off 
mouth of the Skeena; the native food ~hery 
takes more as the survivors ascend th~re~h- 
water streams to spawn... ~ . '. 
Since 1975 the Babine Lake Indian band had 
conducted a commercial harvest of 'Jack' 
sockeye in the Babine River. The Jacks, known to 
the natives as Tel Lock, are young males who-. 
for unknown biological rensens-return f om the. 
ass/to spawn a year early. 
.q~ese sexually precocious male salmon have 
alWays been present in spawning runs. Toe small 
to eompe.te with mature male fish for a female 
~ ,  the ~acks round the spawnin8 palrs 
during the maUng ritual. 
When the mating sequence climaxes with the 
simultaneous ejection of malt and eggs into the 
• gravel nee,t, the Jacks rush in to add their semen 
to that of  the adult male 'spawner. 
' ~ince Jacks are small enough to swim through 
the nets of the e0mmarelal, fishing .fleet, 
proportionately more and more Jacks appear on 
the spawning grounds with• sueeeedin8 
i i • I 
Canadian tractor firm movin  
WINNIPEG (CP) -- interview. Reblmon, brothers-in.law, which now sells .for about basic to  its success. ' An 
.Versatile Manufacturing Theplant already employs, who bqpm by.tuml~ out a $80,4}00, with the maximum owner 'can, for instance, 
Co,, already an established more tlmn l,200 workers and limited line of ip'ain auger~ mount of horsepower as remove the trnnsminsim and 
supplier of fenrwheel-drive covers 640,000 square feet st and sprayers. ' farms got larger. " " replace it in about 3~ hours 
tractors in Canada, now has factory space. 'Th~ moved ahead with While farmi~in Europe is with the tractor standing in 
8n arrangement to~explcru Versatile now exports pa-.mrtheh'aetorsinlN4, noton the same scale as .thefleld.. 
the markets of the world, throughout North America, and sold their eentroHing some other parts d the- Soubry also says the 
: The company, owned Ve.rsatlie Cornet Corp. boYf Mexico, Australia and some .interest to .Corm. t Industries world, Senbry said, the in- company, has built a 
European countries but m 1976. Easy mt  year the rarest in"fourwheelors" will reputation for reliability and 
Vancouver, ecently signed $oubry says it would be a Vancouver company ~ur.-. become Just as kee~ in the service end can adopt new 
orll .a~m..u.m/"81vl~'~l~ ~o .~!,:set~upa~a~eUngsystonl,ak .,m~. snares.. ~ , : . :~enca .  I:.:~:~i,~/,~;~:~....y_,~,~w~..~ say .ha!. 
cessmtheltallancompeny's extensive as Fiat. uouory, resetting on Hesaidif Versatile hadn't aren t studied carezu,y 
'76-nation distr ibution'  ~Thecoml~a-ny~sMownin Voran.t~s history, credits put itself Into a global, before _tbeY .ha.Pi~. n, ' .  he 
system. " 32years from the ttmewhen, me co~ounum with having position now while the ;~ said. But aeclstens are 
~xpectattone of expende~ said Soubry, "two little "enough courage and market is still in its infancy, made quickly which is what 
sales through the alliance fellows" started the com- ~oresight".to ~ a lead in it could mlm a lot ~ o~ makes us versatile.!, 
have aroused thoughts of pany "right under the nmes me .zour-wnecs-orlve tractor pertunitles. •. • - ^  . 
expauslen at the'Winnipeg .of the ginnia." " .m~k. s t . . .  The company president /-~rl, e×per  
plant, said Versatile Thoue'.'UtUefeliews'wm'e neeatcltaeyrcalicadthey said the simplicity of the ~ I1.~, ~L.~. .~.  * 
resident Paul Soubry In an Peter Pakosh and Roy would have to find atreetor, Versatile tractor design is t d i A b d U O LJ L • 
•r 
CARTER SEES 
SHORT SUPPLY 
WASHINGTON (CP) -- " " iris i0ng-tam," he said. 
President Carter said But he added that some 
progress has been made 
in getting more diesel fuel 
for truck drivers and 
farmers and in easing 
spot shortages. 
Carter also said he 
thinks the shortngsa have 
improved the chancea for 
his propeanl to heavily 
tax windfall profits that 
u,s, oil companlm stand 
to make out of his 
decision to deregulate 
domestic oil prices. 
He said the new 16-per- 
cent rise In the price of off 
imports might cost the 
UnltM Statm W0,000 Jobs, 
cut economic growth by 
2.5 per cent and add 2.5 
per cent to the lnflatlen 
rate next year. 
Gasoline for 
the holiday 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  
Government and Indmry 
officials are cautiously 
optim~tie about he gasoline 
situation over the Fourth' of 
July holiday, as the arrival 
of monthly gas allonatlom 
alleviate hortqea In many 
rape, tad some increase in 
U.S. motorists .at their 
statism, 
Jack Nosbltt of a statiOn In 
Sarnin said he belisvos there 
were five per cent more 
etmismera than usual during 
the weekend. 
areu. In Windsor, station em- 
"I den't anticipate a real ployee Steve PraNr said: 
problem," Jack Houston, a "Thore are d~ultaly more 
spokesman for the Ge~gla (American) coming over 
Association of Petroleum than last yea rat this time." 
Retailers, a id  Menday. At Niagara Falk, station 
• "The situation should be employee Danny Galante 
seld"We've had a few m.ore better than the pest two 
weekends," ~dd Pete Hines, (Amertcaus) but not too 
osaSaaident of the Arknmme m~ny more than usual" last" 
ol lne Reta i le rs  week. 
Auociatian. The most serious problem 
Canadian gas station sensed to be in the U.S. 
emplnyeos in some Ontario Northeast and in 
border p~into, mannwhile., Washington, D.C. 
Monday that although 
some progress has been 
made toward easing the 
U,S. energy crisis, 
Americans till faced the 
prospect of a lengthy 
psoline shortage. 
The president abe 
granted state governors 
the power to shift up to 
five per cent of a state's 
gasoline supplies to cities 
from rural areas. 
Before the private' 
session startod, Carter 
said the crisis showed 
little sign of letting up. 
"With the worldwide 
energy shortage, we will 
be. faced with shortages 
on a continuing basis, 
beth in the short erm and 
I m  
' KILLER  
Listen in your car the way you do at 
home. I00 watts of power with separate 
tweeter, woofer, and midrang¢ drivers. 
Less distortion over the full spectrum. 
Just like being at a concert. 
¢' z 9" Trinxe ii 
q99" 
The thrill of being there~ 
Univerml Sound Centre• 
107 Neehako  Centre 
K i t imat ,  B .C .  632-3177 
' The ,ruby'is the birth-] 
stone for July and is the | 
imost valuable jewel. Long 
ag~ people behaved that 
rubies and sapphires pro- 
tected them against bad 
ruberus which means red. | 
Rubles range in cofor| 
from yellowish to a hiulshl 
red. The rarest ones are el  
bluidt red and m'e called |- 
"pigeon.blood." Thele are|' 
found in Burma Mild for] 
muny ears were mined by 
s BHflsh company which 
hul to ilive the largest 
itChes to the king of 
tJurm8 who was known as 
'Lord of the Rabies." 
Usually rubles are not 
Iacotad 'u  are diamonds 
because their beauty lies in 
their color. Sometimes 
they are domed or rounded 
on top and even may be 
shaped into beads and 
threaded. 
Some of the finest of 
rubles He at the bottom of 
he.ocoun. They belonged 
Princess Charlotte of 
~ lum who took them her to Mexico when 
her husband, Muimfllun, 
was s_ppointed by Nape- 
Iron Ill to be emperor. 
After Muimfllan was ex- 
eeutod the rubles were 
confiscated and later taken 
out of the country on az 
,con liner which sank ol~ 
/irsinls and the. stone, 
,ave never been recover- 
ed~ve are experts in the 
632.2171 
216 City C4mtre Kit]mat 
I . 
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Rain wins here 
Terrace Intornat[ona] the tournament early, exciting extra inning 
were decY~red winners of 
the July lot local fusthall 
• tournament after ra in  
feresd eaneellaUon of all 
Monday's  games . .~e"  
three other remaining 
teams split tho rest of the 
prize money. 
The  tournament  
started Friday n~ht with 
nine teams, four local and 
five out  of town. Under 
the double loss knock out 
rules by Sunday night 
only four teams 
remained .  P r ince  
George, Fort St. James 
and La Chance Logging 
all lost their first two 
.games and were out of 
Wi l l iams Mov ing  and  
Storage defeated La 
ahunce 7-5 in their first 
game then lost in nine 
imps  to Terrace In: 
ternational 3-1. Wlllinlus 
third game was a 
disaster, as All Seasons- 
~hell scored four runs in 
the first inning and 
Coasted to a 10-1 victory, 
knocking Williams out of 
the tournament. 
The Prince Rupert 
Allstars won their first 
two games by 4-0 over 
Houston and 6-4 over 
Prince George, but lost, 
first to Burnslake 3-0 and 
then 4-3 to Houston in an 
i v  THE CANADIAN PRESS AMERICAN LEAGUE- 
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game, the last of the 
tournament on Sunday 
night. 
S tar t ing  Monday  
morning only four teams 
remained; Terrace In- 
termtflonal, Burnslake/ 
Houston and Al l  Seasons. 
Shell. The heavy rain 
forced an early end to the 
tournament. Terrace 
In ternat iona l  'was  
awarded the Second 
Place prize money of $500 
with the remaining $900 
being split evenly among 
the other three teams. 
Terrace International 
were undefeated in three 
games, winning 3-0  
Friday night over All 
season-She l l ,  3-1 
Saturday over WilLiams 
Moving and 2-0 Sunday 
over Burns Lake. They 
were lead with some 
excellent pitching by 
Harvey Cox and :Bob 
Hyland. TOm Cagey, the 
r~, 
Canadian .marksmen tops 
Winehell and 1:05.66 for for Nutter and 401.31 for place with Jalme Feilpe of ROLLER SKATING 
I I I 
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• SPORTS 
Smith. 
Grog Wurzbach of Bean- 
repaire, Que., was fifth in 
• 1:06.64. 
Bob Jackson of the U.S. 
won the men's 100 
backstroke in 66.66 with 
Romulo Arantes of Brazil 
diving and synchronized nipping Steve Pichell of 
swimming events to pile up Vancouver for the silver, 
an early lead in the gold 57.40to 57.89. Wad, Flemoas 
medal standings while Ca- of Vancouver was sixth in 
• Cuthbert. 
Michele Beanlleu ef the 
U.S. won the synchronized 
swimming solo event over 
Helen• Vanderburg o f  
Calgary, outseoring the 
Canadian champion 20.79 to 
99.20. A second American, 
Llnda Shelley, took the 
bronze with 98.06. 
Canadapicked up another 
bronze in the 100-kin team 
the Netherlands Antilles as ~ten'o $04 metres: GOld - -  
Ken Sutton, U.S., sllvor -- Cur. Joselbanezefcubadefeated tta Cook~ U.S., bronze -- Roy. 
JesseGoldstein of the U.S. in naido Vega, Argentine. 
the final. Women,s $,000 mstras: Gold 
-- Claudia Rodrlguez, Argon. 
Caries Palhero defeated tins, sliver -- Susan Doolev, 
Veuanel0 Gomez of Cuba ~' u.s., bronze ~ Denis Frogelrd, 
the' middle heavyweight Argontlno'sHOOTiNO 
division with the bronze Air riffs: GOld -- Gay Lorlon, 
medals going to Miguel Lo, suau., Qua., s l iver -  John 
Tuedela, of the U,S. and Van de Zands, U.S., bronza - -  
Kurt Mitchell, Calgary. 
Sergin Komornieke of Team air rinD: Gold -- U.S., 
Argentina. sliver :.- Cuba, bronze -- Argon- Ins1 
Mnnfrwl W L Pet. O IL  21 .~0 - -  
Plffsburzh 32 34 .S2i a~ 
St. LouIs M 35 .$21 7 
a~lcaso 37 34 .$21 7 
Phllidelphll 40 38 .513 7~ 
New York 30 42 .417 14~ 
West 
Housh)n 50 31 .617 
Cincinnati 41 38 .519 S 
SOn Frmn¢llco 40 39 .506 9 
SOn Diego 35 47 .,n7 15~ 
L~ Annolea 33 47 .412 16w 
Atlanta 32 46 .410 16V~ 
Mosday Results 
• Mol~.trosl S Chlcago 0 
Philadelphia 6 New York 2 
Plffll:,~gh S St. Louis 4 
Los Angeles.st San Diego N 
Sunday RoNIts 
Chicago $4 New York 4.2 
.ra,~mtrosl... st Pltf~orgh ppd., 
St. Louis 13-:! Philadelphia 1-1 
San Francisco 2.7 Cincinnati 
1-3 
Atlanta 2 LOS Angeles 1 
Houston 4 San Dlego.1 
Saturday RearM| 
Mcne i l  $ P l~urgh  3 
Philadelphia 4 St. LouIs 4 
Atlanta 7 LOS Angeles 4 
Houston 3 San Diego 0 
Now York 9 Chl¢sgo S 
Cincinnati 2 San Francisco O 
W L Pd. OIL  
Baltimore 54 25 .~1 -- 
Boston 47 29 .610 S'/2 
Milwaukee 45 33 .577 8'/= 
New York 43 36 .$44 11 
Dotrolt 34 38 .486 IP/4 
Cleveland 35 42' .455 lS 
Toronto 24 57 .296 21 
West 
Texas .48 34 .bT0-  
California 45 3S .5~1 ,/= 
Mlnneaofo 41 34 .547 2 
Kenya City 42 34 .S38 2V= 
Chicago . 33 44 .429 11 
Seaflle 34 47 .420 12 . 
Oakland 23 S7 .288 22'/= 
Mnndiy Results 
New York 7 Ocaton 2 
Cleveland S Detroit 4 
Texas 2 Baltimore O 
Minnesota 7 Seattla 0 
Oakland at California N 
Sunday Results 
Detroit 10 Cleveland 2 
iSaltlmore 10 Toronto 7 ,. 
New York 6 Boston 5 
Minnesota 2 Chicago I 
Milwaukee 10 Seattle 3 
California 14 Kansas City 2 
Oakland 13 Texas 12 
|atorday Results 
8oaten 3 New York 2 
Cleveland 4 Detroit 3 
Mlnneaoto 16 Chicago 4 
Baltlmoro 2 Toronto 0 
Mllwaukon S Seattle I 
Texas 4 Oakland 3 
Cell~rnla 6 Kanesa City S 
TERMINAL. 
EXPRESS 
(63§4680) 
Parcel Pickup & Delivery 
e ~m ~m ~ i e ~ m e ~ l m  mmHi i  ~ ~ 
Light Packages & Parcels 
Cha i rs -  Recliners - -  End Tab les -  
Portable T.V. 
Suites (Kitchen & Living Room)" 
Beds & Box Springs 
second baseman, and 
Jacques, the catcher, 
each made some standout 
defence plays. 
Burns Lake played 
three games; winning 8-0 
over Fort St. James and 
3-0 over the Prince 
Rupert Allstam. Their 
third game was a 2.0 loss 
to Terrace International. 
The brother combination 
of Paul and Marvin 
Strimbold supplied four 
hits and excellent pit- 
ching for the Whiskey 
Kings. Their only 
mistakes were the 
committ ing of three 
errors in the second in- 
ning against Terrace 
In ternat iona l  which 
resulted in the only two 
runs of the game. 
Houston played four 
games losing the first 4-0 
to the Prince Rupert  
Allstars, but coming back 
to win 5-1 over Fort St. 
James, 4:0 over Prince 
George and edging 
Prince Rupert 4-3. Jim 
HorsweLi lead the hitting 
with six hits in 13 at bats 
for a .462 average, in- 
cluding along home run 
to left field. The second 
uadian swimmere and divers 
had to settle for three 
seeandplaee silver and three 
thirdplace bronze 'medals. 
But Canadian marksmen 
held the upper hand, getting 
gold from Guy Lorioo of 
Longneuil, Que., and Kurt 
Mitchell of Calgary and 
bronze medals in the in- 
divldual air rifle event, an- 
other gold in the team pistol 
and a silver from Tom Guiun 
of South Woeddee, Ont., in 
the individual free pistol 
while the U.S. shooters were 
held to a gold and a silver in 
the four events. 
Sixteen-year.old Tracy 
Caalkins won the women's 
200-metre individual medley 
in t~vo minutes 16.11 seconds, 
more than two seconds 
slower than her world record 
of'~:14.07 but by a com- 
fortable margin over silver 
medaillst Nancy Garapiek of 
HazilY, who was timed in 
2:19.36. 
Ann Tweedy of the U.S. 
edged Joann Baker of 
Thunder Bay, Ont., for the 
bronze medal. Tweedy's 
time was 2120.53 to Baker's 
2121.89. 
In this and every other' 
swimming event, the Pan- 
American Games record fell 
in the heats and was broken 
ngainin the final by as many.i 
as half a dozen swimmers in~ 
some instances, r • . 
baseman, Don Haggard, The Canadian swimmers 
bad five hits in eleven at claimed a second silver In 
bats for a .455 average, the men's 4x100 medley. 
All Seusons-shell, the relay, won by the U.S. team 
final team, played three in 4:13.24. The Canadians 
games, losing 3-0 to barely held off thirdplaee 
Mexico, which got home in 
Terrace International in 4:20.69 to their 4:20.16. 
the first but then elob- Graham Smith of Ed- 
bering La Chance monton, the 1978 Com- 
57.89 .  
The only swimming event 
of the night in which Canada 
was dealed a medal wan.the 
men's 200 freestyle, won by 
Ambrose Gains of the U.S. in 
1:51.22. Team-mate David 
Larson took the sliver in 
I152.24, a troth of a'seeond 
ahead of Djan Madruga of 
Brazil. 
Peter Szmidt ef Pointe 
time trial, the opening event 
on the cycling program. The 
U.S. won the event in 2:15.42, 
followed by Cuba in 2:10.26 
and the Canadian team of 
Eon d'Orneil~ of Oshowa, 
Ont.; Pierre Harvey of 
Rimousld, Que.; Normand 
StAubin ef Rexbo~o,. Que., 
and Bernie Willnek of Vie- 
toria in 2:19.20. 
The Canadians came clese 
Claire, Que, was fourth in to taking two silvers instead 
1:53.15 and Bill Sawchuk ~ of bronzes in the shooting 
In thT~611er skating speed 
• events, another discipline in 
which Canada ~was unropro- 
sensed, Ken Sutton .of the 
U.S. won th~ men's ~0- 
metre time trial and Claudia 
Redriguez of A.,3entina took 
the women's 5,-000 metres. 
In team sports, Canada 
bad a victory and a pair Of 
narrow defeats while the 
baseball team's 
against Venezuela 
rained out. 
finD. 
Team ~es plmh Gold - -  
Canada (Tom Gulnn, South 
Wo~lslee, Ont., Ed Jons, Col. 
~UT' Art TornaDO, Victoria, 
Wotochow, RIchmond, 
S,C.), sliver - -  Cuba, bronze 
Puerto Rico. 
Free plstuh Cold --Walte-r 
BaUZa, Argentina, silver -- Lois 
Vaqtmro, Cuba, bronze -- Tom 
Gulnn, South Woodslee, Ont. 
SWIMMING 
~Um'o IN-metro breaotstrake: 
Cold -- Steve Lundqurst, U.S., 
sliver ~ Grog WJncheII, U.S., 
game ~.o~za -- Graham Smith, Ed. 
was melton. 
Men's lO0-meh'a ba,'k~roke: 
Gold -  Bob  Jackson ,  U .S . ,  I l l -  Vancouver place(I sixth in evants.Mitche]lmatehedthe In a game that may ulti- wr  -- Rornul. Arantu, Brazil, 
1153.86. " 379 total of John van de mate]y decide the women's bronze -- steve Plckoll, Van- 
The women's pringboard Zande of the U.S., five points softball title, the U.S. coovw. 
Mea'o 3~-motm freestyle: diving was a two-way battle short Of Lorion's winalng air  defeated Canada 1-0 in 15 Gold -- Ambrose Gaines, U.S., 
between American team- riQescore, oalytelosetethe innings whi~(~ the Canadian sliver --  David Lorsen, U.S., 
mates Denise Chrlstlaasea American on a eoantbeck, men downed Panama 2-0. wonze-  DlanMsdr~o, Brazil. 
Women's M)S.mMre Individual and Jeanette Thorbarni as Another eountback put Lois Themen'sbasketbailtcam medley: Go ld -  Tracy Caul. 
Thorhnrn .led after the Vaquero ef Cuba ahead of lest 82-81 to Argentina after ~ns, u.s., o.ver -- Nancy Go- 
compulsory dives but was • Gulan in the free pistol as leading49-47atbalftime, ropick, Halifax, bronze - -  Anne 
nipped by" her. younger bothfthtshedeightpolntsbe- '. ~. • Tweed, U'S'olving 
compatriot in the later hladWalterBauraofArgen- CYCLING Woman's  three.metro 
stages. Janet Nuttar and tins, wh0ecored 535. tO0-km team lime triM: Gold springboard: Gold ~ Denise 
• ~ U.S. (Tom Doughty, Genre Chri~tenson, U.S., sliver -- Jo. 
Lands Cuthbert took the next The lint Canadian judoka .' ~ot , : .  Tom SalE, Da e' ate. net Ely Thorburn, U.S, I~'onza 
.:~ tlna}~ silver .~ Cuba; bronze ~ '~ Janet Nuffor, Toronto. 
two places, toseeaetioneame*awa~with '~sC~lnada, (Eon d'OrnMlas, ash- SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMINO 
Christiansen's winning a bronze medal awe, Ont., Pierre Harvey, RI- Solo: Gold -- Denise Christen. 
total was .477.96 points to Heavyweight Ran I-lamp- mouskl, Que., N~mond at.An- sen, U.S., sllv~ -- Helen Van. 
bin, Roxboro, Qua., Bornla Will. derl~ro, Calgary, bro~ze -- 473.61 for Thorburn, 412.17 son of Hanfl]ton shared third ock, Victoria). ,Llnda Shalley, U.S. 
,/ 
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SAN JUAN (CP) --  The 
United States ruled the pool 
and Canada dominated the 
shooting ranges Monday on 
the opening day of com- 
petition at the-PanAmeriean 
Games. 
The  favored Americans 
won all eight swimming, 
• , • , ' .. • . I 
MONTR~Af, (~)  - -  
Hamilton Tiger-Case are still 
looking for their first win In 
tile preeaaocn schedule when 
they face Montreal Alouettea 
tunisht but receiver Left 
Pettersen is still optimistic 
about the club's chances in 
the 'regular' Canadian 
Football League season that 
starts next week. 
"Obviously there is I lot 
more talent here than there 
• , " . . .  • . 
And noW time for the real thing 
.'CALGARY (CP) - -  eoddbitlon.recerd ia good, .bfl~htend, where lmport~ playing opposite veteran ,,r,18h.t, he knows exactly whet 
Calgary Stampeders and The Lloua wen'all tluree of ,a r ry  Holt and Tennie linebecker Glenn Jackson in I m gain8 soda - -  I have to 
BritlshColumblaLlonackea thoir~msssOfer, wkikthe Hercearef l~t i~foraspot  pi'actlceHeaiooa. " thinkofetrsteilissforhlmall 
their Canadian Football 8temPedarslostuneofthree, on the final ~3.man roster. "Ho 's  thb  touihcet the time." 
Lequs  exhibition action "We've gOt more Jols in Pie r~e ~s a 6½-foot, .us- Unehecker I've ever beenup Holt, who also played 
with a pme in .Calgary quoctionatthinetegeof.tho peunder whom the Liooa dis. against," Pierce said. " I t  mnnlni back and wide 
t~ iht ,  rsadyin~theootttoS, uanen than at nny,,tlme coveredatafrseagentnamp isn't'his hard hittin~ so receiver'last seneca as a 
block for rester ellmieatl0na since I've been l~re,"~sald . in California last winter.' much, it's Jest that he picks rookie; has nauffht wice as 
before rquinr-season pl~.y. , Lions head coach VloRapp. He eredlte hie progress •up a lot of things. " n~u~y passes as Pierce in 
For both teams, : the , .  One p~ltton still in debt  since training camp to "If my stance isn't quite 
: "~i~ i ~"~ . - 
thee games; but Rapp likes tnniiht's ~.me --  left tac~e 
- ' ' Tom ~itunpm'ey. Atthe wlce 
" " ' 1 receiver p~lttem, slotheck 
11 1 I 1 '1 . Willte Armstead and ,wide 
tyou er$ DJa ue(l DV losses  
~ . L  ~ " 4~'  . . . .  quar terback  enny. 
• . " " • , ' Johnson and John Hulas et 
_.LOS ANGELES (AP) - -  : On ~e read,, the nun~e. m free agent when.the team agent, bun. t .mqre.viijo.r~ly: has tried umucee~..ully..to elm bucks W~e 
.Only 80 .p.m.~ nave oann . are no netter, Lee an~e/es I wouldn't meet "am mon.ey u espna me teas o~ JOun ann .come up an eltecuve Bt~danaxa'u~JndJamea Syk s re 
l~tysa, Cut it seems an I I-M away sz~n l~oupr eamona. ,e  now m me o~x-sesson,arm'sursery for relmver. .  • . touted ant  he boat bore 
eternity for the proud Lea Stadium and the club plays mainstay of New. York relief ace'x.'erry Ferster, the , "Pre.bab~y the Key m a~. The Stsmneder 
Alnieloa ; Dodgers, twice ~0ofltsnext~Tgamesontlle Yankees. . . Dodgers aped only sore- championship team 1I ~ , ,  .m,o,i~- I, . . . .  a, 
' " . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' -- e n i ca'  " ' "  " ' " - - "  " . . . . .  ' - National Loa~ue bamplms, road. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :_~_ n d A ~ Moaeeremith .w nning .Sam In .the ,-',,bably the only area still 
, ,  • • man,~ser -ore ,.a,orua durmgthe off sesa0n. . seventh, oiahth and mnth e-,, As the Dodgers bepn n 13- Althouah the team has. so : I reed in apa r last • • . . . . .  ~ . . . .  ,.o,...,.,.. , . .  , . . ,  . . . . .  !... ,~  . . . . . . .  . #.. in doubt --  because .of. 
game road trip Monday. beun de.sparta hits .in8 a lum.p ,  night the quotation, Put  Dndo~ersknew Fomtsr . . . .  ~,,,~a ~. ,  o.abs," sa,-.firs, t baseman flnaperz.orm., y.,x e - - 
night, they were m fifth in the ,--~ week, me mare overythin~ in the hands of ~,. oS .... ~ . . . . . . . . .  , . . ,  .~,,~ n~,.~,, ,,w, ~,,,,,,~ ~.~ump m mac wee 
P ~ ~IVW ~ I a  ~Q~UVQ&IU~$ ~ V V ~  ~ J  V~J*  "VV I V I I I  plaocththeNatiooalLnape r ason for the collapse theLerd That s the way it ~,,.^.,.~. ~.,. , . . , , . .  _,, k....~..,~, . . . .  , . . , . . . , . . .  wmover,amilum.. 
• ' ru , .u~. .0  o, s~u 7 p,s- u~v. -m-~i  umv ,~mm u, r n oa fie et to Wcet, Just .003 from last seems to be pitching, long a stands. - c ~ ' ' "  ,~'s ,~**~,,, . . . .  I,,, ,,,,,,0,,, ~,,,,,, ~,a,,a ,, . ASot~ I,io ! y 
~t~iSVUo AJWIW&O Ok&l~J~J~o d h J W W d g  d i  ' ' ~ 'I w ~ w ~ v  ..~,..,.-va., . . . .  a.. , .  l ve got to look for a win- saved~lSamsslcetyenr.He l~.verybody is guilty, , ,  . . . .  t, , ,),o~ k wh, , ,  
years, the Dodgers have a ' e a " mber I  ~ prom pna of their last 19, andhave Just , . . _  ~.o. . J  . ,~  pray that tomerrow s the .T~ .rid time aSa~. the back off' and reme . r~tuming Joe Paooao Jerry 
conetudedamoothinwldch '~  . . . . . . . . . .  day we mm it around," Dodgers nave Jen or ceen can't do lt all by myealf, Buc T~n~e-w~lietertan'dpkytwo 
they were 7-29, the worst TboDodgerenodoubtmbs There has been criticism tied goin~ into the late in- there is a tendency to start ~ .~.~ a. ~In~,  said 
~e for n Do~ers oiub i Yo~Z~Y Jchn, the ~csof ~ ~ thePo~m front of~ce ~p:T lme.d ~e a~a.~, d~S th~ns~ un~at~r~,~ G~p'~'" -- " "  
~e-  1938. • last two years WOO turned for not enterm~ me tree mey nave tat  as L, asorun w n you re suruMunS. Tom Kerbs, rookie of- 
. " . femive lineman for the 
~ .  . _~'  ~ -- . Stampeders, will not be 
• ~ • 1.1  1 • . 1 A"M " playin~ because of 
' " . ' . - ' ' • aurery ,  while Lions l l t J a ts  s tz l l  l ook  to r  one  
,, . .. linebacker Mel McGowan, 
It k a veteran line ann. and wide receiver AI was last year and probably bainin~ camp really helped Pettersen, a ~6-year-old 
in previous years , "  me tbls yoar because of the with five years' experience the lnast experience onthere Chemk. 
"The exhibitlm series is calibre o~ receivers we had. in the CP~, Including four is five years. They are not Lions 0ffeoaive tackleBill 
nnlmpertnnttLmeforatnam Everybody looked really with Saskatchewan goin~ to make a lot of Kald-Winter has undergone 
'snchasooreelves, wblchhes good, consequently every- ' • , mistakes and they are all knee surgery and Guard 
imb led  a lot of new, body worked that much Roughriders, says he's good pass blockers." Glenn laonherd is on the 
quall~ people. We need time harder." opllmistto about he Ticats' 1 TonlIht's pine at retiredHstafterbrsakinSble 
to get Ied  to each other." Included in that receiver new quarterback tandem, of Olympto Stadium is the last arm in trsining camp. 
Pettersen has been strol l  corps were Waddell Smith, Eddie Smith and. David forboth clubs. The Alocettes ltap~ ~dd Calgary looks 
in prHoasun play and ~ys since traded back to Ed- Marler and the offensive linc open the reguler schedule at".i "as goed as any team I've 
ba's bean inaplred by the monton Eskimos, Dav.td ~ with veteran tackles Ed Toronto n~t Tussday and.' seen on film this soaann-  
stron~ corps o| receives in Queld, Kerry Smith and Bill George and Willie Martin the .Ticate open at Ottawa ~ smoother and tlIhter than 
camp this year. "I Udnk Hatenaka. ' and guard larry Butler. next Wednesday. .~,:/~. Edmonton." ~ . . . . . .  
Pan Am problems; DlstrlotofTorra0~ I 
SAN JUAN (CP) - -  towels in the athletes' 
Canadian athletes at the purtments. 
PAn.American Games "They've got a committee 
village have corrected some to~ether and will make dally 
homokcepin~ proMema. ' visits to village steres to 
" make sure they have these 
Lee Crewell, ilenerAA suppllNenhnnd,"hesaid .... 
nmoqer of the Caeadlan Crewell said the oarsmen 
Olympic ' Assoclation'a got their 8baHs"out of hock" 
executive com.~.,~t.ce~.pId only Sunday and db~overed 
monuny there' hen 5tbn ithat' tools '*needed to  
problems with plumbln~ and *reauemble them had been 
8 lack of ~ let  paper and transported to Another 
Sports Briefs 
DIES ON CYCLK 
COURSE 
FITCHBURG, Mass, (~)  
- -  An 83-year.old Fitchbur8 
man died after a peck of 
eyoilais peddiini furiously 
for thA flnkh line in a W-mile 
road race Sunday slammed 
into him as he crossed the 
race course. Joseph Lynch : 
died of a heart attack in 
hospital a heft hour After 
being struck, and four 
~y.oilais .injured in ~o en. 
stun| p~oup-were ureated 
and releued from the same 
boal~tal, said authoritina, 
ACQUIRI~. LKP'T 
WINGER 
NEW YORK (~)  -- New 
Yerk ~mge~ acquired le~t 
~np~ Bill Lnchsad f rom 
.Colorado Rockies for the 
rights to .soalte Hardy 
Astrsm in a National Hockey 
League deal Monday. 
Loohead, 24, scored 20 goals 
and 16 assists in 77 games 
with Detroit in 1977-78, his 
beat ~L  seuon. Astrom 
played in four games with 
the Rangers two seasons ago 
before returnl~ to hie native 
Sweden. ' 
RELEASE LINEBACKER 
TORONTO (CP) - -  
T~on(o Argonauts released 
Gerd Knowl.ten, 29, a non- 
import llnehecker, the 
Canadian Football Loagce 
club reported Monday. 
Knowlton, S-foot-It ~lS. 
pounds, Is a four-year 
veteran with the Ariomuis. 
ATTENDAJqCK UP 
NEW YORK (AP) -  A 
total of 3,134,397 faro at- 
tended major lealue 
baseball ismoa the ~eck of 
Monday, June 38, throwih 
Sunday, July 1, aetllni an at- 
tendance r cord for a weekly. 
period. The former h i~ of 3,- 
063,491 wu set July 34-30, 
1778, The attendance In the 
major ina~M to date I, up 
761,963 from k i t  year's total 
with the same number of 
pmss played. 
PLAYER OF WEEK 
NEW YORK (~)  - -  Min- 
nesota Twins shortstop Roy 
Smalley, the American 
League's leading hiker with 
a .~S9.average, was a 
unanimous choice as the 
lengue'a player of the week 
for the period June 25.July 1. 
Smalley had two hits in five 
of the ?wins' six ~mee 
durins the week, batUnS 
.4~, with two doubles and 
three home runs. He alas 
collected 33 total bases, drew 
four walks, drove in 11 runs 
• and scored seven time~. 
venue, Communications with 
the orpulcers were "really 
a problem --  you're fi~tlng 
a system," 
Several members of the. 
men's ba~cetball team were 
ba~tUng a virus they had 
splMrently picked up during 
a preOamoa tournament in
the Dominican Republic.. 
The ~ftolal WGtM'; Was thet 
Jamie Ruuell o~ Burlinffton, 7 
Ont., has been sent home to 
recuperate but there were 
unconfirmed reports that he 
six.foot4even forward rein- 
Jured the band he oriiinally 
hurt in Europe, 
After initial problems, the 
food at the vil~ge cafeteria 
is there in prodigious 
amounts. 
"The only complaint is 
that it's too 8cod," said 
Audrey Vandervelden of 
Vnncouver, a member of the 
women's volleyball team. 
"There are no llneupe, 
there's tons of food and it's 
u~ood as I've ever bad." 
• cafeteria is 8eared to 
handle 1,600 people at a time. 
ADVISORY REOREATION 
OOMMISSlON APPOINTMENT 
the way Pis~e blocks. 
'% g~ tight end can im- 
~ your offence 50 per 
cent/' says Rapp, "It's one 
of the moat important 
poaitin~ un offence," 
For Ca lpry ,  observers 
any only one Import interior 
lineman should be left after 
• The Distr ict  of Terrace would appreciate receiv ing-an In. 
dlcatlon from persons Interested In  ~rv lng  :m the  Ter race  
Advisory Recre~at lonCom~ll i lo~,"  .... ~' . . . . . .  ' ~ L ' ' ' `  ~ ' ' ' :  ' ' 
, , , , 
The Advisory Recreation Commission Is avo luntary  Council 
appointed agency, whose function Is to advise the Recreation 
Committee of Council, on such matters concerning the broad 
spectrum of Recreation as may from t ime to t ime be referred to 
the Advisory Recreat ion Commission by Council. In some 
areas, fhe Advisory Recreation Commission may, on fhelr  own 
Init iat ive,  make suggestions for the betterment of Recreation 
wlfhln the Distr ict,  to the Recreation Committee of Council. 
All Interested persGns are requested to contact Mr. Bob 
Hallsor, Clerk.Administrator, District of Terrace, either 
personally ef the Municipal Office, or by telephoning 535.5311. 
i:!i:iiiii!!:i:iii!ii!i i:i :ii!:: : ":i ::i'i • 
Gre beer,  tmun , 
11m Herald, '1'ues~y, ,July ;~, ..Z~, ~'a~c ', 
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B0ne-in. A 5  O0 
(kg %39) T i n d d  , 
Canada ' A i 
.Grade.., ... ,M  Ib, I 1 
Rib Steak. ....... 
Mqlular Quality, (ks R.~) . . . . . . . .  i "  ib, 
SJd6 e c0ni ?il, ,i ;  1.59 
B.C. Sugar 
• " 99  Granulated 
4 
Sliced Raisin Bread 
Skylark. 16 os, (414 S) loaf,,.  
I ]Town H0use. mtoes qqcJi 
b,  Trs . , sa. ( , "  o) Tin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  O( ;  
I Dalewood Marprine d.qcll 
' . $ 
M-Air Orange Juice I 
Proses. Conoantrste. I |~ fl, as. (US eL l  ....... 
Cherries 
B.C. Sweet. 
No. 1 Grade ........ i| 
Melons 
Size O'S (Medium) ~ i I~]~F 
California Grown t TEa. Bananas4 Sl_, 00 
, , . . .0r ......... Ibs. 
Prices Effective ALL WEEK 
July 3 to 8 
in TeflON 
We reserve fife right to limit quantities. 
h im In Retail Qoantltlet only, 
Q A N A O A  I A P l W A Y  I . . I M I T E O  
' i  
i I 
:i 
4 . . . . . . . .  
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tS  
ABC 
POWDERED 
DETEI~GI~NT 
12 LITRE 
3.99 
5"  ~ i • i I I 
~p '  i I 
fills ~ II[TTH 
Iglfl~CfS ! DE$11F[Pl 
~llZ(S i O(SO~n 
PINE'SOL CARTON CIGARETTES 
DISINFECTANT 
CLEANER 
28 fl,oz, 
1.69 
.~O /*" 
. /  
, /  
AGAROL II LIFE I PLAYTEX 
500ml II  500ml II 10's 
J'CLOTH 'GEE' 
REGULAR or KING SIZE ALL-PURPOSE SHAMPOO 72o's 9 TOWELS .room, 
' ,1 9'§ ¢ 1.99 
1.890 99' i 59 ¢ 
l 
ARRID I BRECK 
200mi 500mi 
11,59  1.89 
CLEARASIL DIMETAPP 
I EXTENTABS 
~69 3os 1. 2,79 
Maalox, Plus 
MAALOX 
PLUS 
LIQ.ANTAClD 
341mi 
1.99 
t 
' d l lN '~ 
OU"_~! 
L~ 
WELLA 
BALSAM 
CON DITIONER 
900ml BONUS SI~.E 
.99 
NEILSON'S 
'COUNTRY CRISP' 
GRANOLA BARS 
KLEENEX 
FACIAL TISSUE 
• 200's 
64 ¢ 
99 ¢ 
GLADE/SOLID ~ 
ASSORTED SCENTS 
AIR FRESHENER 1Tog 
CREST 
TOOTHPASTE 
• lOOrnl 
89¢ 
84 = 
CHAR(3EJC 
~ ;  LAKELSE SHOPPING CENTRE 
VISA ' 
~J  FAST FRIENDL Y PRESCRIPTION SERVICE! 
SALE PRICES IN EFFECT: JULY 3 -8 /79 .  while stock lasts, w ~" ~qserve the right to limit quantities 
£;TORE HOURS: Mort.- Fri. 9 am -9  p.m. Sat9  a.m. - 6 p.m. Sun. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
i 
[TERRACE . . . . .  ' ' "  Manitoba hospital staff 
.i i . .. . . Tbe Herald, Tuesday, July 3, 1979, Pi i~ 9 
• " K IT IMAT 
. . . .  have walked off  the 
• ' i G . . ~.,'~, " 
• job 
:~ 'WINNIPEG (CP) -- A workers, loaded them into vans and involves wage offers the 
'~ strike by about 700 support The rural institutions drove them through," said tmion said were ~0 to $120 a 
" ' '~': " ~ I .... . "'" staff at eight Manitoba affected am in Ste. Rose du Comstock. 
,.-° • " ~ ; hospitals and persoim/-care Lee, Vlta, Roblln, Ste. Anne, A Beacon Hill Lodge month lower than levels paid 
' , homes continues, amid as. and Swan River, • spokesman could not be by other city homes. 
• ./ cusatiom, of some strike. - Central Park Lodge No, 2 
reached for.comment, home has reduced some 
, ' .  ' ~ .b rea~.  " • Union business agent Bill The union said rural services, said administrator 
. Theworkerswalkedoffthe Comstock said Sunday that workers tookact/onaRerthe Gib Todd. 
. . . .  "" job Saturday to protest wage Beacon Hill Lodge of Win. negotiator for the facilities, "Althou~hwehaven'tbeen 
' i - . offers from several rural in- rdpeg has flown in nurses Manitoba Health able to maintain the same 
' / : ,  Stitutiom and two Winnipeg from Vancouver and Orpnlzations Inc., refused service as before we are 
. . . . .  . : ... personal-care homes. Thunder Bay, Ont., tobreak to grant wage parity with coping very welI," Todd sald 
:. The Institutional Era- the strike and has hired Winnipeg counterparts in a Sunday. He said volunteers 
• ployees' Union represents personnel from a local tam- new contract. The union said and non-unim staff such as 
" the workers employed as porary health care service, rural workers had parity in nurses are picking up much 
i nurses aides, orderlies, "When some of those the last few years. (4 the slack left by the 145 
.. . /' cooks, dietary personnel, people didn't want cross the The dispute with the two strikers. 
' ~ " ihousekeepers and laundry picket lines, the company private Winnipeg homes Talks were scheduled 
Carter will visit Canada ° ' " '  -. Park involvin~ a Toronto- ?" t based negotiator and a government conciliation 
. " ' e/fleer. 
and may speak at House SECOND SECTION " " - "  Hospitals affected have re- duced the number of patients 
~,~ OTTAWA (CP) ~- U.S. Carter personally by Clark Former. prime minister in some cases, sending 
- , President Jimmy Carter wlLl in Tokyo last week where the TrudeauvlaitedCartertwice people home and. tran- Refugees left to die makeashortvlsitheretlds two leaders met for the flrst lnWashingtm, sferrtngothers. fall and. may address the thneat he economlcsummlt Sister Gabrielle Cloufler, 
House c~ Commons, an of- of the leaders of major in.. " "/'he official said tbe prime adminlstrator of the ate. 
flcial in Prime Minister dustrial countrlee, minlater's office had been Rose General Hospital, said 
• Clark's office' said Monday. It will be Carter's first waiting to confirm details of the number ot patients has  ro% 
KUALALUMPUR(AP)-- ethnlc Chinese who say they ' . . . . . . .  v ,~,u~,  m ,vie. announcement, send/ngmostbome. 
Malaysia turned away 1,050 are fleeing Vietnamese 
more Vietnamese re/ugees persecution, have reached 
and towed them to sea other Southeast Asian 
BUSINESS DIREq ',TORY other countries to accept million more are expected. ' ' . mere; Hut It relented in the The United Natiom has . 
case of another e z dedS ,~timated that 30 to 40 per . . . . . . .  • " , 
e za fo eta ea S ' . cent of throe "boat people" 
U.S. State Secretary Cyrus . drown. 'The host countries 
Vanes and British Foreign say the refugees . create S T G " "RreakdYPM2~l fO~: :L :  To ion f 
Secretary Lord Carr/ngton, immense problems they ~.  VAN'  OONTRAO iN  i :S~dncrGe~aVeGI, r ePl?~,aD:a ' meanwhile, lambasted cannot handle and for which ~ ' 
Vietnam as the souree M the they arenotresponsible. ~ ~ .  ' Furniture Repa i r  Cement.,/....O:o.o.o,e.,.e..v.,,.~,.,o~':., OPENING FR IDAY!  rmugee problem --  and the On Monday, Malaysia 
country that should do the continued to dramatize the • - - -" • - .  • ' WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
m.os_ttosolvelt, problem by towing away ~ mt0rat i0ns ,  N0pe I;nests p.ONS.S.,~ June 29th 
'rnepolicyofsystemaUc three more boatloads of ~Cust0m Made Furniture Refresh,n0 c~,~.c,o,.,d W~voa4a expulsion which Vlehtam Is people intercepted by naval ' • "' • • • P.J H. READY MIX • • 
toper u~cesmp~mmty r~o, .  - one ~ more ~6enera l  euildin - r . - , ,o - . - -  " - - -a - . - . .  Groceries 
or the  current crisis than 950 passense'rs that was ~ 5 vum,abung ~'~'s/LI/~,~. = 4711 G " 
squarely on Vietnam's .the second-bisKest boatload ' -~" -~ ' ' ~ H/ . t~- -~ - Keith Ave. 
shoulders," Vance said. "We of refugees to have reach~t 635-5585 ~ ~  HOUaS, 
have called upon Vietnam, Malaysian waters sittce the Plant Off Krumm Road Weekdays 6:00 a.m.. 12 midnight 
publicly and privately, to war between North and 2610 Kalum St. Terraoe I Th4rnhill Weekends 9:00a.m.. 12 midnight 
change the conditions and SouthVietnam endedin 1975. ,, 
pollcies whlch are forcing Those rejected Monday I 
hundreds o~ thctmamls to flee brought to 57,513 the number ,. For Insighh Plumbing Heating. Commercial Servicing and, tern of tbou~mcts'to d ie"  . of "boat " known to 
have been pe°ple into Insurance Residential. Industrial. Specializing Ga~ Fitting 'Vance, at a meeting of towed to sea from 
Malaysia in 347 vessels ince ~~- -Fami ly  Protection and Shee..t Metal Shop 
Southeast Asian foreign Jan. 1, and to 15,513 the ~~i - -Mor tgage  Insurance 
ministers in Bali, Indonesia, ~~--Bus iness  Insurance Ch Bela number towed out In 80 boats ar l ie  nger  
pledged "cont inu ing  ~~- - Income replacement American help in ~,sd~_ since June is. 
. ~~.R6g is te ted  Retirement P.lan~ 18 PLUMBING & HEAT INg LTD. 
Brian " . . . . . .  '~ . . . .  ~"  "Un ique  Bathroom OOuflqtm" said ~ Cartes' admldls, about 76,000 refugees, began "
trat/on supports establish, to refuse an~, more. Its new 443~ LAKELSE AVENUE 
me])t of more refugee sen. Representative policy is to give new arrivals 
tree in Southeast Asia.. food,'wat~, fuel 'and other Business. ManuYILife Business P.O. Box 53, PHONE 635.9319 
But that proposal differs necessities, then tow them '635-9235 TheManufacturersUfefnsuranceCompany " 635-9236, TERRACE, B.C. VBG4'85 OR635-9320' 
from Malaysian su~estlons back out to internaUonal install & Service Gas, Wood & Oil Furnaces 
-- whose essence is that waters in hopes they will So 
Vietnam, along with the elsewhere. . 
United States and other Despite the new policy, EASTSIDE 
Western countries, hould be Malaysia greed on Monday 
theslteso/refu~eecentres that 623 refugees who landed (;ROCER ¥ & LAUNDROMAT Terrace Electronic Repairs Ltd. R 
that would take the burden at the rulau Bldong.camp 
off the Southeast Asian June S4 could stay on. ltwas , '  OPEN SERVING TERRACE & KIT IMM 
counties to which the the first known acceptance 
- -g ,  nov'flee, of refugees since June l8. 7 DAYS A WEEK AU..O..Z~O '~~~' ,~ ' l~ '~f  g rO.  ' SERVICE Last week, President The reason was a lmrsona] To S~r~e Yo~ {~d~/ DEPOT 
Carter said the U.S. will request from French ~'~i [e  Phlllps, Magnavox, Zenlth " 
double its intake of Vieb diplomat Olivier SUm, who WEEKDAYS 8-11 . WEEKENDS 9-11 Sanyo,'rmhlba • • 
namese refugee to 14,000 a '  visited Pulau Bldond on " Cmtomflnlshln~.Rmovatlons.Addltlons 
month from 7,00~, but that Sunday and was told by 4436 Lakelse 635-2104 I M°n~'Sat'-va'm''Gp'l~" CEDAR SPECIALISTS 
Friday -- 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. drew criticism from Sing- representatives of the 4~,000 YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE ~,.~k~t~ e3s.~ Box 643 6 ~ ~  Terraoe, S.@. apore as too small tO make Vietnamese in the Island 
much difference, camp that soldiers were i 
About 300,000 Indochlnese. looking for new arrivals and . . . .  
refugees, mint from Viet- saying they would be taken 
sam and many ~ them to another camp. The J 
• refugees, fearin8 the J01)K'S EXCAVATING LTD. (;LACIER 'newcomers would instead 'be 
v . .  ,-, , . , . ,  ~ ,w., w. .~ .e,e L .'~b 4418 Legion Avenu, 0 & A JANITOR SERVIOE- 
JL ~4:1 ,q , .~;  could be trouble if they were 'Exoavator JD690D 
,. ' .taken away forcibly. A :.~.~" Terrace, B.C. h i . - , , - . '  .During talks with Prime 
~L~I I~L . i [ I  Minister Htumeln Onn later Baokhoe M,F,§O ~ 6,~,~ . Rug cleaning by hot water extraction | 
2 rooms & hallway -$70. most houses [ 
J -  Sunday, Slim made a per- : " FREE ESTIMATES J • ~nai request that the ~ be Jo~n e,,c~ dl~ w,,,.~-.4.,-, auowed to stay on -- and on m4.,co..,, n.~R- -  S A Conlp.lete Class .and  
~'~L JLL~ MonduyMnl~ysian off/lflals Torr-ce, B.¢, " - - - -  8354 . , . . ,  4732 Ilalliwe,', 
_ said the government had ' Alunnlnum Servxce J 
41' . agreed to let them stay. ' , " i ' 
" r~ 'k~ Lord Carrlngton talked 
• reporters later that 
.n . . . . . i  ] _ __  Malaysian proposals for US- , v ,  i 
LUIK~ , , ,  refugee processing cen- : ' " ' " '  [ 
• Cleaners Ltd. 
R~S~'~m"~U~.~l~eci~ Britain itself would be " FORTHEBEST iN  I ] 
• " , tmabletohousesuch a am SUEDE AND LEATHER i envoy to the Middle Eat ,  . . . P. 
heard from Znterior Minister . .  . SS ~ ~t~ Hera ld !  _ ~l  O,=A.,.G i Handyman Unlimited 
Yosef Burg IsraeL's position u.~runprocessmgcentres'be 
on the plan for Palestlnlan set. up ~ Vietnam, from i~.  ~ - ' ~  2 LOCATIONS I 
self-government Monday but wmch the United States, 4404 Legion Avenue and Mini  Mal l  ] 
said he would reserve ~ranc.e, West Germany, (Next  to Mr.  Mikes) I I Call BILL or OALE 3943 Mountainview | 
" - - , . . . . .  uanaaa, Australia and 
Juagmen( un"' me re" °thers c°uld t~en take refu 635-2838 / I ,'3°'mm °r '3,'3"' Terr'c" O'C' I: sumption of the Israeli. gees . . . .  " 
E~ptian autonomy ~ awecuy. It also wants 
~-. ,,.,, ~,--  ,,, . . . .  ,. me U S,  Australia, France neg.ua._. ,  ~ ,  , ,o  w~ and ' " ~,, ~.~,-, China to set up 
---e,~...  . processing centres in their e . 
Earlier, Strauss ..met territories so refugees Pro-Teoh Eleotronios Engineering RESIDENTIAL &HOTWATER 
Prime Minister Menachem akeady in Southeast Asian Offices, Custom HE-A'rINGA~r~E~IA~S~I~VI.CE 
oo , - - -o ,  ou, I " II hour. and told, reporter, quickly. ' ' rash es, F i rep laces  ~ H g there are "phllosophieal Malaysian Home Affairs We Service All Commercial S Home Entertainment 
differences between them Minister Ghazall Shafle said Appliances including Microwave ; remo 
lint nothing specific," Malaysia will formally make ' Warrant~ Oepet '] delling &Genera l  Carpentry I J Jlln' | .tin 
Strauss was appointed by me proposals for the centres Sanyo~nd~sl~, ~mn~d,~dmlra | ' )  
President Carter to lead the during a. UN-eponsored Morse Efeclrophonic . 
U.S. deleptim to ~e three, coMerence on retu,ee~ July Hammond Certified T.¢hni¢ian ,. 2369 i l  
way talks with Effypt and 30 and 21 in Geneva. 636-  
~' - 4717 WALSH AVE Israel aimed at establbhin8 Carrlngton said the 330tl KALUM 535-s134 [ 6-3916 Mountainvlew Ave., Terrace | I PHONE 638.1468 TERRACE B C ' ' Palestinian home.rule In problem must be tackled at , 
areas occupied by larael its source-- Vietnam-- and * -- ' I ! 
einee 1967; Hanoi must be made to 
change its policy not only 
Begin and Egyptian toward the ethnic Chinese 
President Anwar Sadat are 
there, but alto toward elJtttle . Cal l  us  at  635 .6357 9 to  5 to meet in Alexandria on. Vletnamese wlshlng to 
July 9. ' leave. ~. - -  
I , ;  ' I  
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their 1st annual 
F ISHING 
w 
• (Cohoe' & Spring) 
13 Weeks o f  " . . . . . .  . . . .  
JULY 1st to SEPT. 30 
. , • : i (•  ' ,~ , .  ~ . , . .  • . 
¢ 
2;,  " " ; ,  °. 
( 
H 
:_;:. 
WEEKLY 
PRIZES. 
AWARDED TO THE ENTRY COMING 
CLOSEST TO A PRE-SELECTED 
HIDDEN WEIGHT 
• Dinner for 2 at Hectors. 
Courtesy Lakelse Motor Hotel 
• Kodak Model 100 Instant Camera 
Courtesy Sight & Sound 
• Mens Watch. 
Courtesy Carters Jewellers 
o 
e Assorted Ta'ckle. 
Courtesy Luhr Jensen 
• Gift certificate. 
Courtesy Saan Store 
• Assorted Tackle 
Courtesy Gibbs. Norco 
• Smoker 
Courtesy Overwaitea 
Tackle Box & Kit 
Courtesy K mart 
,• Smoker 
Courtesy Luhr Jensen 
4 # 
GRAND 
PRIZE 
A 
LONG WEEKEND 
LAS VEGAS 
, . c  
A trip for 2 to Las Vegas, 
Hotel accommodation Included 
Leaves Terrace Oct. 11, 1979 
• Returns Terrace Oct. 15, 1979 
Courtesy 
CP Air 
Haida Travel 
Skeena Mall 
Merchants Association 
LARGEST FISH 
PRIZES 
Largest Spring Entered 
during the Derby wins 
A ROD & REEL 
Courtesy 
Daiwa . Algonquin 
.Largest Cohoe Entered 
during the Derby wins 
A ROD & REEL 
Courtesy 
Daiwa - Algonquin 
• , Watch the Daily Herald 
for weekly updates 
0 
RULES 
:!:! Any salmon caught In Fresh water within a 50 • All entries must be accompanied by a valid * Employees of the Dally Herald or the Skeena : 
iii mile radius of 'Terrace Is eligible, anglers Ilcence & an official entry form ' : Mall are Ineligible, 
iiii ' available at Overwaltea or In each Fridays • . " . 
: :~i  . . . . .  edition of the Dally Herald. . 
~ii ,Only fish weighed In at the Overwaltea Store In " *Entries for each week will close at 5 p.m, *Weakl winners will be announced In each' 
~ii! the Skeana Mall during regular store hours are Saturday. " Tuesda y edition of the Dally Herald. 
iii! eligible. ' *Limit one entry per person per day.. Y . . . .  . . 
. . . . . . .  . , . .  . . . .  , , ,  ' . . . . . . . . .  • : . . " .~ . . • : , . : 
, ~-  . . . . . . . . .  . ; . ;  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ................................. . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . , , . .  . . . . .  . .  ; , , . , ,  : , :  . . . . . . . . . .  ,'.,'/.,#.¥;.;,.¢,,:,.¢#,~:¢,',,'#,¢.~.:~::~.'.~ 
"C amor Boye VoiieybaU - 
. . -~  . .Mare Ringuette • i "' 
• TaomMI! Junior Junior Boys' Basketball. 
: 8eeoedary'~feh~ol Darey Budlselleh.. 
• " Grade.a Boys Basketball. 
June 25/1979 ' Chris Barber :, . ,' 
• Track and feild 
~kfliietleAwards: Most Mare Ringuette Grade 8 Boy . Chris 
• Val~ble.Player ' lf ifrah~'~l "Champs -' Barber 
Marlins Grade 9)I:BOy . Mare 
' Junior Girls' Volleyball. Athletic Service Award. Rin~ette ' ' 
Susan Janda .' Frazer Dodd, 8indy Grade I0 Boy - Darcy 
• ' The  Hera ld ,  Tuesday ,  Ju ly  3 ,  1979, Page  11 
Thornhill Junior Secolndar'y Sc ol Awards 
' '  ' " ' ' " : "  ' " ~ " " "  ' " " ~"  i • . i . 
AWARD8 DAY Juhmth," .~n Ray Bndise~leh ' ' ' 
Sportmunship Award -' Grade 8 Girl - Lisa 
Mare Panauette ' ~tmgh . 
' '. Grade 9 Girl - Diana 
Best All Round Athletes Rigler , 
By Gradea , Grade 10 Girl Susan  
Janda 
'~sarta 
Canteen Service Award - 
Mike Barber 
Terrace Little Theatre - 
Service Awards l , Awards - Norman l.m.son " 
! 
Triton Annual Service 
.Aeademle Award~ Award~ Elisa Hall, Lily 
Vocational Orientation Kaeleetz Bruce, Teresa 
Student" Award-  Sonja' .Wiesmiller . 
Johnson Thornhi l l  . J ogg ing  
Honour Boll Certifieatea 
I~.anne Asante 
John Sattanoff 
Junior Math Contest 
Awards - Mednl . Mare 
Ringuette 
• ~t  All Ream Aeademle Grade 9 Girl - Ell~beth 
Stedent~ by Grades Asarta 
Grade 10 Girl - Sandra Grade 8 Boy - Peter Baker 
Crowder 
Grade 9 Boy . Mare 
Ringuette Junior Citizenship Set- 
•viee Award -Cony Lebke 
Grade 10 Boy . John (trophy) 
Safaneff Citizenship - Lisa Garrett 
Grade 8 Girl - Lynda Best All Round Student, 
Struthem Lueille Hams (trophy) 
. I 
t, 'Unemployment , , :~. v '~,?(" " ~  " 
• Insurance .  
¸made were some • ' .. ::~::~ "%. :  
..... " ~..:~. Y2~".~ , ~,,. :,:.~, ~,,'  
55 
Unless you worked 
atleast weeN 
inthe pastyear, these 
changes couldapply 
toyou. 
In December 1978, Parliament 
changed the Unemployment Insurance 
program. Changes tarting July I mean 
that some people will have to work longer 
before they can qualify for Unemployment 
Insurance benefits. 
Please remember, these UI changes 
affect only those claims which start on or 
after July 1,1979. And, the changes may 
or may not apply to you. So please read 
on to see ifyou are affected. 
(You'll find terms such as '.'Weeks of 
Work", "Qualifying Period", "Variable 
Entrance Requirement" (VER), and. 
".Unemployment Rate" marked by an 
asterisk (*). For easier understan~ng, 
see the box "Explaining UI terms" at the 
end of this message.) 
Here are the details ofthose changes. 
Have you worked 
20 weeks  or  more  in your  
Qualifying Period* ? 
Ifso, this message does not apply to 
you.For you, the number &weeks you 
neea to qualify for regular UI benefits 
~d for UI illness and maternity benefits, 
or the one-time benefit at age 65 has not 
~anged. 
,e.!.: ''~ fl 
,':9,'~. ~ ' 
need 20 Weeks of Work* in your Qualifying' 
Period* before you can qualify for UI 
benefits: 
This applies wherever you live. 
This 20-week rule won't appl)~ however, 
if you were in any ofthe following situations 
for a total of at least 14 weeks in the year 
before your Qualifying Period*. 
t 
These  are the situations 
that count: 
1,. You were getting temporary worker's 
disability compensation from a provin- 
• cial program; 
2. You were receiving sick or maternity 
leave payments; 
3. You were out of work because of a 
• labour' dispute at your place ofwork; 
4. You were on a Commission,appr0ved ' 
training course; 
5. You were on UI claim; 
6. You were working in insurable 
employment. 
So, for first-time workers and those 
coming back to work:' 
A. Ifyou were in any ofthese six situations 
for a to~l ofat least 14 weeks in the year 
before your Qualifying Period*, then 
you need only 10 to 14 Weeks' Work* in 
the Qualifying Period* depending on 
the VER* where you live. 
B. If:none ofthe six situations fit your case, 
you will have to have worked at least 
20 weeks to qualify for UI benefits. 
NOTE:  Ifyou are returning to work 
after being .away more than one year, the 
20-week rule wil ! normally apply to you, 
Are you working for Did you get ui benefits 
. the f i rst  t ime? in the last year? 
i! 'To get UI benefits, you will usually 
need 20 Weeks' Work* no matter where 
' you live. 
:i,,An ~xception to this would be if you 
• were on a-training course appioved 
by the C~ada Employment and Immi- 
grationCommission forat least 14 Weeks 
in the year before your Qualifvinl Period* 
Then you would only need 10"to'J4 weeks~ 
depending on the Variable Entrance 
Requirement* where you live. 
Are you starting to 
work again? 
Ifyou're coming back to work after 
being away a year or more, you'll usually 
Ifyou got UI benefits in your Qualify- 
ing Period* there are new rules that may 
apply to y0u- unless the Unemployment 
Rate* in your area is over 11.5 per cent. 
1. Ifa claim you had in the last year has 
not run out, you may beable to renew it. 
2. If  yours is classed as a new claim, you 
will need the usual 10 to 14 Weeks' 
Work*, depending on your local VER*, 
plus up to six "extra" Weeks of Work*. 
The number of"extra" weeks y0u'll 
need depends on how many weeks you 
got on your previous UI claim. 
You need one "extra" week (up to a 
maximum ofsix) for every week you got 
over the VER* needed in your area. 
. .,.: 
Here's an example:. 
You need 12 Weeks' 
Worl~in your i region (your local 
VER*) to qualify 
for benefits the : 
first time. On 
your last claim, 
you drew 15 weeks' 
benefits before going back to work. 
No% you'would need the usual 12 weeks, 
plus three "extra" work weeks. (That's the 
difference between the 12 weeks you need- 
ed to work and the 15 weeks ofbenefits 
you drew. In total you'would need 15 
• Weeks' Work* to qualify again within one 
year. The most anyone needs anywhere 
is 20 weeks ofwork to qualify. 
Aga in ,  p lease  remember ,  
wh.en the Unemployment Rate* 
m your area is over [I.5 per 
cent, this rule won't apply 
to you. You'll need only 10 
Weeks '  Work*  to qua!'ffy fo r  
regularU I benefits. 
Other changes 
have been in effect since 
J   ,  nuary 1979: 
• The weekly~benefit ra e was reduced 
to 60 per cent ofyour average insurable 
earnings (from 662/3 per cent). 
• Most people employed foi" less than 
20 hours a week are no longer covered 
byUI. 
• Higher-income claimants may have to 
repay.part of UI benefits drawn in the 
1979 tax year. This will only affect 
people whose income, including UI 
benefits, is over $20,670. This will 
be explained when you get your 1979 
tax return. 
These things haven't 
changed:  
Just as a review, these points haven't 
changed: 
• You may still get UI illness and mater- 
nity benefits and the special benefit paid 
at age 65 if you've worked 20 weeks in 
your Qualifying Period*. 
• There's till a two-week waiting period 
before UI benefits tart. 
• To get regular benefits, you must still 
be available for and looking for work 
each day you are on claim. 
a .  
You must report anywork and earnings 
while on claim. 
You can be disqualified from getting 
benefits for upt0 six weeks'if you quit 
• your job voluntaril~ you were fired for 
misconduct, or ifyou turned down a 
suitable job offer. 
You can still appeal adecision by UI 
to deny you benefits. '• 
Explaining UI terms: 
*Weeks of  Work  
This means weeks of work that are 
insurable for Unemployment I surance. 
Most employment of 20 hours or more a 
week is inshrable. 
I *Qualifying Per iod  
~hat UI .e~s your Qualifying Period 
[, ~the 52 wee~,lmfore w start your claim. 
I "Or ify0u had a ciaim in the last year, it's 
the time since that claim started. :
*Variable Entrance 
Requirement (VER) 
To qualify for Unemployment I swance 
benefits, you must have worked from 10 
to 14 weeks in insurable employment 
during your Qualifying Period*. The exact 
number ofweeks depends on the Unemploy- 
ment Rate* in the economic region where 
you live. (See below.) Ifyou don't have 
enough weeks to qualify when you file your 
claim, we keep your application i  the 
computer file. If the Unemployment Rate* 
changes so you then have the weeks you 
need, we will send you a notice. 
*Unemployment Rate 
For Unemployment I surance, the 
Unemployment Rate used for each ofthe 
48 economic regions of Canada isnot he 
current monthly Statistics Canada 
unemployment ra e in each region. Itis a 
three-n~onth average ofseasonally.adjusted 
monthly unemployment rates. 
Canada's Unemployment  
Insurance Program 
Working with people 
who want to work. 
l~  Employment and , Emplolet 
ImmlgrationCsnsda Immigration Caneda I 
Ron Atkoy. Minister Bon AIkey, Minisire 
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their 1st annual 
FISHING 
(Cohoe' & Spring) . .  ~:, ! !  ~';~ 
( 
3 Weeks 
q 
i 
. ' . !  
.. , . 
JULY 1st to SEPT. 30 . . . .  " i ' '~'''%' 
' t  ' 
4 
m 
@ 
WEEKLY 
PRIZES 
AWARDED TO TH E ENTRY COMI NG 
CLOSEST TO A PRE-SELECTED 
HIDDEN WEIGHT 
e Dinner for = at Hectors. 
Courtesy Lakelse Motor Hotel 
• Kodak Model 100 Instant Camera 
Courtesy Sight & Sound 
• Mane Watch. • • 
Courtesy Carters Jewellers 
t 
• Assorted Ta'ckle. 
Courtesy Luhr Jensen 
• Gift certificate - 
Courtesy Saan Store 
• Assorted Tackle 
Courtesy Gibbs- Norco 
• Smoker 
Courtesy Overwaitea 
Tackle Box & Kit 
.Courtesy K mart 
• Smoker 
Courtesy Luhr Jensen 
GRAND 
PRIZ 
A 
LONG WEEKEND 
L 
LAS VEGAS 
A trip for 2 to Las Vegas, 
Hotel accommodation Included 
Leaves Terrace Oct. 11, 1979 
Returns Terrace Oct. 15, 1979 
Courtesy 
CP Air 
Haida Travel 
Skeena Mall 
Merchants Association 
LARGEST FISH 
PRIZES 
Largest Spring Entered. 
during the Derby Wins 
A ROD & REEL 
Courtesy 
Daiwa - Algonquin 
Largest Cohoe Entered 
during the Derby wins • 
A ROD & REEL 
Courtesy 
Daiwa - AIg'onquin 
.Watch the Daily Herald 
for weekly updates 
* Any salmon caught In Fresh water within a S0 
mile radius of 'Terrace Is eligible. 
* Only fish weighed In at the Overweltea Store In 
the Skeena Mall during regular store hours are 
eligible, 
RULES 
*All  entries must be accompanied by a valid 
anglers Ilcence & an official entry form 
available at Overwaltea or In each Fridays 
edition of the Dally Herald. 
~Entries foreach week will close at 5 p.m. 
Saturday, 
~.Llmlt one entry per person par day.  
I 
i l  ¸ ;"  • • . • , . , 
/ 
;*Employees of the Dally Herald or the Skeena , : '  
• ' Moil are Ineligible. ' 
*Weekly winners will be announced. In each '  
• Tuesday edltlonof the Daily Herald,, i .  :i 
' , [ .  
. . , . ,  . . . .  
I 
abe Herald, Tuesday, July a, 1ff/9, Page 11 
Thornhil,l Junior Secondary School Awards 
AWARD8 DAY 
June ~,' 1979 " 
Aeiielle Awards: Moat 
Valuable .Player 
Junior Girls" Volleyball - 
m 
! .Suture Janda 
Junior Boys'Volleyball. 
j~ro  Rlnguette. - 
or Boys' l~ketbal l  
Darcy Budlselieh 
Grade.8 Boys Basketball. 
Barber.: .. • ByGmdea 
Track and fetid 
Mare Ringuet te  Grade 
'~f rah~i :~ l~hamps .' Barber 
Marlins Grade 
Athletic Service Award. Rln~uette 
Frazer Dodd, Sindy Grade 
ffulseth, R0a Ray 
Sportmimship Award 
Mare Rtn~ette 
Best All Round Athletes 
8 Boy - Chris 
9 ' . .Boy  - Marc 
10 Boy - Darey 
Budiseiieh 
'Grade  8 Girl - Lisa 
hJungh 
Grade 9 Giri . Diana 
Rigler 
Grade 10 Girl . Susan 
Janda 
Vocational Orientation 
Student' Award - Sonja' 
Johnson . 
Service Awards. 
Triton Annual Service 
Award~ glisa Hall, Lily 
Asarta 
Canteen Service Award - 
Hike Barber 
Terrace Little Theatre -
Kaeleea Bruce, Teresa 
.Wieamiller 
Thornhi l l  J ogg ing  
Awards- Norman Lemon BOstAIi Round Academic Grade 9 Girl - Elikabeth 
Students by Grades Asarta 
Grade 10 Girl - Sandra Academic Awards Gr/tde 8 Boy Peter Baker 
Crowder 
Honour Roll Certificates Cd'ade 9 Boy - Mare 
I.eanne Asanto IUnguette Junior Citizenship Ser- 
• vice Award - Cony Lubke 
John Sattanoff Grade 10 Boy . John (trophy) 
Junior Math Contest 8afanoff Citizenship- Lisa Garrett 
Awards - Medal - Marc Grade 8 Girl - Lynda Best All Round Student - 
Rlnguette struthem Lueille Harms (trophy) 
• ! [• 
~..', 
Starting 
were some 
lere 
made 
" ii'~"" 
,~C " t~  
'~;fi . Unemployment 
Insurance. 
% 
Unless you 
at least 2oweeks 
in the pastyear, these 
changes could apply 
toyou. 
In December 1978, Parliament 
changed the Unemployment Insurance 
program. Changes tarting July I mean 
that some people will have to work longer 
before they can qualify for Unemployment 
Insurance benefits. 
Please remember, these UI changes 
affect only those claims which start on or 
• after July I, 1979. And, the changes may 
or may not apply to you. So please read 
on to see ifyou are affected. 
(You'll find terms uch as "Weeks of 
• Work", "Qualifying Period", "Variable 
Entrance Requirement" (VER), and. 
"Unemployment Rate" marked by an 
asterisk (*). For easier understangiing, 
see the box "Explaining UI terms" at the 
end of this message.) 
, :  Here are the details of those changes. 
Have you worked 
20 weeks or more in your 
Qualifying Period* ? 
If so, this message does not apply to 
you. For you, the number of weeks you 
need to qualify for regular UI benefits 
• arid for UI illness and maternity benefits, 
or the one-time benefit at age 65 has not* 
changed. 
Are you working for 
the first thne? 
To get UI benefits, you will usually 
need 20 Weeks' Work*, no matter where 
.you live. 
*,An exception to this would be if you 
• Were on a.training course approved 
by the C~ada Employment and Immi- 
grationCommission forat least 14 Weeks 
in the year before your Qualifying Period*. 
Then you would only need 10 to 14 weeks, 
depending on the Variable Entrance 
Requirement* where you live. 
Are you starting to 
work again? 
Ifyou're coming back to work after 
being away a year or more, you'll usually 
e.~7" 
need 20 Weeks of Work* in your Qualifying' 
Period* before you can qualify for UI 
benefits. 
This applies wherever you live. 
This 20-week rule won't apply, however, 
if you were in any of the following situations 
for a toral of at least 14 weeks in the year 
before your Qualifying Period*. 
These are the situations 
that count: 
I. You were getting temporary worker's 
disability compensation from a provin- 
cial program; 
2. You were receiving sick or maternity 
leave payments; 
3. You were out ofwork because of a 
labour dispute at your place ofwork; 
4. You were on a Commission-approved 
training course; 
5. You were on UI claim; 
6. You were working in insurable 
employment. 
So, for first-time workers and those 
coming back to work: • 
A. If you were in any ofthese six situations 
for a to~til ofat least 14 weeks in the year 
before your Qualifying Period*, then 
you need only 10 to 14 Weeks' Work* in 
the _QLialifying Period*, depending on 
the VER* where you live. 
B. If none of the six situations fit your case, 
you will have to have worked at least 
20 weeks to qualify for UI benefits. 
NOTE;  If you are returning to work 
after being away more than one year, the 
20-week rule will normally apply to you, 
Did you get ui benefits 
in the last year? 
Ifyou got UI benefits in your Qualify- 
ing Period*, there are new rules that may 
apply to you - unless the Unemployment 
Rate* in your area is over 11.5 per cent. 
1. Ira claim you had in the last year has 
not run out, you may be able to renew it. 
2. Ifyours is classed as a new claim, you 
will need the usual 10 to 14 Weeks' 
Work*, depending on your local VER*, 
plus up to six "extra" Weeks of Work*. 
The number of"extra" weeks you'll 
need depends on how many weeks you 
got on your previous UI claim. 
You need one "extra" week (up to a 
maximum ofsix) for every week you got 
over the VER* needed in your area. 
¢7" 
Here's an example:• 
You need 12 Weeks' ~ 
Work* in your | 
region (your local 
VER*) to qualify 
for benefits the 
first time. On : 
your last claim, 
you drew 15 weeks' 
benefits before going back to work. 
Now, you•would need the usual 12 weeks, 
plus three "extra" work weeks. (That's the 
difference between the 12 weeks you need- 
ed to work and the 15 weeks of benefits 
you drew. In total youwould need 15 
Weeks' Work* to qualify again within one 
~ear The most anyone needs anyWhere 
is 20 weeks of work to qualify. 
Again, please remember, 
when the Unemployment Rate* 
i n your area is over 1i.5 per 
cent, this rule won't apply 
• to you. You'll need only 10 
Weeks' Work* to qual'~y for 
regular•Ul benefits. 
Other changes 
have been in effect since 
January 1979: 
• The weeklylbenefit rate was reduced 
to 60 per cent of your average insurable • 
earnings (from 662/3 per cent). 
' .  Most people mployed for less than 
20 hours a week are no longer covered 
byUI. 
• Higher-income claimants may have to 
repaypart of UI benefits drawn in the 
1979 tax year. This will only affect 
people whose income, including UI 
benefits, is over $20,670. This will 
be explained when you get your 1979 
tax return. 
These things haven't 
changed: 
Just as a review, these points haven't 
changed: 
• You may still get UI illness and mater- 
nity benefits and the special benefit paid 
at age 65 if you've worked 20 weeks in 
your Qualifying Period*. 
• There's till a two-week waiting period 
before UI benefits tart. 
• To get regular benefits, you must still 
be available for and looking for work 
each day you are on claim. 
• You must report any w~ork and earnings 
while on claim. 
• You can be disqualified from getting 
benefits for upt0 Six weeks'if you quit 
• your job voluntaril)~ you were fired for 
misconduct, or if you turned own a 
suitable job offer. 
• You can still appeal a decision by UI 
to deny you benefits. 
Explaining UI terms: 
* Weeks of Work 
This means weeks of work that ore 
insurable for Unemployment I surance. 
Most employment of 20 hours or more a 
week is insurable. 
*Qualifying Per iod 
What UI c~gls your Qualifying Period 
.s,is the 52 week~,before we start your claim. 
Or ify0u had a ciaim in the last year, it's 
the time since that clan started. ~ 
*Variable Entrance 
Requirement (VER) 
To qualify for Unemployment I surance 
benefits, yoti must have worked from 10 . 
to 14 weeks in insurable employment 
during your Qualifying Period*. The exact 
number of weeks depends on the Unemploy- 
ment Rate* in the economic region where 
you live. (See below.) Ifyou don't have 
enough weeks to qualify when you file your 
claim, we keep your application i  the 
computer file. Ifthe Unemployment Rate* 
changes so you then have the weeks you 
need, we will send you a notice. 
*Unemployment Rate 
For Unemployment I surance, the 
Unemployment Rate used for each ofthe 
48 economic regions of Canada isnot he 
current monthly Statistics Canada 
unemployment ra e in each regiDn. Itis a 
three-nhonth average ofseasonally-adjusted 
monthly unemployment rates. 
Canada's Unemployment 
Insurance Program 
Working with people 
who want to work. 
l~p  Emptoymenland Emploie! 
Immigration Canada ImmlgratlonCanada | 
Ron Atkev. Minisler r4nn A,l,.. u: . :  . . . .  
/ •? ,  
L 
I~ge Tbe -~rald, 'l'ue~la.y, Ju~y 9, 19'79 
TERRAOE DRUGSLTo. 
3|OT Kalum 836-?274' 
Vi tamins  
and 
7o]r , Toys, Toys 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
~:/:' MOT O'R(~ Y C:L-E:S + LOCAL ONLY: 
20 wards or less $2.00 per 
Insertion. Over 20 words 5 
cents par word. 
3 or more consecutive ln. 
esrtlone 51.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ed has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
49. HOMES 
FOR SALE 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insartlon. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.16 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
: SUBSCR!PTION RATES 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective 
October 1,1978 
SlngleCopy 20c 
By Carder mth 3.00 
By Carder year 33.00 
By Mail 3 mth 15.00 
By Mall 6 mth 25.00 
By Mall year 45.00 
~enlor Citizen year 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
yeor 58.00 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace • District 
Thornhlll • DIs'trlct 
Phone 65S.63S7 
' The Herald reserves the 
right to classify ads under 
aPPropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED "cletormlne page I~cetlon. 
RATE: - The Herald reserves the 
22 cents per agate line. right to revise, edit, classify 
Mtnlmum charge $5.50 per or relent any advertisement 
5ksene Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The f011owlng are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES: " 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
WANTED FOR aUk For sale GS 4~0 Suzuki strcot 
CONSIGNMENT • SALES bike. (Pg-gJuN) 
FLOOR Furniture, ep. 
pilancea, power tools,, hand 1976 PE.230 Suzuki dlrt bike. 
tools, clean small care, Good running conditlgn.. 
motorbikes, boats, motorsor Phons 635-7937. (PS-S,/uI~) 
any other goods In ac. 
copteble condition. 1973 Yamaha 100 L'rz. Goo~ 
1:30.3:50 p.m. Please phone Tarries Auction Mira, running condition. Phons for an appointment. 
Corner of Lakslea • Aplley. 63.5-9537 after 6 or can bl 
Held at the Thornhlll 6,tS417~.'(Ctfn.~.06.79) " seen at d~13 Straume Ave. E!ementary School on the 
fourth Friday of every (Nc4tf) 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap. 
polntment. 
Babysltters who bring 
ch!ldren must have parents 
written consent for I s .  
munlzatlon. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wednesday 
end Friday from 3-4:10 p.m. 
by appointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the. Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Concrete septic tanks 'In 
stock. Get rollot with ~. 
concrete Investment, 
S~:hmlfty'l Excavating 
LlS4nt 
(AM.~6.~) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wee Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
4354479 anytime 
(AM.6~.7~) 
Small furnished bachelor 
basement suite for slngle 
working person. Uti l i t ies 
Included. 5140.00 month. 
Phone 635.3746 after 6 p.m. 
(C3-3Jug~) 
") bedroom home on S ae~ea 
• on the bench. Asking t~,6,600. 
400 Yamaha End-uro. New Phone 6SS.4,1~. (Ctfn-2FS- 
angina, good condition. 79) 
T 
81,200 OBO. Phone 638.1032 House For Sale 
.after 5 p.m. (sffn.tfn) By Owner 
Large 4 bedroom execuftve 
home with 2 bethrcomL 
Large bright flnllhed 
basement wlth gamesroom, 
For sale high backed T.V. room, bedroom • 
chesterfield & matohlng sauna. Many extras. To view 
cheW, L100.00. 1 large white call 632.3757 after S:50. (C4. 
frldge, $175.00, 1 40 chennell 4July) 
CB, $175.00. SWR meter.  
extra. Phone 635.t~4 before . Two-bedr0om. home with 
4p.m. andaftorap.m. (PS. par t ia l ly . f in ished ful l  
6.1uly) basement. Large carport 
, and storage area. Land. 
Experienced aecl:etery sceped and fenced lot.. Close ' 
office. Available June 1, 
1979, air-conditioned. 4623 
Lakelse Avenue. Phone 635- 
2552. (~fn.01.0~79) ' " 
Warahouce or menutac. 
turin9 space available Im. 
mediately. 3100 eq. ft.: 
downtown tocatlon. Phone' 
635-7840. (Cffn4.07.79) 
I Wlrebeuse &rmt l l  Iplce I 
avallobto on new By. I 
Pass. : Phone 611.1166. I 
(afn.01.o~.~) ! 
Property for sale: 10 acrso of 
rnldenflal land In town. 
Asking $50,000. Phone 635- 
9247. (P~July) 
Lot for sale In Thornhlll. 
Corner of Mist & Furlong. 
Asking 18,000, good view lot. 
For more Into please call 435- 
2019 after 4:50 p.m. (PIe. 
10July) required for engineering .to downtown and echcole. 
ronnlng oondltlon. Vtew ~t 
,1974 International :';:~4 
passenger bus. Model .liBO. 
Diesel engine --  air bralms. 
Buss body by Superior, 
$12,000 'el II. ~qiW at 
H10hway.10 W. or Phone ~!~ 
4617, !C10-SJuly) ,, ,,, . ~.~ 
1975 Chev ~ Ton 4X4. :S;~p " '~
Sldo-4 speed. Phone 638.11~I 
or 635.3007 after 5 p.m, (Cf~. 
1.5.79) " i 
1"  
1974 Jeep Wagoneer, d whe~l. 
drive, P.S.,. P.B. 300-V4 .. 
motor, automatic" tren. 
Imlnlon. Good t i re,  body 
good shape. Mkleg 14000.00 
OBO. Phons Llg.3272. (Ca.  
3July) *. 
1975 Ford F.$50 ~x~. ~0, V~, 
P.S., P.B. complete wi~h 
canopy, 23 channel CB, twin 
CB erlell, I track tape: 
player. Evenlnge please 
I~ona 635-7517. )CIM.19.~.. 
79) Imertlon. 
LEGAL . POLITICAL end 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERTISING: 
I;3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 clays prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to 
day of publication Monday to 
Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service chlrge of U.00 on I l l  
N.S.F. ctmqees. 
WEDDING DESCRiP. 
TIONS: 
No ¢harge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
$5.00 production Charge for 
wedding and.or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month or ,more after event 
$10.00 (~harge, .with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASS IF IED AN.  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Blrtho 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept 
38"WANTED MISC, 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. •
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeane Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services: 
• Activity Centre for hen. 
dlcrafts 
• Day care for working 
people. 
and to retlln any answers Nursl0g care In the home for 
directed to the "Herald Box those who need It on referral COLLI ER EXCAVATING "~ 
Reply Service, and to repay from their family doctor. 
the customer the sum paid Terrace area only. Bacl~hneWork 
for the advertisement and HEALTH PARADE 
box rental. For 4 year old children. Held:'~ PHONE ik1,t4348 after six 
BOx repiles on ",Hold" on third Monday of every ~' (Cain.14.6.79) 
Instructions not picked up month. Developmental, 
within lOdays of exptry of an vision, hearing, screenlng~ -
advertisement w i l l  be done. Plee;;e phone for.ap,,. 
destroyed unless mailing polntment. 
Inatroctlons are received. PRENATAL BREATHING 
Those answering Box • RELAXING EXERCISES 
Numbers are requested not 
to send originals of 
documents to a.vold Ios~. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the bubllshor 
within 30 days after the first 
• publlcotloo. 
It Is a9read by the ad. 
'vertlser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of tallure 
to publish an advertisement- 
or 'In the event of an error;" 
appearing In the ad. 
vertlsament es published 
'shel l  be IImltad to the 
amount paid by the ad. 
vertlser for only one In. 
correct Insertion for ' the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted Item only, 
.and that there shall be no 
• liability teeny event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad. 
Held every Monday at. 
tsrnoon at 1.2 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
ore now sltuatsd In Eby 
Street. The~ will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
SPEECH::.AND HEARING 
CLINIC.  " 
;Held a+ '~:11 Grieg ' '~' Avenue. , 
Heerlng tests wlll be done by 
referral from fatally doctor 
or communlty health nurse. 
638-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
office at No. 205-4521 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
c4msuItant. 
vertlslng that discriminates " ' _ -  
against any person because Kltlmat A.A. Construction 
of his race, religion, sex, Group in Kltlmat: telephone' 
color, nationality, ancestry 632.3713. 
or place of origin, or because ME ETI NGS: 
his age Is between 44 end 65 'Monday • Step Meetings. 
years, unless the condition Is 8:30 p.m. Lutheran Church. 
luatlfled by • bone fide Wednesdays Closed 
requirement for the work 
• Involved. 
I 
()o you feel you have • 
drinking problem? There is 
help 
Available 
Phone 615.S6N 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
MEETINGS: 
Man. 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Man. 8 p.m. • Alenon • 
Skeene Health Unit. 
• Thurs. or Sat. 8230 p.m. Mills 
Memortel Hospltat. (nc.tfn) 
39e . MARINE 
52. WANTED' 
TO RENT 
Birthrl0ht Office 
Alternative to Abortion 
Meetings 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays - Open Meetings 8:30 
• I~.m. Skeene Health Unit, 
Kltlmat General Hospital. 
AI.Anon Meetings. Tuesdays 
.8:00 p.m. United Church 
(nc) 
office. Regular part-time Asking only" M3,500. Phone Approx. 320 acren ~0 km. 
employment. Duties Include 63&1234after S p.m.. (Cain.14. ' north of Terrace with ½ mite 
records. Apply In person to 
No. 300-47:!2 Lakeles Avenue.; 
i !A3-~Juneil,4July) l 
!~RUPER&T STEEL For sale 1972.Ford ½ ton, 
SALVAGE LTD. i P.V., good condition. Priced 
for quick sale. Alia one 11x15 
Don't kn~v what to do lie LT. like now Concords with 
Rlol. Cheap. 1942 Ford 
with that pile of scrap i collectors Item. Moat 
Iron, odd pieces of bran, J original Eq. ~ Running con. 
copper, aluminum, J ditlon. Needs paint. 21 foot 
batteries7 We buy small l 
and large quantifies alike i Inboard outboard ready for 
the chuck, Tandem trailer. 
and are located on Seal | Isadad wlth extras. Make an 
Cove Rd., Prince Rupert. i 
Call us at 624.Sllt, Man. | offer. 1971-16foot Holldalra 
travel trailer, nice & clean. through Sat., 8 a.m. - 5 | Reasonable price. Usa It this 
summer. See us at Mermaid 
Yacht h ies  • Chertam, 
Water; L'Ify. Bay Resort. 
Phone 798-2267.. (P,l-gJuly) 
I SPOT CASH i 
for .I 
Your old furniture, guns I 
--  whlt  ~ve you: We buy I 
Lost black & white female 
Samoyd cross from I mile 
south of Krumm Road on 
Hwy. 25. Amwere to Scooter. 
Phone 638-1424 from 8:30 
o.m. to 4:30 p.m. or 635-9424 
after 5 p.m. (C3.4July) 
Sports rel~orter required. 
Must have knowledge of 
local sports and be able to Work. Phone 6~:~40-a f~ 
demonstrate wrlfln9 skllle, p.m, (C20.11July) 
Salary dependent on ex. 
parlance, Apply In person at 37, : 
the Oblly Herald after noon.. PETS l " ' " 
(NCJfn) 
Automotlve Machlnlet Naskon Malamute puppies. 
requlred for Crenbrook. sarI: Sllverskean's Klmo, 
Jouneyman for shop 
foreman duties. Capable of 
magna Flux, crank turning 
and engine assembly, etc. 
Full company benefits, 
Journeyman's foreman rate 
plus Incentives. Contact. 
Auto AAarlne Electric Ltd. 
1001 Industrial Road, No. 2 
Cranbrook, B.C. Phone 426- 
8282. (C1.3July) 
reception, typing, of reports ' ~;~) 
and specifications, filing end . 
maintaining time end cost: For eatai One bedroom 
Dam: SIIverskeon's Nanuka. 
Write to Mrs. D. Scott Box 
891 Terrace, B.C. VaG 4R2. 
Phone 635.3452 after 5 p.m. 
(PIQ-10July) 
Needed ride into town week. 
days between 8:15 and 8:45. 
Live on Old Lskelse near 
Apex Red & White. Will pay 
for gas. Phone 638-1753 after 
5:30 p.m. (NC.Ctfn.stf) 
1977 Heavy Hauler Tandem 
boat trailer with or without 
house with full concrete 
hesoment on corner lat'cloea 
to Skeana Sac.f School, 
residential No.: 12 area, 
partially ' furnlah~;~.qm :. 
mediate occuloan-~,~, priced 
for qulck.eale.:.CaU 635-2643 
for more Infdrmatlon~:~(ps. 
3,July) . . . . .  .~, i~' 
Quoit country homo on 1V8 
acre twelve miles east o f  
Terrace on the north side of 
the Skeena River. Asking. 
Price 123,500.00. Interested 
parties only please phone 
635.4371 after 7. (C10- 
12Junly) 
3 bedrocm.1394 square fcoh 
. results :pl"rqblpg, ~;F~re~kl.~ 
fireplace; flrflsh~d Ua~ 
with ~h bedroom. Fully 
landscaped and fenced, on 
Haugland. For more In. 
formation please call 636- 
2819 after 4:50, (PlS-10July) 
3 bedroom house In Thor. 
nhlil, dlnlng room wlth potlo 
,doors. Sundeck, lots of klt- 
(hen cupboards, workshop, 
laundry room, I000 sq. ft. 
Slts on two.third acre. 
Furnlshed or unfurnished. 
Taxes only. $50,00. Prlce 
under. $40,000, For ap. 
rolntment o view phone 635. 
2109or after 6 p.m. 635.3986, 
(C3.3,4,6July) 
1150 sq. fi. 3 bedroom log 
home on 5.39 acres. 5 
minutes' from town. Phone 
635.7840 for appointment to 
view. (Ctfn.3.07.79) 
3 bedroon0.S49,SO0, 1100 
square foot. Non basement 
home on 50x200 ft. lot near 
downtown. Large living 
room with buck fire place. 
Well cared for. Phone 635. 
2461 for appointment to view. 
(C4-6July) 
3 bedroom home. Wall to 
well carpet. Full basement, 
Phone 635-2671 after 6 p.m. 
(P20.10July) 
I 150 sq. ft. 3 B.R. log home on 
5.39 acres. 5 mlnutes from 
town. Asking $68,000. Phone 
635.7840 for appolntment to 
vlew. (cffn-2.06.79) 
Person with own equlpm. 
Terrace Little Theatre ment to cut, rake, and bale 
Summer School of Children's Drama. apprdxlmately 4 acres of 
hey. 635.9258. (Ctfn.01.06.79) Thll summer school starts 
July ~ and is open to CANADIAN IMPERIAL 
students 0-14 years of age. BANK OF ,COMMERCE 
There will be three 2 week requlresexperlenced tellers. 
amiens. Cost Is $20 per Salary to $12,000. Apply in 
S~LIton. : T person 4717 Lakelsa Avenue 
Registration - 10 a.m. to 2 or phone, for appointment 
p.m., July 3.6 at Terrace 635-9226. (C3.4July) 
Little Theatre Bullldlng. You 
may pro-register by phoning 
615~2048 
or 
635.9717 
(nc.gJ) 
CWL Fall Bazzer will be held 
October 24 from 7 p.m. to9 
p.m. at the Verlfes School 
Gym. (Nc.g4Oct) 
frontage on Kalum ,River. 
,Alice Creek flows through 
the property. Easy access 
from Wet Kalum Rd. Terms 
available. For further Into. 
call Copperelde Estates Ltd. 
at  435.4935. (clO- 
i!i,,=-=,=,s,,...=Ju) 
PROPERTY ' I 
. . . .  FOR SALE I 
I 
160 acres In Topley, B.C., I I 
mile off Hwy. 16. Lightly 
treed. 18 miles from 
Houston. 2 miles from 
Sunset Lake. Power, water 
and 3 bdrm. troller. Asking 
M1,500. Offers. For more 
Information contact: 
G.W. Gibson 
P.O. Box 148 
' ;  " Topiey, B.C.or ~ , 
C.F. Gibson 
Terrace, D.C. 
635-3975 
(tin-oaf) 
Fully equipped local con. 
venlence store with living 
accomodatlon. Store does 
good year round turnover. 
For further Information 
contact Box 1214 cars of 
Dally Herald. (Ctfn-26.06.79) 
19735811ka ST. Low mileage. 
Excellent condition, 4.speed, 
radials. Phone 635-7711 or 
635.4043. (P5.6July) 
19;;3 Lincoln Mark IV 2 door 
coupe. P.S., P.B., .~lr con. 
dlflonlng, cruise control, V.8 
auto., electric windows, 
electric doors, plus many 
other extras. Meticulous 
condition. 86200.00 Firm. 
" Phone 635.6658 between 3 
p.m.. S p.m. (C5.SJuly) 
74 Astre, GOOd condition with 
craig powerplay cassette 
dock • speakers. Asking- 
81800 OBO. Phons 635-9456 
after 6 p.m. (P5.SJuly) 
1974 N~onts Carlo ',~Ith air 
conditioning, P.S.,P.B. and 
radials. Asking 53000.00. 
View at 1-4243 Mark Read or 
phone 635.3345. (C5.SJuly) 
1975 Ford E'2S0 wlnclow van, 
Partially cam perlsad. P.S., 
P.B. Auto, 351 aegina. PhoM, 
635-4661. (.P3-SJuly) 
For sale 19~1 GMC h'uck 
1450.00 SOS. Phone 635-53~ 
before S everyday exce~ 
Sunday. (C3-&/uly) 
r 
MUSTSELL 
1973 Ford Bronco, good 
condition. Asking ~990.00. 
Phons 635-3910 or vlaw at 
5011 Park Avenue. (P3- 
&/uly) 
SPECIAL 
1973 Ranchers Squire 
Brougham with gem top.: 
Auto, P.S., P.B., 400 CID. 
26,000 miles. MUST BE 
SEENI~, TO BE AP, 
,~RE.CIATED.~ Phone 63&. 
3479r (Affn.25~6.79) - , :  
For Skis: 12x56 mobile home 
and full length addition on 
acre. 3 bdrms., dining rm., 
L.R. with fireplace. Fruit 
trees, berry bushes, garden, 
landscaped. Offers. 635.3271 
after 5 p.m. (eft.fin) 
Well Kept 1970 13x60 Mobile 
Home. 10x24 addition, acorn 
F.P. & Veranda, $1O,W0,00 
Skirted & set up In trallor 
park. Call after 6 p.m. 638- 
1072. (Ctfn.01.06-79) .
J 
3 bedroom doubtewlda for 
sale. On large treed lot. 
Fireplace, 2 baths, on water 
system, also large workshop. 
Phone 635.4248. (P~-3July) 
Deluxe Manco mobile home 
14)(70, 3 bedrooms, 1½ baths, 
family room. Set up on lot at 
Copperslde Estates.  
Reduced for quick sale. For 
further Information please 
phone 638-1684. (CI0-,IJuly) 
MUST SELL 1973 Nor. 
western trailer (12 foot x 50 
foot) 2 bedroom. Fully 
furnished with washer '&  
dryer. Includes additional 
room (9 feet x 12 feet) & 
covered porch. Located on 
private land In Thornhlll. 
Must be seen to be ap. 
preclated. Reasonable offer 
accepted. Phone 635-3637' 
days, 638.1905 evenings; 
(Cffn.13.6.79) 
• Drop.In for compansJonehlp 3-4621 Lakelse. 635.3907' 
. & coffee. Wednesday 1 p.m. • 3 p.m. 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. an d 4 p.m. • 5 p.m. or phone 
Transportation available, anytime: Lisa 635-3144, 
Contact Skeensvlew Lodge. Carol 65S.5111 (nc.ffn) 
63S.226S. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
'THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635.5320 or 635.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
saturdays between 11 e.m. 
end 3 p.m. Thank you, 
Rape Railer 
Abortion Co,n.,elllng 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
8|1.13Oll 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
O In the Skcene Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
6,15.3767 or 635.3023. 
, NEED HE LP? Seturday, June 23,11:00 a.m. 
;'=dles Sllm LIne Club meats Call Birthright for an et Glenhaven Memorial 
Monday evening--6:30 alternative to abortion. Chapal, Vancouver, with 
p .m. - -Un l tod  Church Phone 432.4601 nnyllme. Ray. J. Yodar officiating. 
,basement, Kltlmot. Room 233, Nechako Centre. (C1-3July) 
m l ul : : : ! ,  
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Hsndleapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of SLATER, FLORENCE 
furniture, also any discarded JANE on June 21, 1979. Aged 
wood products we could use 07 years. Formerly of 
for recycling or renovating. Quesnel and a Life Member 
Call us at 63S.2239 between of the Rabekah Lodge. 
l l .m.  and 3 p.m., we will try Survived by her son Kenneth 
to make arrangements for andhllwlfe, Rlchmond, B.C. 
piCkUp. 4 grandson|, Wayne, 
Graham, A/an, and Dale, 2 BACKHOE FOR HIRE. 
great grandaughtere. Phone 635-6454 or &15-6757. 
'PREGNANT?' Funeral service wee hold (Clfn-2S-O&79) 
I ' BL"Jk"/NGY BELLING?. UJa  C Ja J Jmeda '  i i 
power winch. Designed to 
have 24 foot boat. Phone 635. 
4777 (Qfn-16.0S.79) 
Person required with 
cheerful personality for 1977 Heavy Hauler boat 
phone solicitation work. trailer with or without power 
Phone 635.6117. (Atfn-M.T.. winch. Designed to have 24 
18.06.79) foot boat. Phone 635.4777. 
(Cain.3.7.79) 
TIREDOF 
WORKING HARD For sale 16 foot Aer011ner 
FOR LITTLEPAYt boat. With half cabin, 
Canadian based company complotewlthtllttraller&25 
looking for sales HP evlnrude motor. Phone 
representatives for the d30.042b. (PS.6July) 
Terrace area. Must be neat 
41. MACHINEI~Y 
FOR SALE 
In appearance and have your 
own tremportatlon. Above 
average earnings. For ap. 
polntment call 635.6119. ~ .... 
(Atfn.M.T..19.1&?9) Elsotrlc sawmill Includes 3 
law edger, cut off saw & 3 
bunk carriage. Apply to Box 
31 NOu Camp, B.C. (ClS- 
:~lJuly) 
48. SUITES 
FOR RENT 
L [  L Wanted: Mature, raspon. 
i 
slble person to share 
apartment accomodatlon. 
Contaot Bill I f  631.1354 after 
S p.m. (Cl.,IJuly) 
Wanted to rent by August 30, 
1979.2 or 3 bedroom house, 
Thornhlll or Terrace area. 
Older couple, no pets. 
Reference available. Phone 
635.4842.' (C5-9July) 
Warehouse or manufac. 
turlng space available Im. 
mediately, 3100 square feet. 
Downtown location, phone 
635.7840. (Ctfn-6.6.79) 
For rent 3300 square ft. 
warehouse & office space. 
Close to town, paved parking 
area. immediate occupancy. 
Phone 635.5431 days, 635.7959 
evenings. ( PS.4July ) 
. . . .  I I  
WAREHOUSE and 
Reta i l  Space  
avail 'able on new By. 
pass, Phone 
638-1,166 
(ctfn.13.0d.79 
1976 Newport chrysler. 400' 1978 14x70 Manco M H 
engine. 35,000 miles White . . . . . .  . - ,  
• - " . unmrmsnea,  set up & 
vlny, roar with maroon bony. skirted in local trailer ,a,l,  
Two door. Velvet Interior. pL ___ r - - - .  
Excellent condition. Asking ~none ~5-,30. (Ctfn-28-!S 
86500.00. View st 2147 
Hemlock or phone 635.3250. 
(P10.1OJune) 
For sale.1969 Plymouth 4 
door, hardtop. Good con. 
dltlon. Phone 655.7044. (C10. For sale 1976 7~ foot 
5July) Travelmate camper, sleeps 
4, 3 way frldge, stove, fur. 
1971. Datsun 510, needs body nets. Excellent condition. 
WORK. ~'none 655-7410; (P7. Extras. Phone 635.3795 after 
3July) 5:30 p.m. (PS.6July) 
i i 
1974 Toyota Corolla. Good, For sale 19/4 H'ollldalra 
condition. New radials, Travel Trailer, 3 way frldge, 
brakes, axheult system, xtove, llnope 6. Phone 6,12. " 
51500 or best offer, Phone 4340. (C10-16July) 
435-3371 offers p,m. (sit-tin) 
. . . . .  SMrcraft hint trailer, stove, 
1970 i)ateun 1300 Fastback frldge & furnane. Sloops 6, 
forlMrts. LelsthanlOOmllea lots of extras. Excelisnt 
on rebuilt engine. Also new Condition, Phons, 435.~41. 
1:1 Inch summer tires, 1 new (P44July) 
wr  battery. Phone 635.9859 - 
~tar 6 p,m. (CS-,IJuly) IN0 V.W, WeotMIle Camper 
- -  van. Rebullteeglne. RMlals, 
FOr eala 11149 Valklwagen, new INIInt lob, Mlny othsr' 
run good. Phone L!S.7444. acceSorlet Included. Phone 
(l~.SJuly) 655-4455. (P3-S,4,SJuly) 
,,,.; 
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66,1 RECREATIONAL, 
! .VEHICLEs • 
~b~l Ferd ,'<,LT ~, ton P.S. i 
~P.B. Nag 1970 0 f~: security . i 
~.icamper. ~Ph,me 638-1211 after 
~,, . . . .  .. STAND 
! ~  . TENDING 
CONTRACTS 
• ~ Sealed tenders for the 
. i DIVORCE ' . ,  :fo!10~Ing- stand tending pants profusely and may lose 
~QUICK- INF J~ENSIVE;~; i I~ad( ,}  iwlll be r~ IvM too much body fluid. For the 
prepareyour~lwreelm~!~.~'.A~., Regional Manager, young dog, tan. or !5 rn;n- 
urea' exposure to direct sun- 
over the ph0ne-insL -Fbi~:~.Mnl~ry of Forests, Prince light is enough. For all dogs, 
.more information ca]] Se]/~ RUpert, B.C,, on the dates provide plenty of fresh water 
'~..Camel Servtce~, the law 
~.~.ce of Jack  D. James. 
~LM.B.A., LL. B Toll free l i t  
:~.e~-66~.. (in Vancouvez 
,New Hay for Sale. We deliver 
, to Terrace area. Phon~ 846. 
• ~:J3~. (C10-13July) 
T E N D E R S  ~ -" ' 
~: ~ STAND 
TENDING 
:' CONTRACTS 
shown ,below. 
Contract ST93M.5.1 CR 
Located Robinson lake 
Ranger' District6 Number of 
hectares 10.0 Viewing date 
July 10th 1979, leaving 
Ranger Station at 9:30 a.m. 
Note: Viewing of the stand 
tending site Prior to sub. 
miffing a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
teqders is 1:30 p.m. July lilth 
1W9. 
Tenders must be sub. 
mlttecl on the form and In the 
envelopes supplied which, 
with particulars, may be 
obtained from the Forest 
. Ranger(s) indicated, or 
from the Regional Manager, 
Ministry .of Forests, prince 
, Rupert, , B.C. 
"lhe lowest or any tanil~i"" 
will not necessarily be ec.. 
":. Sealed tendaCs for the "THIS CALLFORTENDER 
• following stand tending IS UNDERTHETERMSOF 
,~ceMract(s) will be recelved THE CANADA BRITISH 
~by the Regional Manager, COLUMBIA INTENSIVE 
i'Mlnlstry of Forests, Prince FOREST MANAGEMENT 
':Rq~ert, B.C., on the dates AGREEMENT." 
• "iih0wn below. (A&10July) 
~:/:'1. Contract ST1031.2.1S JS - . . . . . . . . . . .  
" " - ' - " "  i® '=- =l  • I~ng~i" DIMrlct 16 Number ' .. .~becMres 13.5 Viewing date ' 
'July 17th ,1979, leaving 
'Ranger fdaflon at 9:00 a.m. 
No~: Viewing of the stand 
Nndlng site prior to sub- 
~nlfflng a tender for this 
.contract la mandatory. 
,Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 1:30 p.m. July 23rd 
W/9, . . . .  
2. Contract ST1031-~16 JS. 
• Located Kltlmat River 
Ranger District 16 Number 
'M hectares 6.2 Viewing dam 
July 17th 1979, leaving 
Ranger Station at 9:00 a.m. 
;NMe' -~]ng  of the'stand 
.binding site prior to sub- 
miffing • twMw for this 
,_contract Is mandatory. 
:Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 1:30 p.m. July 23rd 
~m., 
3. Contract ST1031,2.wJS 
~aCahKkBrar~.hrSO ~Rahbe~ 
~Dlstrlof' 16 "Numbe~" of rh'~c| 
tares 15.0 Viewing date July 
17111 1979, leaving Ranger 
Me, Ira at'9:00 a.m. 
Note: Viewing of the stied 
binding site Prior to sub- 
miffing a hinder for this 
"-~_contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
Isnders Is 1:30p.m. July :13rd 
W/9. 
4. Contract ST1031-2.18 JS 
Located Branch SS Ranger 
Olsh'lct 16 Number of hec- 
tares I1.S Viewing date July 
17th 1979; leaving Ranger 
SiMian at 9:00 a.m. 
Note: Viewing of the stand 
tending site Prior to sub. 
miffing a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline' for receipt of 
.. hindarsis l:30p.m,JuIy23rd 
IffP. 
Tenders must• be sub. 
• milled on the form and In the 
anv~ supplied which, 
with particulars, may be 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger(s) Jndlcated, or 
f r~ l  the Raglenal Manager, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rul~'t, B.C. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not MCeua.rlly be K .  
~$ted. - 
"THIS CALL FOR TENDER 
IS UNDER THE TERMS OF 
THE CANADA BRITISH 
COLU~.BIA INTENSIVE 
FOREST MANAGEMENT 
AGREEMENT." 
(A~13July) 
ME I$ 
AN1rIIM 
Ti l~ On Choosing A Gri 
Buying a grill? There 
grills to suit every need a~ 
lifestyle. Before you bu: 
heed  these  t ips  f ro]  
the Barbecue Indust r  
Association. . . 
Be slze wise. A hibanhi's 
perfect for smsii-ecsie .cook- 
outs. But when erewds or 
appetites are big. a large 
brazier kettle, or wagon t);pe 
grill's for you. 
STAND 
TENDING 
• CONTRACTS 
Sealed tenders for the 
following stand tending 
' contract(s) will be received 
by the .Regional Manager, 
NUnlstry of . 'For~,  Prince 
Rupert, B.C., on the dates 
shown below. 
Contract ST1031-10.1S JS 
Located Terrace Ranger 
District 4 Number of hec. 
tares 6.5 Viewing date July 
6th 1979, leavlng Ranger 
Stetlon at t:00 a.m. 
Note: Vlewlng of the stand 
tending site prior to sub. 
miffing a tender for-this' 
contract Is madatory. 
Deadline for recolpt of 
,tenders Is 1:30p.m. Ju y 13111 
~!979. . .... . -.,.'. • : 
Tenders must ba .sub; '  
.miffed on the form and In the 
envelopes supplied which, 
wlth Imrllculars, may be 
obtalned from the Forest 
Ranger(s) IndlcMed, or 
• from the Regional Manager, 
Mlnlstry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ec. 
cepted. 
"THIS CALL FOR TENDER 
IS UNDER THE TERMS OF 
THE CANADA BRITISH 
COLUMBIA INTENSIVE 
FOREST MANAGEMENT 
AGREEMENT." 
(A7.27,2O,29June,3,4,S,6July) 
on hot, sunny days. 
'Skin and hair care are im- 
~mnt  to  a dog's health,, 
It's not very cool to shave a 
• dog for the summer. A dog 
does not perspire through 
pores in his skin. His coat, 
however, is effective in 
screening his skin against sun- 
burn and insect bites. 
Regardless of the weather, 
skin problems w be a dog- 
gone nuisance. At one time or 
other, many dogs suffer from 
Common skin irritations uch 
as cuts, screpee, and hot spots 
with associated scratching, 
hair loss, and redness. Fortun- 
ately, these disturbances can 
be effectively, treated with 
Sulfodens Medication for 
Dogs, a painless kin medicine 
developed by a veterinarian. 
A free booklet, "What 
Every Dog Owner Should 
Know," is available by writ- 
ing Booklet Distributors of, 
America, 201 East 42nd 
Street, i New York, N.Y. 
10017. 
* * * But the c'amere doesn't do 
Food for thought. Steaks, the whole job. You do. If you 
burgers, hot dogs? Most any are sensitive to what makes 
grill 'will do. For turkey, your family happy, and if 
roasts, other large cuts of yonreamerais ready, you can 
meat, choose a grill with photograph a lifetime record 
attached reti~erle, of your vacation elation. 
??????????? ' ???????  
 uc sk ; 
??????????????????  
Questions and Answers 
A IR  CONDITIONERS 
Quest ion:  Dudng hot 
weather, should 'I start my air 
conditioner early or when it 
begins to get really hot? 
Answer: According to 
home economists from 
Whirlpool Corporation, you 
should start your unit in the 
morning hours during hot 
weather.  Air  conditioners 
have to work harder and 
operate less efficiently when 
started during the warmest 
part of the day, 
Quest ion:  Are all room 
air cond i t ioners  • design~,d 
for s tandard ouble-hung 
windows? 
Answer: Room air eondi. 
t ioners  are available for a 
variety of window types. For 
example, Whirlpool has units 
to fit emily into either hod- 
zontal sliding-type windows 
or crank-out casement types, 
.. . as well as one for use in a 
~ ~ "  - -~  standard casement window 
~ ~ "  ~ when a single pane of glass is ~~, , , , , , , ,~~ removed. 
I,,~q~.'2U[-,%X"~Lll\'~i~,r.l * * * 
I~ ,~m~l~__~,~ MONEY SAVING '/'IF: Sav- 
IMrllt~__.,%~t,~WdP~. ~ ling energy tansave you 
~/ /~f / / . _ __ . _  ~ money. To  help your air 
r1 .~~9~- - - - - - - - -~  conditioner perform more 
energy-ef f ic ient ly ,  draw 
VACATION PICTURES drapes or blinds on the sunny 
By Pasquale Ferazzoli, side of the house and be sure 
Director Technical Services to keep doom, windows and 
Olympus Camera Corporation the fireplace fltie closed. 
When they dmfle, shoot 
them! 
I 
The elation of your vase- ~-~ Your Persona! 
tion--in addition to the sights 
Y°u've seen--will show uP in I '~I  ) M O N E Y  
your photos if you follow ~.~ Man:age l1~lent  
two roles. 
1. Photograph your family If you'd like to aequire 
members when they're in- credit but have some ques- 
volved in some activity, look-, tlons about the requirements, 
• " " " - The Consumer Credit Insti- 
tute, a counseling service of 
BOO consumer finance com- 
panies nationwide, has some 
mswera. 
other emotions. , * * * 
Extremes help tell a story. By and large, lenders lookl 
A child's extreme speed, as at your record of repayment 
when running to catch a tour of other loans and other signs 
bus, spells out on film the of  responsibility and trust- 
emotion of eagerness. You worthiness:  your financial 
can 9hotograph fatigue if ability judged on the bask of 
someone in the back seat of your job stability and your 
the ear falls asleep with a current amets. 
tired but happy look. And if * * * 
you have an exceptionally, It's a good idea for peopl~ "
quiet  camera that  admits  applying for credit to have 
a lot of l ight, such as the some sort of identification: 
Olympus OM-10 with a 1.8 social security card, driver's 
lens, you can take pictures of license; a permanent addre~; 
a sleeping person without a 'a  stable employment record 
sound or flash that awakens and no obvious plans for 
them. leaving town. j If you have any questions about whether you'll be able; to get credit, consulting a consumer finance company: 
can  be a c red i t  to your 
intelligence. 
" ;~i:" '~.i.,'. ". '';~ " :  " ': ':' ' " '  
• • , . . • . , . .  , : . , .  ,~ . . " . :  . " ; . , ,  ' . . .  . 
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FOR NEWS 
HOT OFF 
THE 
PRESS .i 
:.' fir- 
. ' . . ,  1 . .  "1 
.r 
Get  it all ... 
. . . .  i h ' n te  . 
.i 
'~  " r  / r  • 
News of your community...your country...domestic 
and foreign .affairs. Everybody from the housewife 
to the tycoon has found the pages Of their newspaper 
affecting their daily lives. Reports on shifts and trends 
in the business and financial world. Money saving 
advertisements covering every aspect of our daily 
needs. Classified sections that find you employment, 
a home, an automobile or sell anything you wish. 
Entertainment in special features, comics, and sport 
pages that enlighten a dull day. News as it happens, 
firsthand in your community, province, nation, or 
global affairs. Your newspaper is your best source 
of information. 
. $ 
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• , Mohinder Sangha 
m DUqe~e Award (cer~eate)  
• Agnes Paulzt  
IV Athletic Awards . . . .  
A O~tandtng  Male Athlete, Eric Metzmeler - trophy 
Runner up - SaSh. Boyd - Large block 
B .Omtud i~ Female Athlete ,. Linde McConnell - 
~y 
Runner ~p - Karon Wideman ~- large block 
e ~a l l  Blocks • 
Har r i s  
Gary Moon 
D Certificates Stephante Cousins 
David Chambray 
Joe Sabino ~ 
George Oi/vero 
DOn McGhee 
Tex MacDonald 
Noel Valdez 
Brent Rodgers 
Herb Johnson 
George Demederes 
Tracey Sheridan , 
Gina Nevdc 
Lucy qualiza 
Viace Sin~ur 
Arnie Cameron 
J im Allen" 
,: ~; ..... ,.., . Colin Par r  . 
. . . .  ;~''~:.RMiertua~~" " t 'D Videos" ' '~ ................ '~"'"~' : 
• ~" , " , ,~}h~,~i l~  :~,,17 r,,~;;,,,., ' ~..,,i./, 
Joe Perelra 
Roycene Oliarney 
Tereesa Kenney 
Denice Kenny 
Alana Cameron 
. : .  Mike Cain 
/ .  ,• .. Karan Timmerman 
V ~ Cklmtenery Award for Basketball 
most improved 
Gary Mocn- trophy (large block) 
YI SubJect Awards (cortifieates) 
A ~q l /m 
Grade 8 - Nancy Van Te l  
Grade g-  Laurie Ann Baker 
Grade 9 - 'Irish PMlpot 
Rhonda Christie 
Grade 10 -Tony Appels 
Barb Thomas 
B Sodal Studles 
Grade 8 - Greg By~ 
Laur le -Ann  Baker, ..... ' 
Grade 9 - Gordon/'/oekS.ira.,,., 
Denise Dunster, .. . . . . .  
Grade 10 - Tony Appels " ' ~i 
Ken Brewer 
C Sdenes (Cooper) 
Grade 8 - Andy Wong 
Don MeGhee 
Grade 9 - Frank Frieburg 
L,'tsh phtlpot 
Grade 10 - B~wb Thomas 
• Mike Vandemeer 
D Math (Vanderkwaak) 
Grade 8 - Dong Stevens 
Janet Reay 
Grade 9 - Denise Duns~.r 
Richard McKinnon 
Grade 10 - Barb Thomas 
Mike Vandermeer 
E Freneh (WMtaker). 
Grade 8 - Laurie Ann Baker 
. Dea~ Okon 
Grade 9 -  Irish Phl]pot 
Jesnlfer Smith 
Grade 10 - Tony Appols 
Roger Cook 
F Homo Ee. ( J~ale) 
: ' ' - -  " ~ I~  .. t ' i  .W'dat. Imve loved at al l"  reÙson says his humor He says he began honing ' ~ ! , ~  f -  "%~.:~ "  s ire in an en ~ moele'coHect eea • 
humor that he's overheard Of.,tbe book, his' fifth, Family: "Gives child.an comes from.VUPs - -  very his humor skills while ~ ~ l  ~ " 
.~...SamLevensoncollects or read during the last 40 Levmmz u~:  "What 
:i~flloeards, " ' .. years, . w~-'tadtodowutolnska~ Inch and he'll think he's a unimportant people. . teaching Spanish in high "q1~i~l '  
ruler." "I have read endless s~ool. . . . . . .  J.~ ~q l~r .  ,/; -.He has about 20o,0oo cards Much of i t - -  not all, since all the- mast important in- Health: "House calls are 
volumes of quotations by the t weaa runny teacusr, m- • ~ \ ~ . f . .~ '~ ~' nsallyflled Inhis N~v York "some of my ~rds are so ofd stitullons ~-- marriage, oowmadeonlybyburgtars." 
' "  " " ' . '  < ? , .  . C i ty  home. • .. . important pecple of the ages, stead of teaching stuff like 9 - Tress Kenny Grade 9 -.Denlse Kenney B (pins for3x on honor'roll) they've turned yellow.and I famti~', hool~ happlnoss -- 'The blue umbrella is In the ~' 
MarkWnil~oy .... CathySoutar • LeahCardlna " " Thecardaaren'tahobhy, ~n' t readt l~mar~more"  Inahummmway. ' !  Happtoeas, "The bluebird but there is. a second level of red stend in the comer,' l 'd 
• Arnold Ponies . Grade I0 - Anne Cote . ~-.:~ 
. . . . .  :~Grade,8. _.. DavldHookstra GaryMeen Grade l0  Jf l lHal'rls .~ : ~ . . . . .  .=, : .~ .~0ugb, The 62-year-01d - -  is includnd in Levensea's Someexunples: of happiness has died of humor and l say it is just as mecontemperaryallusious, 
Rngbir Thandi I Music Paul Scales. .:.!i: ." - GregBy~ numorist uses the~R~,]ateatbcok;YouDon'tHave Marrlage:.."Botter o have exhaustion In the pursuit of meaningful and just as ~eteachi~thekids'ho~to 
. . . .  record the • elQ~,~r, :~ToBeinWho'sWhoToKnow lovedyotwwifotlMmneverte .~zm." important. 
Teddy Russell Grade 8 - I)ina Locke Laurie Ann Baker ' ~ ..~ "The VUPs are not ask for a date In Spanish or ~ 
Greg Byng Engllshaward for F, xcellencein Creative Wrltlng Giese]leJakobs He ...akes . . . v . ~  y O11 maggots  "''~°r=~ The woods howtosay'lloveyou.'Itwas ~ i  ~ *!~" - "~:~ 
Grade 9 Cocelia Bateg]i " Cindy Morhart ~.,,~ . . . . . .  ' ::" : ~ " I~  J r~ 'w l  ~r~7 " " would be silent if onty birds the same grammar, but 
. . ~ :~ : ~ Janet Reay . . . . .  • ' " . with trained voices did the alive and meaningful." 
. singing." Then he began writing 
Heather Ball .. L Typing (Papais) Grade 9 . . Levenson'sconversaflonis funny pieces and reading Sandra BoRon J Band (Mrs. May) Pam Hays " '  ;~ '  :: ' 
Cote Grade.8 - Randy Shelton Grade 8 • Jennifer Smith 'JAPFRAY, B,C. (CP) --  Augustine, owner of Augustine"' says, but maggots and no left-over often spiced with such them at faculty meetings 
witticisms, and parties. Stuff like ~.~P._~.~..__..~....~,~.i.~ SurJ~t Dha]lwa] Robbie Larson Grade 9 . . . . .  . There's no thi ~ glamorous Lloyd's BMt and Tackle in sanitation measures, tern- .meat. "It's easy. to be wise." he student excuses for being 
Linda Fasten Grade 9 - Margaret MeDaniel Grade 10 " " ' . . . .  Grade 10 , snout raising • maggots, this southeastern• British ~rsture control and timing About 100 pounds of • 
~." -'~ 
• " Maybe that's why: Lloyd Columbia community, Im~ must he.oonsldersd, maggots are raised locally advises, "just think of late: 
Gaff ~ Kathie Epp :~ .. -. Tony Appels ...... ~ Augustine quit. .cornered a.good lZrt im of The average mauot-  and sold through Au~stina early." ' - . . . . .  - something stupid and then "I'm not late, the bell k 
.John Evans Grade I0 - Roger Cook M Commerce (Dahms) : : ,  Roger Cook • =r~:~ " ~" Now he Just sells them. the 'Western Cdnadlan growing operation consists each month. With a price tag say the opposite." 
Harlon Inkster , Tony Appels Barb Thomas Prom there he moved to Mr l  and  Mrs .  Dempsey  
• Grade  8 (beginning band) -PeterRego Personal & Business Records ~) . . . .  : " "" Maggots make greatfish maggot market, of two sereooed containers, of one cent apiece en Levensen says he was entertaining organizations Don McGhee Lete Cossett . balt, especlally for whitefish He onse raised them on the Waste meat -- Just tha right average, the practically raised in a home "where a andat weddings, and found .. 
Joyce McKenna A Lester Clarke Memorial Award (trophy) , Yvonne Neilson " " " - " ~ ' Ken. Brewer " and ~metlmes trout, Those waste nieat from rabblte'he~ amount,-- k placed in the weightless larvae can bring lot of proverbs were used, so himself earidng more as a 
YvmmeNeiMon (most improved instrumentalist) DeniseDunster " ' " ~lolrmtugmaaseaofwhite aisoraised.NowheJucthoys first cmtahnr along with a handsome profit. Igotalotofthefoikwiqdsm humorist han he did an a Ann Foster m a r r i e s  
carol P r l~er  Marilyn Skarra Consumer Fundamentals 10 ~_ VI I  0utet~ding Academic Award (trophy) translucent larvae, normally them from Meal residents thousands ot buzzing files, Augustine doesn't say Just of the people arly and I still teacher. 
Lucy'qtmllzza BS ightandS°undAward~troph.  ~ Rita Cosse]t . .~ ussuciatedwithfoiilgarbage nd dlstributos them in b/dk Mter tbefl leshavelaida w.het his profit is because, heve great reverence for it." MterlbyearsMtoaching, A beautlfulsunny af- ahasket of blue daislea nd 
and dead animals, can to outlets in British. multitod~ a[, ~ 'm .the ,,no . . . .  s . ~ waps secrete in "But l've discovered that Leveason decided to become temoo'n and a large white steffouits, hmbal Sabine (-best instrumentalist) Lira Cossett Grade 8 Grog Byng provide, a heunty o! fish and Columbia, Alberta and meat,, it is.moved to, the.. thisbusinoas." " proverbs seem to have afuil-tlmehumortst.Hehad ~t iono~fr ie ,M= and The grooms attendanis 
• ,Ken Brewer '" . .- • Grade 9 -Jelznlfer Smith . windfallproflt... : Saskatchewan. : se~.conlk lnar  where:the - "Every time someone droppedout offashion," the his ownTV chow and did the relatives was the ectflng for JimDahlaedJohaDempsey 
BalJindey Sabots C Skeena Band Parent Award '(trophy) VI Honor Roll .. Grade !0 -Tony Appe]s Admittedly, threading a • "I used to raise them - tomperatm'ea is lowered, reads an article like this a humorist adds. "That's night club circuit. "the spring weddln8 of Mary werematchi~ 
John Spurn (Citizenship) " " ' . . . . .  .. maggot on a hook isn't an around the houce, but no both to reduce the smell and hundred new peopTe want to because the morality has "I decided to write books Ann Fc~ter d Terrace and blacktuxedos. The ring 
Dong Stevens Karen Thnmerman A (Certificates for  2x on honor roll) X Most Outstanding Citizen appealing experience, but longer. It's too involved and make the maggots .less get into it, If'can .be a real changed. The one about a - when I got.tired of running Blaine Dempaey of Ed- bearer, Bobby Normandy 
Zina Stranger D Most Diligent Band Member (band pin) Grade 8 / R.C.M.P. Trophy (& keeper) aflerycu'vemadeitthrough' should be done in.a rural active. " 
Susie Vlverious (hardest working, most reliable - -  most helpful) "Doug Stevens Gordon Hooksira your initial hooking, the rest area for obvious reasom." If the tlmlag is riaht, a problem." bird in the hand doesn't all over the United States," monton Alta. on May 1,1 at coustu of the bride, wore a 
• ' "Augustine said many mean much in a civilization he says. "I was not seeing the Psaticustsl Tehernaole navy blue suit and earrieda 
Kris Wahl Joyce MeKenna Melessa Davis : runnerup - Gary Mocn comes easy. Well, at least uvely mmpte: matter, with a h'ayf~ e/squirming the maggot business, parts." goed for my life." Aune Walberg easier. .. I~ .  lag .ma~.ois  a relh.,  maggot reiser wlll-~-:Jefl people have tried to get into where you buy chicken my family and it was not Rev. Kennedy Mfldattng, white satin pilaw. 
• - -  . . . .  ~ ,=  The mother uf the bride 
. . . .  ~'ne orme wore a floor. ~,,,,,~ a 1--" -ow- ~f d"t -~ 
• . . . . . . . .  . • . - ~r - ,~M,~ ~ ~ o w u  ~ u ~  ' , - '  =~h.~.~.~n, - , . . .~ .a~. ,  ! ue while the grooms 
' ~ . . . . . .  " . . . . .  m[0~h ese g black 
Grat d Open tttg :Sale Okan an Recreational Vehicles 
• • -.-.~ ,~ " . " .  , i . . . . . .  - a bonqtmtof red r~see, The, ,. ~c~,~,m, ,qW M at t~ 
groom wore a white Tm.edo. 'n~,,.-~,,/~lk, - ,- 
. . . . .  , - ~-.- . - - ,  ,UaU, • with a red rose boutinere, u . .~ , ,£ ,  w, .~,~ ~,,,~ 
The bride was given away 'tim= ~,'~--,,' # ~rr t~, , , , ,  
" ' ' In marriage by her father. ,,,o.~=";~,~ ~'~i~,~_  ~'"  
Elmer Foster. ~ Out of t0~nes~F~e Mrs. 
• Attendants to the bride, Mary Pitt, grandmother ol
Weady Fcate~ and Denke the bride, from North Bay ' 
SALE PRIOES, EFFE01IVE TOdULY'7, 1979 Dempeey W~re gowns of Ont., Mr. and Mrs. Erole 
• . : pastel shades of blue and Sagmoena~t~.~_.~un~le of 
• . ~ ~, yellow with over Jackets and the groom;~/~ W~ver  
- ' . . . . . . . . .  matching wide brimed hate. B.C., Mr. ZiIKy Kreig] was 
' r They carried beÙgets of blue " on hand to take some lovely 
NAGAN 1979 OKANA~, ~ " 197,90KANAGAN 979 OKANAG . , daisysandwhitosteffouits, wedd/agplctares. • • Flower girl, Tracy IMobVre, " "~t trip to Edmonton, were 
1979 OKA 0 1 AN '~  " Cousin of the bride wocea the couple will be residing 
CAMPEI~ 26 5th WHEEL 22 6:  MOTOR HOME 97§~ 'OKANAGAN OKANAGAN 
• ~'" .: • long white dress, with a sash was spent as the honeymoon 
IMPORT CAMPER 8P ..... "=" " "~ ~ ; , '  - 1 1979 of yellow ribbon and carried trip. 
"=; SOME Hanson helps Jacks, stove, fridge, furnace Ice box,'furnace " 20'6" MOTOR HOME 18 '6"  MOTOR Reg. Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ....  .=14,950 Reg. Price ....................... ...=24,600 
" the hopeless ",,: Reg. Price ................ ..... *4,415 Reg. Price .................... ,...*2,350 ~ •, Reg. Price.., ...................... =22,800 Reg.'Price ............. .=19,500 • .... , • ~ e e o e o e o e s o o  • , 
~: Less Grand Opening" !,, ;~... : ' :::, ' Less Grand (~:ertln~' ' . . . .  " - ; " ' " : '  ' ~ EDMONTON ,,~,(~,,~',,~'~,:~aJltO.~.have__.~.,___.~,.~ __ offices in the 
.,. Alic "" - c e  roman Im sea~. ,~, .~.onucm~.  
Less,grand opening Less Grand Opening Week Discount . . . .  : ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  all - -  hopeless drunks, The si~le-men's hostel, 
, . . . .  ,... 1,000 Week Discount 1,000 Less Grand Opening Less' Grand Opening people from broken homes, operated by the coop, now 
abused ch i ld ren ,  young p lays a more  Important role week discou.nt ................ ~...300 Week Discount ..., ................ 300 J prostitutea, joblassddRers, in the downtown core, 
SALE  $4 _~ oc l r l l  SAL I :  s23 600 Week Discount ..................... 1 ,000 Week  Discount. .......... , . , , , , , . . .1,000. I victlms of rent gosgors- in eapecially withthetnere.e 
$~ t~'~ "ICE "ICE SALE/I $2 '40f~ SALE $4 0 =~ ,.e.,==~.~,~. i ny .ger . leeamlngto  4 f t t~  SALE  in thewe l f ,  cycle. Edmonton in search of Jobs. SALE _~A , Mrs. l'lanson, called Morn With the recent iucrease in I V y ~I~M~Q.  Y :i : ' by many, is the director of .accommodation rates at the 
' the BoyleStreet Community YMCA, more people are 
U O U S e r v i c ' e  Cooperative Ltd. turning to the heatel. Mm. "~l 'y l  qlJ~ PRICE ~-y PRICE I yOqlJU PRICE IOy~%~UU Located in the OM ~ says that in l~74, the PRICE ' 
1979 OKANAGAN Steamhath H. lon  Z0~nd .e  range of men staying in Enjoy L i feWi th  i , ' Street here,, the ce.operative the hestel was abont 38 to 4~o 
1979 OKANAGAN 1979 OKANAGAN , , -o=. .=, . , .~ .  whtien.itisaboutlsto~. -- it pats the needy in tomb , Mrs, llansan's career is as 
' 1979 OKANAGAN withpro~rammandservicesthey might otherwise no  . totereetingl~to~, as the co-op's 
receive. Born and raked  in Ed- 
The  co-op started mouton, she  graduated f rom 
• CONVERSION ' operations as  the Nat ive the University of Alberta Jac,,.,8' CAMPER,stove, fridge, furnace 8'9" CAMPER VAN 20'6" TRAILER Brotherhood Centre in the with a psychology degree. 
Jacks, stove, fridge, t960s but took Its new name Mtor marrying, she catered fu rnace  ~ -. :~ in zm when a community the volunteer labor force. 
group receivnda~'kntfrom Over the years, she has , %  
• , the federaFg~ent ,  helped with community 
. . . . . . . . .  ' The co-op new-has 10 leagues, the Canadian Reg. Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .=4,760 Reg. Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .=5,175 Reg. Pr ice $1 workers and an annual 
- . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9,400 ,~~ .......... ........ Reg. Price..:.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .=9,835 ~~ budget of about $1tS,O00, Blind, the United W~y, aud 
Less  Grand Open ing  Less  Grand Open ing  "~ '~ '~ i : , ; :~  ~ ~  ~ ~i~!  mo~t which cornea from the ;~hdrethe Cancer Fund. L ........... lrovinclal government. During a period in Van- 
' ~'. ~ " ~ ~=~'='; Less Grand Opening Less Grand Opening The co.~', ac- ~,v.er in mid-to lata x~o~, 
"Week Discount ................... 300 Week Discount. ; . . .  ' . . .  400  : -~ '~ L~i%~--~'~ " " - -  . complishments include she became interested in 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . .  ~ . .m~ "outreach" workers helping commuuity coumelling. She 
. :~ '-... :~:: ~ ,y" Week Discount .... . ................. 1,000 Week Discount ...... . 1 ,000 children in three schoob~ worked on a public bsustug 
: . . . . . .  legal assistance, neereatlon prok)et in east Vancouver 
programs, housing place- many welfare 
SALE $4y460 SALE '4 875 . . . . . . . . . . .  '18 400 '8 835 elderly.meat' andhe ip for  the• scneme,bY-'-acorefandlieahadheendisptaCedredevel°pment 
..... = ............. " "  ....... ~- SALE SALE ~" °""  ° "~ ' "  " Oblate priest, .and the In the late '60's she 
PRICE PRICE y . :~:~:i i~:.. PRICE . PRICE .,~ Ha..,......=~ ~-~.®=. ,  ~ ~=~e'~.= , y o,v,' ,,--,. ~=,.~® --.....= ,.. Vo=,.~ 
~ . Action Centre training 
979 OKANAGAN 1979 z~ ; " " 1979 O 1979 OKANAGAN I~nlag its director a y e a r l n  1972 sheJon d thecoop 
CAMPER "~ ~ 7 TRA "" '6" 9'6" CAMPER 17' '" ILER 10'6" CAMPER such labels as "white 
-..... 
She has been branded wlth 
,,, . . squaw" and "mlddle-ctus 
Jacks, stove, oven, fridge, Jacks, ~ stove, oven, fridge, • ' ~ Tandem Axle Jacks, stove, fridge, furnace, C , ,~  • " '" • : ~'~'; .. " affectionatelyd°'g°°der'" bUtreferred to sam°stol un is 
furnace, toiiet furnace, toilet, hot water, shower ~ '~;: i q la~ ~ by her chergea. 
• .. i~i:~ ~ toilet, hot water, shower • , ~,, ..... The herdset part of the Job 
. . . . .  /! ~ .  .... is Its depressing 
~ " i :  ~:! - '~"~ rq~ltivenese. The workers 
................ " "  life " "  ° ' ;  Reg Price .=6,590 Reg. Price ........................ $7,150 ,~-~/*  ,, •.- "~'---.  .~, Reg. Price,.; ..... , . . . .  , . , , , ,  .... ,,., '8,160 Reg. Price ..............  . . . .  • ,..,... s7,525 P"~lalrem thers'de notmistakes,learn quicklYbut 
~ • ' them in their L. Open ing  Less Grand Opening own way. 
Less Grand Opening Less Grand Opening ,u~,=yeam. d~e~ter 
~.• . . , - , r a t h e r  repea  
Wee;.. : i~;count . . . . . . . . .  ; . . . . . . . .  400 Week  D iscount ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  500 ~ 1 " ~ ' stilIoftheoo'°p'Mrs'Hansc'~ISconcerned about the 
.(certmca.) ~ ~ i  ~ ~  =~ Week Discount ........................ 500 Week Discount.:., ..... :,,,.,,.,..1:000 The ~-on, sad fu~..ohlam. 
• . ' d mid~nte  of the downtown 
' Canadian ="' ea~'~'~ " pce, i~ lack of homing following 
=6190 =6 650 ~ $71,  60  $7 ,025  Red Cross .__"ol"'tuf th,.,,. • , ,adi~ Hanson believes she SALE SALE. :~ SALE SALE Society ' "  '= '  much to ,v, .~  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' Boyle Street Community • PRICE y PRICE Y ~ ' "~ PRICE  ': 'r 'err'=" r"~p. AS for 
" - ~ur~k, she says the time ' I ~'~"  . PRICE • =v. o.. w. , , .  i 
• • ~ leek that Iomeone can do a 
~/. ,: better job. 
.~  . q o 
Grade 8 Janet Reay 
• DebMe Schaeffer 
Noel Valdez 
Drew McXntyre 
C.F.S; - Andrea Aual ina 
Pam Milk. 
F~.  - Noteea Krombrusch 
C.T .  -Mar ia  Du Silva 
Mm'~ret  MeDan/el 
H.C.  - Mafia Mederos 
C.C. - None  
G Industrial Educat ion  
I .E . -  - Andy Wong 
Don MeGbee 
Clyde Vis 
M.W. o Ran Arnold-Smith 
Sammy Yu 
P.M. - Tony Appek 
Roger Cook 
W.W.  - Rudy De Giovannni 
Mike Vanderkwaak 
Gualter Rigo 
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- "  is 
When a Teacher  
Had to P ract i ce  
What  She  Teached,  
By Abigail Van Buren 
© 1079 by  Ch icago  Tr ibune .N .Y .  New= Synd.  Inc .  
DEAR ABBY: I'm 83, in good health, drive my own car 
and read you faithfully in the Alliance, Ohio, Review. 
I'd like" to share something with you that I've kept for 
many years. Perha[~s you'd like to put this in your "My, How 
Times Have Changed" file. 
It was published in the Cabeli County (W. Va.) Board of 
Education's school bulletin in 1915: 
RULES OF CONDUCT FOR .TEACHERS 
1) You will not marry during the term of your contract.. 
2) You are not to keep company with men. 
3) You must be home between the hours of 8 p.m. and 6 
a.m. unless attending a school function. 
4) You may not loiter downtown in ice cream stores. 
5) You may not.travel beyond the city limits unless you 
have thepermission f the chairman of the board, 
6) You may not ride in a carriage or automobile with any 
man unless he is your father or brother. 
7) You may not smoke cigarettes. 
8) You may not dress in bright colors. 
9) You may under no circumstances dye your hair. 
10) You must wear at least two petticoats. 
11) Your dresses must not be any shorter than two inches 
above the ankle. 
12) To keep the schoolroom neat and clean, you must: •
sweep the floor at least once daily; scrub the floor at least 
once a week with hot, soapy water; clean the blackboards at
least once a day, and start the fire at 7 a.m. so the room will 
be warm by 8 a.m. Just sign me... 
AN OLD TIMER 
DEAR OLD TIMER: Those "rules of conduct" sound 
more llke a prlson sentence than a teacher's contract. For- 
tunately, times Aave chaugedl 
DEAR ABBY: My husband, sometime~ goes to topless 
bars with some of his buddies. I'm sure he wouldn't cheat on 
me; he just likes to look. 
He comes right home, and I know he loves me, but I still 
don't like the idea of him going to topless bars. What is your 
opinion? 
JEALOUS IN BALTIMORE 
DEAR JEALOUS: It doesn't matter where 8 man works 
up an appetite as long as he comes home to eat. 
DEAR ABBY: I'm sure you've heard a lot of men complain 
because their wives are cold and unresponsive. .  
May I tell you about my marriage? 
My husband and I both work. In the evening I try to draw 
him into a conversation by asking about his work. His 
answers are short and dull. I try to generate conversation 
by telling him about my work, but lle'a dearly bored. 
l've tried to discuss the news, politics, and even make 
small talk about people we know, but he cuts me short and 
picks up a newspaper, magazine or turns on the TV. 
On Sunday he likes to stay home and watch whatever 
sport in on TV. After that more TV. Then he starts looking 
for an affectionate bed partner. Abby, I wonder how many 
women can get turned on by a stranger she hasn't alked to 
all week? 
ICE-COLD CONNIE 
DEAR CONNIE: Maybe when he says 'Hello' he's told 
you aU he knows. 
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Your Individual 
Horoscope 
' ~  frances Drake 
FOR TUESDAY, JuLY 3,1979 
What kind of day will 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the stars say, .read the 
forecast given fer,your Sign. 
(Mar. P-1 to Apr. 
Desp i te  • persona l  
aggravation with the sell, 
others will provide a soothing 
influence. Harmony in dose 
' re~t ion~ Is accented, . 
'TAURUS ~ z----.~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Your timing may be off. Yea 
tend to try too hard and then to 
give up. With patience, work 
projects come to positive 
fruition. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 20)][][~s~-,- 
You'll get your way in close 
relationship by eeeenting 
chmn and gentleness. No 
.need to insist upon your rights. 
Be lovable. 
CANCER 
(June 91 to July ~)  ~1~ 
You may get stL,~ed up 
about a domestic project and 
forget your kind intentions. 
l ittle things that go wrong 
won't spell your party.. 
LEO d ' ~  
(July'-' te Aug. ~)~'~:  
A few cross words with a 
friend may lead to greater 
closeness. Despite momen- 
tary exasperation, sod~dlzing 
has a favorable outcome. 
VIRGO. 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) , ,v '~ 
Don't be intimidated, by 
someone's gruffness. By 
aceenting soel~.bility you'll 
bring out the ~ in them. 
Career gaind indiCated. 
LmRA 
(~  23 to oct. ~ ' ~  
Getting an early start on 
holiday planning Is not as 
• Important as maintaining 
harmony with fellow 
travelers. Do expect good 
times. 
scom,lO nt.,.~ 
(Oct; 23 to Nov. 21) 
Keep a~Iravated feelin~ 
about ajoint money project o 
self. By day's end, the 
problem could be solved. Be 
cooperative and cordial. 
SAGITTARIUS ~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
You may have doubts about 
a social function - -  but they 
will be quickly dispelled when 
it turns out to be a fun oc- 
eaMon. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22to Jan. 19) 
If bogged down with a 
project, enlist the support of 
others. Listen to the ideas o f  
dose ones re career projects. 
Don't be so serious. 
AQUARIUS ~ • 
(.Van. 20 to Feb. 18) 
Anxiousness or lmFatienco 
won't add to good times. A 
leisurely Face allowsyou to 
relax. Romance in connection 
with travel. 
PISCF.~ • X~'  
~'Feb. 10 to Mar. 20) 
Others may not help out as 
much as you'd like, but still, 
the ~wt,rali ptelure favors good 
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"How do you feel about me going to my sisters 
for two weeks?" 
w 
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CROSSWORD 
• I .  
ACRO~ 411 Actress DOWN 
1 Dancestep Hepburn 1 Handle 
4 "LMwe" " IS A or z . roughly 
I Club 415 Writing pad Z Cigar ' 
11 Inquire 41 Commotion residue 
13 Peels 45 English rural 3 Enjoy the 
14 Norwegian festival slopes 
• atatemnan 49 Glo~ over ' 4 Kitchen 
11 Leberator~ 54 Under the gadget 
• animals weather 5 Exhibits 
11 C l~in  55 Uncanny , showily 
Oldaho ma 56 Chinese tea 6 Epoch 
18 Mlsoellany 57 T.~nse 7 Strain, In 
11} Make void 58 Reverie a way 
Zl Legendary 58 Child's game 8 Assault 
24 A rustle Avg, sointion.time: 27rain, 
=~ House wing 
N Corded 
fabric 
20 Lounges idly 
31 Ancient 
Country 
~ p  
3t Outer portion 
of earth 
Shoestrings 
Elevator 
cage 
40 Univ. at 5-28 
Dallas 
oufam~ 
.umvera~ 
lO Am~mmt 
11 River cluck 
lg Dancer's 
20Cpl. ~1~.  
11 Sense 
111-- breve' ' 
imu~e) 
==Karate 
acMevemenl 
~? leather 
moccasin 
~Rlch fabric 
30 Traduce 
~Z Dinner, 
• for one 
Anclest 
country 
37 Fretted 
~9 Ransom 
42 Anesthetic 
44 ltm-bor boat 
45 Wagger 
46 Auk genus 
Wrath 
51 Relmye 
58 The urkl 
53 Old crone 
th: 
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Saturday's Cryptoqutp --MY MIDGET MOTORCAR MADE 
MAGIC TIME ON WINDING HIGHWAY, 
Today's Cryptsqulp clue: P equals H " 
tter used stands for another. If you tJd~k that X eqmds O, it 
will eq~d 0 tin'ouShout tbo pmle; Shale letters; short words, 
and words using an apo~'otp~ can give you dues to loeating 
vowels. Solution Is aecompllMmd by Ixinl and error. 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN By Stan Lee and John Romita 
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CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
the WIZARD OF ID • 
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By Brant Parker and JOhnny Hart 
B.C. By Johnny Hart • 
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Hooray, graduates:' You've made it. 
i 
. . ' °  
Diplomas in hand, you're equippedto 
meet the challenges that lie ahead. 
further education or planning 
• Whether you're heading for 
to .start in on your career, 
WE WISH YOU 
ALL SUC'CESS 
and 
HAPPINESS! 
, i  
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The list of graduatin6 
e~deats from Caledonia 
Senior Secondary School 
includes these hard- 
Working young adults: 
Lewis Adams 
Mark ~ 
Perills Anegnostou 
Patti Anderson 
Linda Bahr 
Don Baker 
Jack Bandstra 
Maria Barboea 
Kathl Barnewell 
Carla Bonzer 
Rhea Bergen 
Dabble Bemtsen 
Stanley Bevan 
Jim Roake 
Paseale Boll 
Graduating class 1"9.79 
Theresa Grass Angels Hehr 
Sherry Gray Brian Holler 
Leame Gregorash Jim Henry 
Irving Grypstra Derek Henson 
Candido Guerreiro Ruth Hidber 
Rhonda Haagen D'Arcy Hill 
Jennifer Hales Jim Hoekstra 
Chris Halvorsen Ross Holtom 
Gerry Hamilton Kevin Irwin 
Jenny Hamilton Lea Jahour 
Frode Hansen Doug Jeffrey 
Mllne Harder Leslie Jenkinson 
James Harvey Judy Johnson 
Debbie Juetten 
Dennis Jurgeleit 
Kulwinder Kandola 
Daniella Kaune .berg 
Dawn Kennedy 
Dave Kenny 
ROy Ketter 
Robert Klrhaldy 
Richard Klein 
Monty Koopmans 
Marcee Kovits 
Dale Kraft 
Jeanne Kqeehle 
James laird 
Karen Lamming 
Brenda Loason 
Traeey Leblond 
I.~lie I~sard 
Barbara Letnes 
Dons Letnes 
Mark LJtmgh 
Gorette Lopes 
Marvin Lorette 
Sandra Low 
Katherine Lund 
Barbara Lunz 
J 
Shar0a Lyle 
Guy Lynch 
Alvaro Macedo 
Dennis Mallloux 
Dm'cy Mallett 
Tibur Mandur 
BalJit Munhss 
Surinder Manhas 
Albanio Marques 
Brenda Mason 
Dave Materi 
LeeMeColl ' ' 
Collen McGhee 
1 
Michael MeIntyreL ~i~'3 Rgbert Nelson. 
Jock McKay . . . . . .  .~ Kevin Neufeld 
Vlvian McKenzie Kathy Norton ' 
Shells McLurty Terry. Olsoq 
David Metzmeier Valerie Papps . • 
1an Mitchell Barb Par r  
Corinna Morbart Janet Parry 
Allison Morrison Tony Pavao 
Norman Mossman Mlmi PelleUer 
~anne'Mroch William Perry 
Pauline Munroe Janice Posgue 
Robert Munroe Maria Pontes. 
Ken Nelson Barry Quash 
" Laurie Rudelet 
, Jeanne Rauschenberger 
' Brenda-Lee Reid 
chris Reneerkens 
Dwayzie Ridler 
Walter Ringer 
Gerald Bolton 
Jill Bolton 
Rick Braam 
Scott Bradford 
Kathy Brewer 
Rick Bmuwer 
Brian Burke 
David Byng 
Carmen Maria Cabanas 
Diane Caddy 
Lynne Carey 
Maria.Carpino 
Kelly Champoux 
Lisa Checlfley 
Gaff Chhokur 
Susan Chllibeck 
Kenneth Christy 
Terry Clarkson 
Sbaron Cleve 
Trudy Counar 
Jaeki Cook 
Brenda Cessett 
Lorraine Cote 
June Cranton 
Myron Crown 
Tdna Cure 
LisaDavis 
Jackie De Junk 
Kevun Delaney 
Darcy Delorme 
Robert De. mpster 
Karen Des Jardin 
Tom ." Davcie ' 
Perry Dhami 
Nlna Di Giovanni 
Monlea Dirnback 
Terry Dixon 
,~Tammy Donovun . . . .  
.RUb ~=I~m:~ -, :. . . . .  
Lorraine Dunbar 
Paola Durando 
Judi Eastman 
Bob Ellis 
Stephen Emery 
Susan Eflekson 
Jean Euvermun 
Ken Faber 
Tony Faleao 
Sherrie Farkvam 
Kathy Ferguson 
Sandra Field 
C~eryl Flury 
Dchbie Foote 
Keren Forsberg 
John Frank 
Louise Frenette 
Kenneth Frlesen 
Gordon Froese 
Marko Furmanek 
Gary Gagnon 
Larry Gagnon 
Denise Garneau 
Cynthia Garrett 
- Balbir Gill 
Dabble Godfrey 
Sherry Goodwin 
Kulwinder Gosal 
James Geanell 
Names and fat es to  remember  
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Selange' Rioux 
Lorlee Roberts 
Stephen Ross 
Kerry Ruchotzke 
Andrew Rushten 
Audrey Russell 
Very Ruygrok 
Li Sandhals 
Debbie Sandyke 
6urpal Saran 
Alan Scales 
Vida Schooner 
Lorraine Schultz 
Dean Schulze 
Irina Schulze 
Karin Schuster 
Kevin Seaton 
Alvin Seymour 
Karen Seymour 
June Sharyk 
Pare Shaw 
Ann S~elford 
Mary Shepperd 
Bob Sheridan 
Julie Skarra 
Shirley Smith , . 
Dave Sm~ ~ 
Allen Seu~le ..... 
Scott Spencer 
Rita Straw 
Sandra Struthers 
Joy Sutherland 
Yvonne Setter 
Berry-Lynn Swanson 
Twila Swanson 
Kulbinder Takhar 
Hal Taron 
Kevin Taylor 
Dieter Theiss . ..,,r 
Michael Thelitz 
David Thums 
Phillip Thomson 
Clayton Tomas 
Elizabeth Troelstra 
Matthew Vaalhenke 
Alma Valdez 
Angle Valdez 
Joan Van Genne 
Rhonda Vaselenak 
Donna Viemeau 
Christine Volkman 
• Karla Wallington 
Bonnie Ward 
Jimmy Wells 
Colleen Wells 
Josephine Wertz 
Yvonne Wesley 
Karen West-Johnsun 
Joy Wideman 
June Wideman 
Erin Williams 
Debbie Wilson 
Dwight Wilson 
Anita Wirti 
David Wreggitt 
Jean Wriggltt 
John Wright. 
Suzaune Ziegler 
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Northwest Sportsman, I LAKELSE PHARMAO¥ I 
3213 Kalum St. 3217 Kalum 635-6496 14717 Lakelse Ave, 635 7263 I 
~~ Good L~ck I 
~ in your I 
I Con.gratu.latio __ I ~ ,future endeavors! I 
management & staff I I 461§-A Lakel,e 636-6453 I 
NEW QUADRA tRAVEL iaLee mash a=mv (lm)LTD, I 
at I • SERVICES LTD. I BEST from RON WISHES & his Staff 
May LHe, Travels " '  ,, ~ ~1~).~ ~)~[~=~ 
• Be Suooessful 
635"2281 14"4717 LakelsY AYS 636-6063 4624 Greig Ave. 636436"/ 
Atidetic Awarda: ,', 
(Spouored by All Seasons Sportl~ Goods Ltd., 
Terrace Interiors Ltd., ,Terrace Recreation Centre) 
Jhn qlow, Myron Crown, Kevan Dalaney, ¢~rdou 
.Froese,-Dentea Garneau, Brian Heller, D'Arcy HIH, 
Gaye Kawineky, Anna '~K le in ,  Janet Parry, 'Mike 
~u'lch, Vlda Sch0oner, M ike  Stevana. 
Large  B locks :  . 
Kathy Brewer, L~ynne core. y; James.Harvey, Jini 
Kellar, Richard Kkdn, Korea LamminlL colleen ~ 
McGhee, Mike MeIntyro, David Metzmeler; JOY 
Wldeman, June Wldeman. 
Athletic Service Award-Bob Sheridan 
Moet Outs lznc l ing  Female Athlete-Kathy Brewer 
Most Outetandi~ Male Athlete-lfl•cherd Klein 
Moet Sportmanlike Player-David Metzmeler 
covas~ AW,mDS 
Business ~'.duoation: 
(Sponsored by Bank of Montreal, Ka.Lum Motel and 
Paragon Insurance A~ency) " 
Accounting ll-scndra Kerr 
Accounting l~-Sandra Field 
M.C.P. 12.-Stephon Dah] 
02.  lt-Diane Hoekstra 
• O.P~ IP,.-Elizabeth Troelstra 
Shor thand 19-Dabb le  Glen 
Typing 10-Efleen MeCullen~h 
Cmnmunity Services: 
(Spensored byFinning Tractor & Equlpmont Co. Ltd,, 
Okans~m Helicopters Ltd. and Pizza Patio.) 
Child Care 1P,-Marla Barbasa 
Foods 9--Katldean ~neox 
Foods l l - - Jun lce  Kldd " 
• . , " ,  , . . . .  : . . , . .  • . . .~ , .  . ; . • 
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It was a day when awards were given out 
m s~ MemurlalAward-W~. Faber . ]Sand and Mmlclan~d p Awards:, ~ Loyel Order of moose Scholarship 
~. , - . . , .  . . . . . . . .  • ' .  ~- .  • Janet  Pat tY ($tO0)  ROn vdll/an~.~s ~,  morlai Aw~d.Marko Furmonck  .Outstanding Gradelf Band Student-Anne Davis 
Mathematlca: OutatandlngGradelgBandstudant-Barbara Parr Hans G. Muehle Scholarship 
(Sponsored by l-Ilghe Surveys "Ltd., Kalum Electric Outstandin~Grade llMmlclan-KarenArnold-~mith Colleen McGhee (~00) 
Ltd., Omlneca Building Supplies Ltd., D.W. OutstandingGrade12Mmlelan-Rick Brot~ver 
strangway, M.D., MeCo]l Re~l. Estate Servieea Ltd.) ' :. Mills Memorial Hespltal Medical Staff Scholarship 
Cheryl Flury(M50), ' .... ~ PROGRAMME AWARDS 
(Sponsored by Bert's Delicatemn,Gim'a Restaurant 
Ltd . ,  • l .ake lse Motor Hote l ,  H. Lehmann Jewellers' 
Ltd., Mountview Bakery Ltd., Mr. Mike's, Overwaitea 
Foods Ltd., Skcena Auto Metal Shop Ltd., Terrace 
• Barber  ~ iop  and Emil Wirti Coast~uctionLtd.) 
Top Grade Ten student-Qint0n Jeffrey 
Top Grade Eleven Student-Marlann Field 
Arts and Sclanca Prosramme-Richard Bronwer 
Basineas Education Programmed-.Ellzabeth 
Trcelstra 
community Education ,Pragramme-Linda 
Industrial Education Programme-Ken. Christy 
BURSARY AND scHOLAR~IIP WINNERS 
John and Ellen Basfin Memorlai Scholerchllm 
Kathy Brewer (~q00) 
• Kelly Chempoux ($100) 
Anita Wlrtl (~100) 
Matbematies.10..Clin~n Jeffrey 
~mat ica  10-Dot~ McOhee " 
• " :~! ".~,~_o~a ll,,Tammy Ball 
A l~a  ll-Androw Peterson 
• Albagra '11 (Honours)-Sam Rehner 
Consumer Mathematics ll-Valede Butterfleld 
Trades Mathematics 11-Doag Hartnell 
• Algebra l~-Karen West-Johnaon '. 
Albqr~ ll-Honoura)--colleen McGhee 
Geometry.-Judi Eastman 
ComputhigScienca ll-Lenard Llndstrom 
Physical Education: 
(Sponsored by Canadian colluloee Ltd., Speed Klean 
Laundry end Shan Yan . Heetaurant.) 
Community i~ecreation 12--Kelly Clmmpoux 
Phyeleal F, ducatton 10-Bruno ~d_~er 
P~eleal Education 10-Elleen MeCullough 
Pllyalcal Edufation ll--Jullas Komles, Doush Richey 
. PhyaicalEducation ll-GayeKawinsky 
PIMeleal Education l~-Rlchard Klein 
Physical Education 12--Karan Lamming Terrace Art A~soelatlon. " 
C~rht Donnel]y ($100) 
(Sp~ by B.C~ Telephone Company, Emerson Bernice Hninstock Schokr~p 
Medical Clinic, Terrace Dru~s Ltd., and Time Vlda Schooner (L@0) 
Cleaners & Laundry Ltd.) 
Kinsmen Club of Terrace 
Barbara Parr (t~50) l~iolo~y ll-Temmy 
.i~01o~ ll-Kathy Webb 
BI0108y l~Vlda Schooner 
:~lmce 10-Bruno I-Ildber 
Sc~mce l~ton  Jeffrey 
Che~ntslzy ll-MaHann Field 
Food~ lP,--Monlca Dimback • . :- , . : Chemistry 1P,--Kathy Brewer  
Ma~iagemont ll-Monica D/mback '~ • " : EarthSelence ll-Kathy Webb 
.Textiles 9--Bal Jit Gill . ,::.".... -: -Phy~cs U-Lenard Lin~lzom 
TOx~as ll-Barbera parr • " i' :.;:~ i '~ ~ i~/': PlZyalcat ~.~. 12 Dieter Thelea 
: ~ : .  ($pp~' ..o~_ed~y crampton &Brown, Helda Travel htd., 
~nfflbh: . . ~ . • . .  / ' /~d~,M~l~\B0ber tson) .  . 
aponsor,d by Dr, V.A. t~rp, ~e~m,~ver..er,' , :':~:~!~~k~;~ 
Terrace Chrysler Ltd. and Kelth H. Tucker). .... *..: : ' : -~aphy  1~,Anlta Wirti. 
• . -, ' . ~, J~'Ol~tery .  19 - Jud i  .Eastman , 
English xo--14,ane Mallloux . . . .  I .aW n- -coan ie  Smith  
Enslkh 10-Doug MeGhe~ RegionalStudies U-Kurenhamming 
English ll-Lenard Lhlcktrom. Social Studies .ll-Ian Hamilton 
En~lkh ll-Audray Black 
En~J!..~ .12-Karon Weat.Johuson Sonial Studies ll-Veronlca l~nas 
En~lkh l~Laurle Radelet Social Studies 1F-Jim Chow 
Eaglish Literature l~-Don Baker 
. . . .  " . -  . ................... i,:... . . , ~ a n d . P ~ '  At '~.: .~' , , , :~,~ :~.,:-~.~;': .... ~ ~.~. 
S lxmured  by  ~on 'e lh  Consu l -C~eta l  and  IOtas  Jesm.Her th) ,  . ~ " . :  " 
Studio Ltd.) 
Art 10-Nadia Stella 
Art il--C~la Donnelly 
Art l~-Joy Sutherland 
Graphic Communications ll-Janice Kidd 
Graphic Communications,l~-Mertin Sterner 
"Drmna ll,Heather Lynch 
Drama l~;Shirley Taylor 
8peel~ Award: Robert Dampster 
Terrace Little Theatre Awards: 
.Audrey B~aek, Heather Lynch, Dorothy Stauf, 
fer,~Irley Taylor' 
We at the 
(French Summer Travel Burearles ponsored by 
PHce-Skeona Forest Products Lid.) 
French-Stephon Grant 
Fronch 10-in~d Metnnder  
French U-~helley MoROe 
French t~-.Paola Durando. 
French Consul-General's Gift to a: 
Merltorloua French Student-Brenda-Lee ROld 
Frmich Language f~ummer Bursmrles-Gafl Chhokar, 
Judi EMtman 
l~ndmtrial Education: 
Spmed by Ricer Automotive, Skoglund 
Slmd'a Upheletering, Terrace Totem Ford Ltd., 
nd  Terrace International Truck and Equipment L d.) 
Construction ll--Cleyton Kru~u 
conJtru~tion I~-L~ Le~erd 
Comtruet/on l~B-Rlck Bramn 
Draftln~ 10-Allen Cameron 
Drafting ll-biauro (~'vo 
Drafting l l - Ju i Je  l ,o~t te  
Draffi~ 12A-Richard. Smbley 
Draft~ liB-Dieter Thelss 
Mechanics ll-Bruce comei'en 
Mechanics IPA-Ken Cin'Is~ 
Scholarship 
ALL SEASONS 
Sporting Goods 
salute the,Class of 79 
455OLakelse Ave. 635-2982 
We salute 
the  
Grads of '79 
CHINOOK NORTHLAND MEL! 
M~ni .  ~-Kan rab~ wish• iyou happiness I I T r a i l e r  Sales Ltd. i, . Metal Work i0--Leyton Freeman ; i i 
: Metal work n-Ri~ ~gno. and Success  " 5506 Hwy.  16 W. 535.2033 
., Metal Work IPA-Aifred Vis 
• Metal Work 12B-Brian Burke , ,  
Wood Work 10--~rty Kester !"NORTH -!I'LAN! " " " 
D DELICATESSEN : Paelfle Automotive ~ow Awards 
(Jacket Patch  and Diploma) ' i i LTD.; 
• . Ken Faber (~0), Ken Christy, Mike Mcintyre, 4621 Lakelse Ave. ~ 63§ -2835 
/ "~ . , . . 
& Engraving f, om t,o 
Staff a t  
' TOTHE 
CLASSOF'79 
4635 i~u~elle Ave. 635-2779 
 nnACE 
ELECTRONICS 
•t 
4623 Lakelse Ave. 635-4543 
Karen Lammlng (,~o) 
Priea-Skeeaa Forest Products Ltd, Scholarddp 
Rick Brouwer (LW0) 
Terrace and District Arts Council Scholarships 
Rick Brouwer (m) 
Judi Eastman (m) 
Colleen McGhea (t75) 
Vlda Schooner (~)  ' 
' Terrace Co.operativ.e AsSociation Scholarsldp 
Paola Durando (~0) 
Terrace District Teachers' Association Scholambil~ 
Lyane Carey ($~00) 
Jacki Cook (B25) 
Judl ~.astman (ta25i 
D'Arcy Hill (~5) 
• Laurfe l~adelot (S~5) 
Terrace Hotel B~rsm7 
Richard Klein (~mo) 
Terrace Hotel Scholarship ., .~ 
Kathy Brewer ($250) .~. 
, " . . .  , . . . , .  : ;  ,~"~'~,  
Board  of  T rus t~,  School D is t r i c t  ,Nuunber~ 88, 
(Terrace) Scholarship. (Sponsored I~y the '~ lnce  of 
B.C.) ' , 
. ; • J , t ' ~ F  . , Robert ~ ($I,0oo) 
Rotary,..._.~,__Shield fo r ' sce le l  Renponsiblli~/i~d:' School 
. ' ,  , t  
Caledonia Outatand~ student Awarda: ' 
(Sponsored by Terrace District Teachers' Amodation 
in memory of the late John E. Butin-maJor trophy is 
apoasored by Rev'd D. Hales). ~ . 
Kathy Brewer . , .'. ~.: 
Janet Parry 
i 
The Caledonia Awards and Schol~. ship Committee 
was made up of John Chm.Wlag (Co~rd ins tor ) ,  
Henry ereger, Doris Dubetz, mltabe~ Fleet, F,d 
Kanney, Walt  Melntyre, Robin Peten~n, Gary 
Tupper, Charlene Walker, Allen Woetton, 
to  the 
CLASS of '79 
SUN,-THURS. 11 a.m.-12 p.m.~ 
FRI .  & SAT. 11 a.m. • 2 a.m.i 
I I I  
4043 PARK AVENUE •PHONE 08.0111' 
• : i ,I 
,i 
# I 
It was a day for taking, some photograph,s 
was 
a 
day_ 
for 
fee l ing  
,proud 
TERRACE. INTERIORS 
, tip their hts  to our grads 
and BEST, OF LUCK 
in future endeavors 
'Terrace I n teriorsJ 
.. L td .  I 
4610 Lazelle Ave. 635-66001 
A 
message 
from 
the 
principal 
W.L. 8tu.n 
I 
Caledonia, inits tenth year of operation, offers 
more than ninety distinct courses in the 
following subject areas: Art, Business- 
Education, Drafting, Drama, English Language 
and Literature, FrenCh, Graphic Com- 
munications, Home Economics, Industrial 
Education, MathematiCs and Computer Science, 
Music, Physical Education, the Sciences, 
Geography-History.Regional Studies and  
Sociology in Social Studies. 
"Students have a wide variety of ex~a- 
curricular activities from which to choose: 
French, Italian, Chess, Science and Education 
Fair, .Annual Club, Inter-School Christian 
Fellowship, Students' Council, Badminton, 
Soccer, Wrestling, Volleyball, Track and Field, 
Cross-Country, and Intra-Mural Sports. 
Caledonia has a staff Composed of highly 
qualified and dedicated members who work 
assiduously together to ensure that the best 
peesible ducation is offered to the students. 
1978-1979 was a year of great activity. 
Highlights of the year included: the visit to 
Richland, Washington State, by twenty-five of 
our students accompanied by John Toows, Allen 
and Maureen Wootton to view the Solar Eclipse; 
the Annual Terrace Education Exhibition and 
Science Fair: the visit to Quebec by 45 of our 
stud..e~ tS accompanied by Mrs, Pelletier, a 
parent, Bill Sturn and Bob Bussanich; 
representation byCaledonia Players at the B.C. 
High School Drama Festival; the 8th place finish 
ot KERMODES, our Boys' Basketball team, in 
the B.C. Boys' BasketbaU Finals; our Girls' 
Basketball team represented the North West 
Zone in the B.C. Girls' Basketball Final held in 
Victoria; our Badminton team was first in the 
Zone; our Soccer team and Girls' Volleyball 
teams were second in the Zone; the Boys' 
Volleyball team was second in the Zone and 
eish~ in B.C. 
For the second year in a row, Caledonia was 
enPnresented at the University of Victoria's 
ual Humanities and Science Symposium, 
Don Baker was one of twenty.four students 
chosen province-wide from more than 300 en- 
trants, for the originality and ingenuity of his 
paper entitled "Hitler's Victor " S v,, Rn~, 
Judi Eastman, D'Arc Hill an~ Vid te . . . . . .  ,._ Y o Sohooner 
were selected as student-participants. Taco 
Albrecht was the Sponsor teacher. 
best Wishes 
from !Y 'S  
men s W~nt 
GradHat o 
from 
Tho HOB 
• ~ ~~~~.  
4013 LAKELSE 635-2088 
of 
ION, 
~t 
WE SALUTE 
~~.~z~~ ~ Our  ' 
B,~ 7~~ t, Graduates 
I _...o,..o,.,. 
r9  . 
I, " ~" l~ Barbz:~ell&staff 
I TERRACE. MODEL W~ ~; I ' ' • 
|?erraoo Shopp, M Oentrq, 630-64001 ~ LAZELLE 630-~1"27 
Congratu/at/ons 
Ca/edon/a 
erads! 
~from . 
Bud& Bome 
at 
MoOOLL REAL ESTATE SERVlOE LTD, 
3239A Kalum 6364131 
ir/,B'.4r.4Kdr, O',apr.4r.ar.dr.41r.Ar.ar.4r.aKdir4r.4r.AKB,~ 
i ~ 
Congratulations 
• , &,.Best Wishes 
i KEN'S PHOTO STUDIO LTD, i 
l,, 1-4621 I,dels.e . ~ ' I '  ~ 1~ , j
6RADUATI (  
PHOTO6RAP 
ISE 
Terrace Ohrysler 
Ltd, 
Congra.da~~ 
' Grads 
Of ' 
'~79 ' 
4916 W, Hwy, 16 . 
.. TERRAOE 636 6969 
¶ 
